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The twelfth edition of The International Conference on Digital Society (ICDS 2018) was held in
Rome, Italy, March 25 - 29, 2018.
Nowadays, most of the economic activities and business models are driven by the
unprecedented evolution of theories and technologies. The impregnation of these
achievements into our society is present everywhere, and it is only question of user education
and business models optimization towards a digital society.
Progress in cognitive science, knowledge acquisition, representation, and processing helped to
deal with imprecise, uncertain or incomplete information. Management of geographical and
temporal information becomes a challenge, in terms of volume, speed, semantic, decision, and
delivery.
Information technologies allow optimization in searching an interpreting data, yet special
constraints imposed by the digital society require on-demand, ethics, and legal aspects, as well
as user privacy and safety.
The event was very competitive in its selection process and very well perceived by the
international scientific and industrial communities. As such, it is attracting excellent
contributions and active participation from all over the world. We were very pleased to receive
a large amount of top quality contributions.
The accepted papers covered a large spectrum of topics related to advanced networking,
applications, social networking, security and protection, and systems technologies in a digital
society. We believe that the ICDS 2018 contributions offered a panel of solutions to key
problems in all areas of digital needs of today’s society.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICDS 2018 technical
program committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the
ICDS 2018. We truly believe that thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consists of top quality contributions.
This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. In addition, we also gratefully thank the members of the ICDS 2018

organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making
this professional meeting a success.
We hope the ICDS 2018 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress on the topics of digital
society.
We also hope that Rome provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Mobile and User-friendly Two-Factor Authentication for Electronic Government
Services Using German Electronic Identity Card and a NFC-enabled Smartphone
Michael Massoth
Department of Computer Science
Hochschule Darmstadt – University of Applied Sciences
Darmstadt, Germany
E-mail: michael.massoth@h-da.de
Abstract— A mobile, secure and user-friendly two-factor
authentication using the German electronic identity (eID) card
will be presented. The new approach shall be used for the mobile
online-authentication of citizens in order to get access onto high
trust level electronic government services. One part of the
innovation is the use of a Near Field Communication (NFC)
enabled Android smartphone as ubiquitous NFC card reader.
The new approach implements a mobile, as well as a stationary
authentication solution for citizens. The high trust level of the
mobile online-authentication will be reached by a strong twofactor authentication with the German eID card and the
corresponding 6-digit Personal Identification Number (PIN).
Keywords-mobile authentication; identity management; strong
two-factor authentication; high trust level.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid increase of digitalization within our
industry and society, more and more businesses and
government agencies are offering online services where a
citizen can access anywhere, anytime, using the online
function of the German National electronic Identity (eID)
Card. Citizens shall be able to communicate with the
administration simply and securely around the clock online
in order to perform necessary administrative tasks. This saves
costs, the way to administration, waiting times, paper and
postage. Citizens and users can identify themselves not only
on the Internet, but also at vending machines and the selfservice terminals in public authorities. Therefore a mobile
and strong two-factor authentication using the German
electronic identity (eID) card will be presented in this paper.
The new approach shall be used for a quick mobile onlineauthentication of citizens in order to get access onto all high
trust level electronic government services.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the
online authentication process with the German eID card and
the problems of previous solutions are discussed. Section III
presents some related work. Section IV introduces the new
mobile AusweissApp2 for Android in Germany. The new
mobile authentication approach with the citizen service app
is shown in Section V. In Section VI, the new stationary
authentication approach with a Quick Response (QR) code is
presented in detail. Section VII gives a security evaluation of
the REST-interface. Section VIII presents a security
evaluation of the HTTS-interface. Section IX ends this paper
with a conclusion and outlook on future work.
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II.

ONLINE AUTHENTICATION WITH GERMAN ID CARD

The new German National Identity Card was introduced
in 2010, Dec 1st, in smart card format and with a contactless
chip, see Figure 1. With this activated chip, the citizen and
eID card holder can use the eID function (online function).
With the eID function, the citizen can prove her or his identity
in a simple, secure and quick manner on the Internet or at
vending machines. The eID card chip transmits the personal
data using secure connections once the user authorizes such
a transmission by entering the corresponding 6-digit PIN. So
a strong two-factor authentication (property and knowledge)
will take place. For realization of the electronic
authentication, a trusted and secure channel between the chip
and the service provider will be established, using an
authenticated Diffie-Hellmann key agreement protocol. Both
communication parties know with whom they interact
(reciprocal authentication).
The German National Identity Card offers maximum
security for the personal data on the chip. This applies to both
the physical security features of the document and the
security technologies protecting the personal data on the chip.
The eID function significantly improves data security and
reduces the amount of personal data collected (data
minimization). The German eID system fulfills certain strong
requirements described in the technical guidelines and
security advices, published by the German Federal Office for
Information Security (BSI), see [1] and [2]. The security and
privacy details of the German eID system were addressed in
various papers and articles, see, e.g., [3] and [4].

Figure 1. German National eID Card

In order to use the activated eID function, the citizen need
a NFC [10] card reader (available from various retailers) and
a client software, such as AusweisApp2, which ensures a
secure connection between the eID chip and the Internet
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service provider so that data can be exchanged in encrypted
form [13]. The online authentication process with the eID
card (using the example of a web service) will be explained
step-by-step below:
(1) The card holder opens the provider's web service
requiring online authentication.
(2) The service transmits the authentication request to
the eID server.
(3) A secure channel is established between the eID
server, the client software (e.g., AusweisApp2), the card
reader and the ID card's chip, and the authenticity of the
service provider and the authenticity and integrity of the
eID card (protection against forgery) are checked.
(4) The client software shows the card holder the
service provider's authorization certificate and the
requested personal data categories. The eID card holder
decides which personal data he/she wishes to transmit.
(5) By entering the 6-digit PIN the eID card holder
confirms the transmission of his/her data.
(6) The eID card data are sent to the eID server.
(7) The eID server sends an authentication response and
the eID card data to the service.
(8) The authentication response and the ID card data are
retrieved. The service checks the authentication results
and decides whether the authentication was successful. A
response is then sent to the user and/or the service is
provided.
The consumer research study of GfK, determined in May
2015, stated, that only 5% of all Germans used their eID card
for online authentication services within the past 12 months
[6]. Also, the "AusweisApp2" (for stationary Windows and
Mac OS) was only downloaded about 180,000 times from
Dec 2014 to May 2015. There are probably two main reasons
for that disappointing result: First, there are only few services
(55 commercial and 109 from administrations, in May 2015)
with eID support available on the market. Thus, the citizen
and users may not see a significant benefit in using eID.
Second, for the online authentication there is a special NFC
card reader needed which can cost between 30 (basic) to 160
(comfort) Euros. As interim conclusion: The necessity to
purchase such an expensive NFC card reader was and is a
high blocking factor for the citizens and users to make use of
the online authentication function of the German eID card.
III.

RELATED WORK

Other countries in Europe also provide mobile
authentication solutions for their citizens and users. In
Austria for example a new system called “Identity Austria”
(IDA) will be introduced. With the new IDA system it will be
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possible for an Austrian citizen to recall and display official
documents and ID cards such as a driving license, passport,
e-card or approval form, on the mobile phone without having
to carry the different ID cards. The cards and documents are
just displayed but not stored on the smartphone. The
requested data can be accessed via a centralized high-security
server in the Ministry of the Interior and with the consent of
the person concerned via an encrypted Internet connection.
First field tests has taken place in summer 2017.
The predecessor project was “My Identity App” (MIA)
[6] and was developed by the Österreichische Staatsdruckerei
GmbH. MIA combines electronic formats of traditional
printed ID documents and electronic identities (eID) into a
platform-independent smartphone app embedded in an ID
ecosystem. Authentication of MIA against the backend is
performed by means of a client certificate, which is stored on
the users’ smartphone. All data transfers are secured using
Transport Layer Security (TLS). There are no data stored on
the smartphone. Personal data and digital formats of
documents and ID cards are always retrieved from a trusted
high-security server of a cloud backend infrastructure. A
strong two-factor authentication, e.g., with a generated onetime transaction number and a biometric fingerprint, could
be performed if required for authentication and proof of
identity within an online service.
In Switzerland, there is so far no national eID card
available, but Swisscom provides a Mobile ID solution for
secure mobile authentication via the smartphone [7]. The
Swisscom Mobile ID is a public key infrastructure (PKI)based secure authentication service that enables users of
business applications to access secure accounts, platforms,
applications and cloud services. Mobile ID is an application
that is not installed on the smartphone, but on the subscriber
identity module (SIM) card over-the-air. This makes the
application work on any popular smartphone. First, the
mobile phone number must be entered for registration. The
Swisscom's database is then checked to ascertain whether this
mobile phone number is under contract with Swisscom. Then
the users home address is displayed. This has to be confirmed
by the user. A Mobile ID is already preinstalled on all
Swisscom SIM cards as a SIM toolkit (STK) applet, which
can only be accessed by the mobile provider “over the air”
(OTA) via the correct identification key. Additionally an
RSA key is generated, which binds the SIM card to the
specific device and thus makes it a safety token. Furthermore,
a user-specific Mobile ID PIN is defined, which the user must
enter each time when the RSA key, which is stored on the
SIM card, is to be accessed. If the user wants to log on to a
website, a four-digit number is displayed on the website. At
the same time, a message is sent via the SMS channel, which
contains the login location and the four-digit number. If both
are matching, then the user is prompted to enter his personal
Mobile ID PIN. After the correct Mobile ID PIN has been
entered, a message is sent back to the sender and the login is
successful.
Otterbein et al. [8] presented a new approach with
“derived” identities on mobile phones. They analyzed and
evaluated different kinds of hardware-based security
solutions in order to protect sensitive data at the smartphone.
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IV.

NEW MOBILE AUSWEISAPP2 FOR ANDROID IN
GERMANY

The new mobile AusweisApp2 for Android was released
officially on 27th April 2017 at Google Playstore. With that
client software the online identification can be used with an
android smartphone or tablet (version 4.3 and higher) without
an additional NFC card reader. To do so, the smartphone or
tablet must have an NFC interface in the first place. The
second requirement for the NFC-enabled smartphone is the
support of the communication function "Extended Length".
This function must be supported by both the NFC chip inside
the smartphone and the firmware of the respective device
manufacturer. In the third place, the NFC chip must have a
sufficient field strength, which ensures that the contactless
eID card is supplied with sufficient power to read the stored
data. Since 3rd July 2017 the open source code of the
AusweisApp2 Android release (1.12.2) is available on
Github under the European Union Public License (EUPL).
With the new BSI-certificated mobile AusweisApp2 it is now
possible to implement a mobile two-factor authentication for
online services using the German eID card and a NFCenabled Android smartphone, as demonstrated in the
following sections.
V.

server application. The task of the REST interface basically
consists of two parts. On the one hand, it is used to
authenticate a customer, using the new German eID card. It
can also be used to process and terminate the particular
electronic government services with trust level “high”.
Further applications are possible and could be integrated into
the backend architecture. The approach of a successful
authentication is shown in Figure 3 below, see step (1)-(4):

Step (1): The App asks you to hold your identity card
behind the back of your smartphone and to enter the 6digit PIN of your German eID card. [Figure 3a]

MOBILE AUTHENTICATION WITH CITIZEN SERVICE
ACCOUNT APP

The mobile two-factor authentication using the German
eID card and a NFC-enabled Android smartphone as
ubiquitous NFC card reader will be presented as prove of
concept, demo and practical development experience, shown
in Figure 2. The new approach shall be realized for a typical
electronic government service with trust level “high”.

Figure 2. High level overview of the mobile authentication of a citizen

Hereby a Linux-based virtual machine from Hochschule
Darmstadt (- University of Applied Sciences) is used as
server platform in the backend. A Tomcat web server was
installed on this site, which serves as a container for all
developed web applications. A MariaDB SQL [15] database
is used to store the authentication procedures, as well as the
additional data of the particular e-government service. The
PKI-infrastructure
and
the
eID-Server
of
the
Bundesdruckerei GmbH (Berlin), or as alternative the media
transfer AG (Darmstadt), could be used for live testing. To
enable platform-independent communication with various
terminals, a Representational State Transfer (REST) [12]
server based on the Jersey framework was developed as a
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Step (2): The Android smartphone uses NFC to read
your private data contactless from your activated eID
chip. [Figure 3b]

Step (3): Transmits your encrypted personal data to the
citizen service account server. [Figure 3c]

Step (4): After successful transmission you have
completed the proof of your identity. [Figure 3d]
Figure 3. Step-for-step approach for mobile authentication
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The Citizen Service Account App interacts with the server
via the following five essential steps:






Step (1):

Request of an Authentication and Session Token
Transmission of the Transaction Number (TAN) after
successful authentication using the ID card
Request of the user's read-out ID card data
Transfer of the input form data
Confirmation of the vehicle decommissioning

Step (2):

For this purpose, a REST client has been implemented as
prototype and proof of concept, which is able to address the
specified REST API of our server. The required data between
the app and the server are exchanged in JSON format [17].
VI.

Step (3):

STATIONARY AUTHENTICATION OF A CITIZEN WITH
QUICK RESPONSE (QR) CODE

The complete process of online authentication of the
citizen can also be done with a stationary QR code solution.
The high level overview is shown in Figure 4 below:

The citizen opens the website of the egovernment service account on the desktop
PC or notebook and wants to register for the
service account as a citizen for the first time.
A QR code is then displayed on the website of
the e-government service account. The citizen
opens the service account app on its
smartphone and scans the QR code of the
website. It thus establishes a link between the
smartphone's service account app and the
browser-based website on the PC. He then
legitimates himself with the German eID of
his ID card and the corresponding 6-digit PIN.
After successful authentication the process is
terminated in the browser of the PC or
Notebook.

Rest–Server: To enable a platform-independent
communication with various terminals, a REST server based
on the Jersey framework [16] was developed as a server
application. The task of the REST interface basically consists
of two parts. On one hand, it is used to authenticate a
customer, using the new ID card. It can also be used to log
off a vehicle after successful authentication. Further
applications are possible and could be integrated into the egovernment architecture.
REST contains the following five core principles:


Figure 4. High level overview of the stationary authentication of a citizen

The corresponding step-by-step process for the
stationary authentication of a citizen with the quick response
code (QR) solution is shown in Figure 5 below:






Unique identification (e.g.,
http://example.com/customers/1234)
Links / Hypermedia (for example links and forms)
Standard methods (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE,
HEAD, OPTIONS)
Resources and Representations (Set data format for
output, such as XML, JSON)
Stateless communication (no savings of session status)
VII.

SECURITY EVALUATION OF THE REST-INTERFACE

Possible attack vectors and threats against the RESTinterface are:
Figure 5. Step-by-step process for the stationary authentication of a citizen

In the stationary authentication approach the user
performs the actual login process via the website of the egovernment service account and uses the Citizen Service
Account App only to scan the generated QR and set the
displayed TAN into the corresponding field in the website.
As prerequisite the citizen has to download and install
the citizen service account app first on a NFC-enabled
Android smartphone. Then the step-by-step process for the
stationary authentication of a citizen continues as following:
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A. Distributed-Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack:
A DDoS attack on a system with a REST interface is
aimed at exploiting the limit of the API keys. Often
developers do not set a limit on requests to the API when
implementing the REST interface. If an attacker finds out
such a REST interface, he is able to paralyze the system with
frequent requests.
B. Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attack:
In a CSRF attack, a user is given a command for a web
application (e.g., in the form of a link in a guest book) by an
attacker. If the user follows this link, the command is sent to
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the web application and executed in the context of that user.
If the user is logged on to the web application, the user's trust
relationship with the web application is exploited and the
command is executed with the rights of the user.
C. Countermeasure Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF):
As a safeguard against a CSRF attack, a secret token can
be introduced that is difficult to guess by the attacker. Each
time the web application views the page, that token is passed
as a parameter in URLs or as a hidden field on forms (double
submit cookies). For each client request, the web application
checks whether the transmitted token matches the value
stored for the session. If an error occurs, the requested call is
rejected. Without knowledge of this token an attacker cannot
adjust a valid HTTP request. For high-security web
applications, consider creating the token for each request so
that each time the web application is called, a new token is
sent to the client, which must then be used in the subsequent
request [19].
VIII.




By injecting plain text into an HTTPS request and observing
the length of the compressed HTTPS responses, an attacker
is able to iteratively guess and derive plaintext secrets from
an SSL stream. [18]
BREACH attacks only require a few thousand queries and
can be completed in less than 60 seconds. There is no
practical way to turn off the attack.
Some countermeasures in order to give a higher
protection against BREACH attacks are:


SECURITY EVALUATION OF THE HTTPS-INTERFACE


All HTTPS connections of the prototype are
implemented and realized with TLS 1.2. The current version
TLS 1.2 is specified in RFC 5246. Unlike its predecessor
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), TLS uses the cryptographically
more secure keyed-hash message authentication code
(HMAC) method to calculate message authentication code
(MAC) values. TLS also uses a modified key generation
method, which provides greater robustness against attacks on
hash values used in key generation as pseudo-random number
generators. TLS has also extended the amount of alert
messages, with all extensions classified as fatal alerts.
Examples of such extensions are the warnings that an
unknown Certification Authority (CA) has been specified, or
that a decryption operation has failed.
One possible attack vector and threat against the HTTPSinterface shall be discussed here in more detail. The Browser
Reconnaissance and Exfiltration via Adaptive Compression
of Hypertext (BREACH) attack is a security exploit against
HTTPS when using HTTP compression. [18]
The BREACH attack was discovered in 2013. This type
of data theft exploits the data compression and data
encryption used by websites to speed up page load times, save
bandwidth, and secure data during transmission. While the
BREACH attack does not directly address SSL security, it
compromises the privacy goals of SSL because HTTPS is
used only to encrypt page headers and disclose other content.
Hackers use a combination of brute-force attacks and divideand-conquer methods in BREACH attacks to gain access to
credentials, email addresses, and other sensitive and personal
information from SSL-enabled sites. BREACH attacks work
with all versions of the SSL and TLS protocol and with any
type of ciphers collection, as long as the following conditions
are met:
 The web application is served via HTTP-level
compression and contains user-provided data and a static
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secret in the HTTP response text.
The attacker knows what he is looking for and is able to
monitor the traffic between the user and the web
application to get the length of the HTTP responses.
The attacker can persuade the user to visit a malicious
scripting site and then inject a man-in-the-browser
malware that can send requests to the target site.



One possible safeguard is to disable HTTP compression.
This leads to reduced performance and increased
bandwidth usage.
Other measures include the separation of secrets and user
input or a limitation of the rate limit for queries to the
server. Most protections against BREACH attacks are
application-specific or require improved information
security practices to handle sensitive data.
As a further preventive measure, security management
for web applications can be implemented and a web
application firewall can be used to detect and block
malicious clients. [18]

In the following subsections, we discuss some additional
countermeasures in order to protect the implemented HTTPS
and TLS1.2 connections.
A. Countermeasure TLS backward compatibility (TLS):
Incorrect configuration of the TLS 1.2 interface allows
entry into the connection. If the connection is broken, there is
the potential for man-in-the-middle attacks and phishing
attacks. A correct configuration of the extensive TLS
connection ensures long-term protection against these
intrusion attempts.
By default, TLS 1.2 allows backward compatibility with
older versions of TLS. Older versions of TLS offer more
vulnerabilities and poorer cryptographic properties. It is
advisable to only accept TLS 1.2 and to block all clients with
older versions in case of a handshake at the beginning of the
connection.
B.

Countermeasure Cipher Suites (TLS):
The range of cipher suites is large at TLS 1.2, but some
are no longer safe. The BSI recommends either Galois /
Counter Mode (GCM) or Cipher Block Chaining (CBC).
Both are currently considered safe and must continue to be
supported until at least 2023. The TLS connection should be
set to GCM at least for machine-to-machine connection. With
GCM, the real key is never transferred and the temporary key
is destroyed. This means that even if an attacker breaks the
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connection and obtains the private key, unlike CBC, he
cannot make the content. Furthermore, the BSI recommends
the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
which uses elliptic curve cryptography. ECDSA is
recommended here due to the short keys and good
performance.
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Abstract—Smart decision making is based on data combined
with analytics to improve decision-making. This paper examines
several application areas of smart cities, and related data
sources used for decision-making. In many cases, systems may
make decisions on their own. Such systems may play an
important role in the development of smart cities. In other cases,
the data can be combined with historical data or other open data
sources to play a role as the foundation for decision-making.
Our findings are presented as an analytical framework, which
will be used for further empirical studies into this domain.

provide real-time data through sensors, meters and cameras,
but also from social media and open data sources. The
instrumentation layer enables capturing and filtering data
from various sources for timely response. The inputs from the
instrumentation layer are integrated and transformed into
event-related information at the “interconnection” layer to
provide rich insights for decision-making. The
interconnection layer provides all forms of collaboration
among people, processes, and systems to enable a holistic
view supporting decision-making. At the “intelligence” layer,
business intelligence and analytics are applied to the
information provided by the interconnection layer and other
city-relevant data and, then, the analyzed information is
visualized to understand the city requirements and city
policies, hence, make informed decisions and take actions.
The intelligence layer is focused on deep discovery, analyses,
and forecasting. These three layers that build up the smartness
in a smart city are constructed by smart technology solutions
and ICT infrastructure, such as IoT, big data, and Internet.

Keywords-smart decision-making; smart cities; big data; sensors;
analytics.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an analytical framework for smart or
(intelligent) decision making in the context of smart cities.
The framework is based on a review of literature, white papers
and news sources covering the topic, as well as empirical data
from a study on air quality monitoring. The analytical
framework shows areas in need of further study and forms the
basis for future research projects.
Smart decision-making uses a systematic approach to data
collection and applies logical decision-making techniques
instead of using intuition, generalizing from experience, or
trial and error.
“Smart cities” is a multifaceted concept and has been
defined in many different ways; more than 100 definitions of
smart cities have been analyzed by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU)’s focus group on smart
sustainable cities [1][2]. The mandatory requirement for smart
cities is to improve quality of life and achieve sustainable
development (economic, social, and environmental) through
the use of Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) and intelligence [3]. Definitions emphasized the
technological aspect of a smart city as being "a
technologically interconnected city" or Internet of Things
(IoT) using big data is promoted to achieve the efficiency and
intelligence in managing cities' resources [4][5].
A smart city is a city that is characterized as an
“instrumented, interconnected, and intelligent” [6]-[8]. This
can be conceptualized as three layers, as shown in Figure 1.
These characteristics are enabled by use of ICT, which
constitute the heart of a smart city [9]. The “instrumentation”
layer does data acquisition through sensor-based systems that
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Intelligence layer

Interconnection layer

Instrumentation layer

Sensors

Location
data

Social
media

Open data
sources

Figure 1. Three-layer model.

Regarding the intelligence layer that is concerned with
decision-making, a review of studies on smart city and
decision-making resulted in nine articles. This indicates that
smart city and decision-making is an area that deserves further
investigation on how to make a big impact from big data [10].
In this paper, we elaborate on smart or intelligent decisionmaking in the context of smart cities. Smart decision-making
relies on data and analytics to make better decisions. By using
autonomous systems, the decisions can be implemented in real
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time. Human intervention can be reduced to oversee the
decisions and take over if the system is malfunctioning.
The main focus of this paper is on the instrumentation
layer, and the data sources used by this layer. The data is
refined through the interconnection layer and processed by the
intelligence layer to enable decision-making. The three-level
model provides a systematic approach to collecting facts and
applying logical decision-making techniques, instead of
generalizing from experience, intuition (guessing), or trial and
error.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
discusses methodology. Section 3 focuses on the
instrumentation layer, including identification of common
data sources. Section 4 describes some selected smart city
application areas. Section 5 presents our analytical
framework. Section 6 contains our conclusion, some
limitations, and ideas for future work.
II.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this paper is to begin exploring how typical
application areas of smart cities use, analyze and visualize
data. Data analysis and visualization is essential for decisionmaking and intelligence in smart cities [6]-[8]. However, our
literature review reveals little research in this area.
Figure 2 shows how data is analyzed and visualized. The
analytics typically stores data for future use, e.g., for
predictions. The visualization is used for human decisionmaking.

Figure 2. From data to decisions.

Thus, an analytical framework outlining the possible data
sources, analytical and visualization techniques could be a
valuable contribution to decision-making, as well as for future
studies in this domain. Our research question for this study is
“Which data sources are applicable to the different
application areas of smart cities?”
Data collection was done through several iterations.
Initially, we planned on conducting this study as a pure
literature review. However, there are few studies of this area
so far. We were only able to identify nine research papers
(referenced in Table 1), using the search phrases “smart city”
and “decision-making” in the title. Thus, we had to rely on
additional data sources and conduct a document analysis of
industry white papers, as well as industry, technology and
regular news sources. In addition, we applied existing
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empirical data from a previous study on air quality
monitoring.
This exploratory approach led us to three themes, which
we summarize in Section 3, Table 1. Further, the examined
news sources and white papers identified eight application
areas of data analysis in smart cities; parking, speed
monitoring, public transport, traffic, environmental
monitoring, energy management, waste handling, and crime
prevention. For analysis, we have applied literature, findings
from the air quality monitoring study, as well as data from
industry to map potential data sources for each of the eight
categories. This allowed us to create an initial framework of
data sources for the eight identified categories.
III.

DATA FOR DECISION-MAKING

At the instrumentation layer, data for decision-making
may originate from many different sources. Laney [11]
defines big data as data having high volume, high velocity
and/or high variety. High volume refers to large amounts of
data demanding both specialized storage and processing. High
velocity refers to streams of real-time data, e.g., from sensor
networks or large-scale transaction systems. Finally, high
variety is about dealing with data from different sources
having different formats.
Big data may originate from sensors. Another important
source for big data is the world-wide-web. Web mining can be
used to retrieve unstructured data (text) related to everyday
events happening in a city. In this context social media, such
as Facebook and Twitter can provide information about
problems and citizen sentiments. Many government
organization and private companies offer open data sets online
that can be used for analysis and decision- making.
Marr [12] argues that the real value of big data is not in the
large volumes of data itself, but in the ability to analyze vast
and complex data sets beyond anything we could ever do
before. Due to recent advances in data analysis methods and
cloud computing, the threshold for using big data has
diminished.
A. Sensors
Sensors and sensor networks are important for smart
decision-making. Sensors provide real time information about
weather, traffic, air quality, energy consumption, water
consumption, and waste. Data from sensor networks are
structured and easy to process. According to Cambridge
dictionary, the word “sensor” means a device that is used to
record that something is present or that there are changes in
something. IoT is an infrastructure with interconnected units
that may among other things act as sensor platforms.
Botterman [13] defines IoT as:
“A global network infrastructure, linking physical and
virtual objects, through the exploitation of data capture and
communication capabilities. This infrastructure includes
existing and evolving Internet and network developments. It
will offer specific object-identification, sensor and connection
capability as the basis for the development of independent
federated services and applications. These will be
characterized by a high degree of autonomous data capture,
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event transfer, network connectivity and interoperability”.
(p.12).
B. Location data
Location data places an object in a specific position.
Location is important both for stationary and mobile objects.
For mobile objects, location data comes from the Global
Positioning System (GPS) or from triangulation of radio
signals, e.g., belonging to a mobile network.
C. Social media
Another possible data source for smart decision-making is
social media. Social media has been defined differently
among scholars [14]. However, we adopt the definition by
Kaplan and Haenlein [15]: “Internet-based applications that
build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web
2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User
Generated Content” (p.62).
Data retrieved from social media will mostly be
unstructured (text, images, video), but also structured metadata providing additional information, e.g., tags containing
author, content type, title, date/time and location.
Unstructured data from social media may provide insight in
the perceptions and sentiments of smart city citizens.
D. Open Data Sources
Open data is data that can be freely used, reused and
redistributed by anyone - subject only, at most, to the
requirement to attribute and share alike. Open data has the
following characteristics [16]:
• Availability and access: The data must be available as a
whole and at no more than a reasonable reproduction cost,
preferably by downloading from the Internet. The data
must also be available in a convenient and modifiable
form.
• Reuse and redistribution: The data must be provided
under terms that permit re-use and redistribution.
• Universal participation: Everyone must be able to use, reuse and redistribute - there should be no discrimination
against fields of endeavor or against persons or groups.
• Interoperability: The ability to interoperate - or intermix
- different datasets (i.e., one piece of open material
contained therein can be freely intermixed with other
open materials).
E. Decision-making in Smart Cities
In the context of smart city, decision-making has been
given less attention in the literature; Google Scholar found
nine articles discussing decision-making in smart cities (See
Table 1). The nine articles investigated various aspects of the
three layers described earlier.
Studies related to interconnection layer have highlighted
various collaboration aspects that are important for smart
cities. Ojasalo and Tähtinen [17] proposed a model of an open
innovation platform for public sector decision-making in a
city. The authors identified three different kinds of
relationships that are present and partly interwoven in open
innovation platforms (i.e., governing, sparring, and
collaboration). The proposed model helps organizing the three
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types of relationships of an innovation platform with the city’s
decision-making and external actors, by combining different
decision-making cultures between the public and private
sector.
TABLE I.
Ref.
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[14]
[22]

MAPPING LITERATURE TO SMART CITY LAYERS

Instrumentation
layer

Interconnection
layer
X

Intelligence
layer

Others

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

At the intelligence layer, Eräranta and Staffans [18]
discussed knowledge creation and situation awareness in
collaborative urban planning practice, and how digitalization
changes it. The authors argued that smart city planning is not
only a data-driven super linear scaling practice, but an
integrative and collaborative learning process facilitated by
face-to-face interaction, advanced analyses and visualizations
of available data, ongoing processes, and local history and
stories. The authors brought in collaboration at the
intelligence layer.
At the intelligence layer, Passe et al. [19] attempted to
understand human behavior and decision-making about the
built environment within an expanding range of spatial,
political, and cultural contexts. The authors emphasized the
importance of participation by a broad range of stakeholders
in making decisions for the future of smart cities. The authors
argued for the need to consider social dynamics in addition to
building-occupant interactions, which requires investigating
multiple scales and types of data to create new methodologies
for design and decision-making processes. This approach
moves data collection, analysis, design, and decision-making
away from hierarchical relationships and utilizes the expertise
of all stakeholders.
Also at the intelligence layer, Honarvar and Sami [20]
talked about the various sensors embedded in different places
of smart cities to monitor and collect data about status of
cities. Mining such data to extract valuable knowledge creates
a challenge because various sources of data in smart cities are
big, independent, heterogeneous and no semantic is integrated
and annotated to them. The authors proposed an approach to
leverage linked open data and semantic web technologies,
data mining mechanisms, and big data processing platforms.
At the instrumentation layer, Khan et al. [21] emphasized
the role of citizen participation as an important data source for
social innovation and co-creating urban regeneration
proposals through innovative IT systems. Those IT systems
can use open government data, visualize urban proposals in
3D models and provide automated feedback on the feasibility
of the proposals. Using those IT systems as a communication
platform between citizens and city administrations offers an
integrated top-down and bottom-up urban planning and
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decision-making approach to smart cities. In the same line,
Foucault and Moulier-Boutang [22] proposed a governance
model called “Smart City – organological”. The model
consists of an adaptive device built around a differentiation of
smart sensors and tags to improve human decision-making.
The device is taking into account both “physical sensors” and
“economic and social sensors” to capture the explicit or
implicit needs.
At the level of the three layers, Nathali Silva et al. [23]
worked on an area of concern regarding the continuous growth
of the complex urban networks that is challenged by real-time
data processing and intelligent decision-making capabilities.
The authors proposed a smart city framework based on big
data analytics. The framework operates on three levels:
instrumentation layer (data generation and acquisition level),
interconnection layer (collecting heterogeneous data related to
city operations, data management and processing level), and
intelligence layer (filtering, analyzing, and storing data to
make decisions and events autonomously, and initiating
execution of the events corresponding to the received
decisions).
Some other topics were studied in the literature, e.g., Gang
and Yang [24] studied design issues to improve the
intelligence layer of city emergency management. Kurniawan
et al. [25] investigated the development and optimization
possibilities of Makassar City smart operation room. The
authors used fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making to illustrate
the project priority rank and further to determine the
alternative optimal option in conducting the project.
IV.

APPLICATION AREAS

In order to understand more about data sources and
decision-making techniques, we have examined some
common application areas connected to smart cities (See
Table 2). The first four areas are connected to transport:
• Smart parking
• Speed monitoring
• Smart public transport
• Smart traffic
The rest of the application areas represent the broadness of the
smart city concept:
• Environmental monitoring
• Energy management
• Waste handling
• Crime prevention
A. Smart Parking
Smart parking assists drivers to find a nearby parking spot.
The information provided to the driver can have many
different forms, from public displays placed next to roads to
mobile apps directing the driver to a free parking spot
[26][27][28].
Smart parking data is sensor based. Outdoor sensors may
be magnetic sensors located in capsules embedded in the
ground, detecting the presence of a car, or cameras detecting
if a parking spot if free or not. Indoor parking spots may
instead have infrared or ultrasound sensors to detect the
presence of cars.
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Smart parking may also include payment solutions based
on mobile phone apps, use of SMS, or dedicated devices like
SmartPark™ [29]. The payment solutions may give the user
the opportunity to pay for time actually used instead for
paying for a fixed time period.
Smart parking sensor data provides information to city
planners and car park companies about the occupancy of
parking spots over time. The collected information can be
used for decision-making regarding the construction of new
parking sites, and to decide on pricing.
B. Vehicle Speed Monitoring
Vehicle speed monitoring warn drivers about their driving
speed. The idea is to make drivers slow down if they are
driving at excess speed. Speed monitoring units may be standalone, but state-of-the art units are connected to the Internet
and provides real-time information on driving habits [30].
Several technologies have been demonstrated for vehicle
speed monitoring including use of cameras, RADAR, LIDAR,
and underground sensors [31]. A measurement station is put
in a fixed position, and excess speed is shown on a display
device.
Another approach is to install mandatory units in all
vehicles. The driver can then be alerted of excess speed
directly by the unit. Such units can also upload speed data
through some kind of network [31].
(Some GPS devices warns the driver about excess speed,
but such data are not relevant, since data are not uploaded for
use by traffic authorities.)
Vehicle speed monitoring data can be used by traffic
authorities and police to decide on traffic control locations.
Such data can also be used to implement speed reducing
measures, such as speed bumps or traffic lights, and even
control such measures in day-to-day operations.
C. Smart Public Transport
One important measure to reduce environmental footprint
is to reduce car traffic, in particular the use of private cars. A
well-developed public transport infrastructure can be an
incentive to reduce traffic load. Car owners may also be
discouraged by the toll charges or congestion charges
implemented in many cities.
Smart public transport uses technology to provide public
transport users with a better user experience [32]. Use of
sensors and GPS technology can provide real time data on
arrivals and departures of public transport vehicles.
Smart ticketing solutions may use smart cards or mobile
phones equipped with Near Field Communication (NFC) to
make ticketing more efficient from a user point of view [33].
Online route planners may help users choose the most
efficient route from one location to another location.
The data collected from smart public transport can be used
for real time situation reports and may also be used by public
transport planners to adjust time tables, change routes, create
new routes, and adjust fares.
Social media may be mined to find citizen perceptions of
the public transport system.
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D. Smart Traffic
Smart traffic is about using technology to ensure more
efficient traffic management. Traffic management may use
road lights and signs to optimize traffic flow in real time [34].
Commercial car navigation systems provide information on
fastest and shortest routes. Some navigation systems collect
information from other cars real time to detect bottlenecks and
provide alternative routes.
Data may come from sensors embedded in the roads. The
most common technique is to detect traffic density by
embedding coils under the road surface to pick up passing
cars. Alternatives are to use camera or radar technology to
detect traffic.
Data may also come from the vehicles themselves, by
using radio transmissions or a cellular network [35].
The data collected may be used by the city-administration
for road-planning, adjusting intervals of traffic lights. Data
can also be used by transport companies to decide on best
schedules for pick-ups and deliveries.
Mining social media may provide some information on
how citizens experience traffic situation.
E. Air Quality Monitoring
Monitoring air quality and other environmental
parameters is important for decision-making. Some cities are
enforcing restrictions on traffic when pollution levels reach a
certain threshold [36].
In most cases, the air quality monitoring is done by fixed
monitoring stations located throughout the city, but may also
be done by mobile handheld units, or units installed in cars.
Measurements include gases: CO, CO2, NOX, and dust
particles, normally 2,5 PM and 10 PM.
Collected data can be combined with other data sources,
e.g., meteorological data, to provide real time situation reports
and make forecasts for future pollution levels. Data can be
visualized and be made available to the public. Such data is
particularly valuable for citizens with respiratory problems.
Social media may be mined to find citizen perceptions of
air quality.
F. Energy Management
Smart power grids contribute to better energy
management and reduced environmental footprint. An
essential part of the smart grid is smart meters. Smart meters
are devices that continuously measure power consumption of
households and buildings. Household appliances can
communicate with the smart meter to schedule activities when
the load on the power grid is low. The smart meters also
communicate with energy management systems to optimize
energy consumption [37]. Buildings can also take part in
energy production through use of solar panels and other
alternative energy sources.
Sensor data may be combined with location data and open
data sources to make forecasts. Social media data plays a
minor role in the context of energy management.
G. Waste Handling
Sorting waste materials for recycling has become common
practice. Garbage collection can be improved by only
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collecting waste when necessary. “Intelligent” waste
containers can report their state of becoming full and get
included in the schedule of trucks collecting the waste
[38][39][40].
The recycling process itself can provide valuable data on
types and amounts.
Data from the waste collection process can be used to
decide on container size and pick-up patterns. Data may also
be made public to show timeliness and efficiency of the waste
handling, from garbage collection through recycling.
Social media data mining can be used to detect sentiments
about the garbage collection.
H. Crime Prevention
Crime prevention is about allocating police resources to
areas most likely to get victims of crime, but also to find out
where to establish surveillance by video cameras and other
means.
Data used for crime prevention will mostly be former
reported crimes combined with open data sources, e.g.,
demographic data, property values, income levels of citizens,
street light coverage, etc. [41][42].
Social media may be mined to find indications of
unreported crimes.
TABLE II.
Application
areas

MAPPING APPLICATIONS TO DATA SOURCES
Sensor data

Smart
parking
Speed
monitoring
Smart
public
transport
Smart traffic
Air quality
monitoring
Energy
management
Waste
handling
Crime
prevention

Data sources
Location
Open data
data

Social
media data

X

X

-

-

X

x

-

-

X

X

-

x

X
X

x
x

X

x
x

x

x

x

-

X

X

-

x

-

X

X

x

X major data source
x minor data source
- not applicable

V.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The purpose of our case studies is to examine data sources
and methods used to analyze data. Seven examples of smart
city applications show the importance of sensor data, but also
the opportunities of using open data sets combined with sensor
data to improve analysis and enable forecasting. Web mining
and social media has limited use in these cases, but can be
used to alert city administration about potential problems and
sentiments.
The crime prevention case does not rely on sensor data,
but on reports of crimes. Combining different open data sets
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can provide better insight related to crime prevention. The
reported crimes can provide patterns, but combining data sets
may shed light on underlying factors, like property values,
incomes, absence of street lights and other factors.
In this study, we have examined mainly the
instrumentation and interconnection layers, finding a set of
data sources used in different smart city application areas, as
shown in Table 2.

•
•
•
•
•

Figure 3. Analytical framework.

When we map these finings to the three layers in Table 1,
we have the outline of an analytical framework as shown in
Figure 3. The resulting analytical framework may guide future
research efforts in the field. Existing research and white
papers provide examples of how big data can be applied for
decision making, but as our framework shows, there is a need
for both synthesizing existing studies as well as conducting
new empirical studies to create a roadmap for decisionmakers. This roadmap would list relevant data sources and
analytical techniques for different users and contexts. The
framework forms a possible foundation for future studies in
this area.
VI.

For strategic and long-term decisions done by humans, the
results of the processing and analysis need to be visualized in
a meaningful way, e.g., through graphs, bar charts, pie charts
often combined with a map or even embedded in a Geographic
Information System (GIS) front-end.
This paper studied application areas of smart cities to
examine use of (big) data. The study is not exhaustive. We
used example of application areas from literature, but as
“smart cities” have ambiguous definitions, we may have
overlooked some areas. Further, as we had to start examining
white papers from industry it is likely we have missed
interesting data from relevant sources even after our rigorous
search in the most well-known big data/analytics companies.
In the future, we intend to investigate how data can be
analyzed using different methods and techniques, so that we
can present a comprehensive model of possible combinations
of data sources, actors and contexts, and analytical techniques.
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Abstract—This article describes the threats and practical
challenges of diversity in target groups and the models for the
adoption for technology for healthcare in The Netherlands.
With the sense of urgency created by the participatory society,
in which citizens are responsible for their own direction for
health, government and the quality of life within The
Netherlands, digital solutions become more and more part of
the society and relationship between citizens and governmental
bodies. Its mere focus is on validation methodological
approaches and practical challenges in order to stimulate
vitality and healthy independent living for a longer period of
time.
Keywords-healthcare; digital technology; quality of life;
participatory society; methodology; practical challenges.

I.

TARGET GROUPS IN A DIGITAL
PARTICIPATORY SOCIETY

The development of the participation society makes 'own
direction' and 'own responsibility' increasingly important for
residents. The described interventions are aimed at taking
care for health and quality of life yourself. However,
equipping citizens for the participation society is not selfevident. Because 'own direction' and 'own responsibility' of
citizens presuppose that they act themselves, they must have
sufficient motivation, knowledge, skills and potential for
action. In that context, the Scientific Council for
Government Policy [1], introduces the term ‘doing ability’
next to 'thinking ability'. The Council states that citizens
need ‘doing ability’ to be able to set goals, to formulate
steps and implement them. Most online sources now
facilitate knowledge and thereby stimulate 'thinking ability'.
Stimulating ‘doing ability’ is something else. For example,
there are initiatives to make road maps available online [1],
for living a longer vital, health and independent life.
According to the National Social Media Research, the
use of social media is intensive: ten million Dutch people
use WhatsApp and Facebook, of which 80% daily; more
than seven million use YouTube, of which 20% daily [2]. In
2016, The Netherlands has the relatively largest number of
online shops [3], and the largest number of online therapies.
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This high degree of digitization of the Netherlands and the
Dutch people means that the active use of digital solutions
at the urban level is a real possibility - the use of the internet
is spread so widely that all population groups of all ages (up
to 75 years) are online. That creates opportunities but also
challenges. Recent research by Stichting Pensioenfonds
Zorg en Welzijn (PGGM) among 30,000 professional care
workers shows that only 10% of them use digital resources
in their work. In the consulting rooms of general
practitioners, patients do not very often suggest e-health [4].
The next section describes the possible models of
technology. Section three will threat the methodological and
practical challenges in the applicability of health models
focussing on participation. The final section will conclude
on the awareness and motivation of possible solutions.
II. MODELS FOR THE ADOPTION OF
TECHNOLOGY
The literature describes a number of models for the
adoption of technology. Some are too general (such as
Venkatesh's Technology Acceptance Model) while others
focus more on organizations [5]. Such models do not focus
on the practical introduction into a larger urban
environment. An interesting model for gaining insight into
aspects of adoption is the 'eHealth Value Framework for
Clinical Adoption and Meaningful Use' (in short: 'eHealth
Value Framework') of the University of Victoria in Canada
[6]. Originally developed to map the aspects of adoption of
Electronic Patient Dossier (EPD) systems, it is sufficiently
generic to get an overview of the aspects that are important
in stimulating a diversity of applications on an urban scale.
In addition to implementation itself, there is a broader
context for the deployment of technology at the urban level,
an interest that extends beyond the current project. For the
stimulation of health in urban environments, literature refers
to its own character in size, density, diversity and
complexity and advocates a tailor-made approach that does
justice to this [7]. In 'theory of smart cities', Harrison and
Donnelly [8] describe how new technology creates 'making
the invisible visible' and thereby creates the possibility for a
new way of (more real time) thinking about the city.
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Harrison and Donnelly [8] also propose to think in an 'urban
information model' as a way to structure and classify the
many different types of information contained or flowing in
the network. This makes it possible to describe urban
development’s statistically not only on a macro level, but
also through new observations and new models on a more
individual level. The recent collaboration between the
Municipality of The Hague and the Statistics Netherlands
(CBS) as an Urban Data Centre, is in line with this notion.
Another possibility is the Extramural Leids Academic
Network (ELAN) data network, in which General
Practitioners information is made available anonymously.
III. VALIDATION: METHODOLOGICAL AND
PRACTICAL CHALLENGES
The project explicitly aims to validate the results to
show whether and to what extent the chosen interventions
contribute to longer independent living. Here, a number of
methodological challenges are described that must be taken
into account when realizing this ambition.
Validating single applications is easier than validating
the effect of multiple applications at the urban level.
Validating is easiest in the situation where an individual
client uses a single intervention for a clearly defined (health
care) need, e.g., added value of digital glucose meters in
diabetes sufferers, use of apps in people with sleep problems
or home automation in elderly people who live
independently. Much evidence-based research focuses on
such direct applications.
Validating the effect of multiple applications on an
urban scale is more complex. This complexity arises from
the multidimensional character of concepts such as: 'longer
independent at home', 'quality of life', 'social strength' or
'vitality'. In addition, this complexity is created by the scale
of applications: longer independent at home is not only
realized by individual users but equally strongly in groups
of users such as client systems, or in the social networks of
neighbourhoods or districts. In both cases, the number of
factors that contribute to an improvement in quality is often
much greater than a single (digital) technology that is used.
A direct causal relationship is particularly difficult to
demonstrate. This, therefore, requires new or different
analysis techniques and smart use of epidemiological
analyses. The dimensions of positive health try to give new
frameworks in which measurements can be made. This is in
line with the observation that the added value as determined
by professionals is not always that of users. For example,
there is no evidence-based long term research for the effect
of online 'brain training', but it does noticeably contribute to
the feeling of rehabilitation patients that they 'do something'
and for that reason it is sometimes included in the treatment
regime (personal communication from a rehabilitation
doctor and -psychologist). It is a fundamental question,
which is also described by the Council for Public Health and
Society [9].
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With regard to e-health, the National Competence Centre
for eHealth (Nictiz) outlines the dilemma in its report
‘Evaluation of eHealth technology: in the context of policy’,
the broad definition of e-health, the diverse nature of the
stakeholders and their different need for evidence [10]. In
the report, several methodological approaches are described
in which way an investigation could be designed. This
includes a number of specific methodological solutions
(such as the use of Social Return on Investment (SROI)
[11]). There are other statistical possibilities (such as the N
= 1 method [12]) to be able to determine validity in complex
situations, but these can only be taken into account when
determined which form of validation is required: when is
healthy and vitally longer independent living successful?
IV. CONCLUSION
A number of conclusions can be drawn:
 There are existing and available digital and
technological solutions that can support
independent living for longer.
 A reasonable number of those solutions have been
examined and found useful.
 Each user has his or her own needs that can and
must be customized.
 The urban scope of the project creates a number of
specific challenges.
 Validation
requires
attention
through
methodological complexity.
The fact that digital solutions deliver added value is in
itself insufficient precondition for success. The project is
preferred to encourage the use of 'existing' solutions among
residents, which means that such solutions not only have to
'exist', but that citizens must know them and be able to use
them. This presupposes the creation of awareness and
motivation, making knowledge and skills available and
facilitating the possible solutions to actually purchase, pay,
install and use:
 Awareness - information via media, professionals
and organizations.
 Motivation - indicating added value.
 Knowledge - explanation and courses tailored,
direct and online.
 Skills - instruction, direct and online.
 Practical use - financing, installation, management
and maintenance.
For example, the use of digital solutions is always
supported by a coherent set of activities. If these are not
present and use is still desirable, compensation will have to
be made for this. Three scenarios can be distinguished when
stimulating digital solutions:
 Stimulating a broad approach aimed at the use of
digital solutions in general by the entire population.
 Stimulating a specific target group to use specific
digital solutions.
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Or a mix of both.
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Abstract—The use of Internet of Things (IoT) results in more
connected and smarter environments, while enabling energy
consumers and providers to reduce costs thanks to advanced
metering management. The demand of data traffic has recently
grown as fast as the number of connected devices and smartmeters. In order to meet the explosive growth of big-data,
new technologies are required to improve the existing metering
infrastructure. In this paper, we propose an open IoT digital
enterprise platform for smart-metering applications focused on
allowing open access to big-data and cloud services. We investigate the main issues and challenges of smart-metering big-data
analytics as a free business service. Referring to some major
information technology architectures, we introduce our suggested
architecture that can help enterprises deploy their specific bigdata framework for smart objects, smart-meters, smart-homes,
smart-buildings, smart-factories, smart-cities or smart-grids. This
is done by adding smart-metering cloud services based on an
advanced metering infrastructure.
Keywords–Big-data; Cloud; Digital enterprise; IoT; Smartmetering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since software is the center of technology, the industrial
revolution ought to open up new horizons, dimensions, challenges, opportunities and business areas, thus freeing data and
benefiting from it. Companies attempt to cut costs and make
software an enabler for future success and for an industrial and
digital economic revolution [1].
We are still in the early stage of realizing the vastness of
customers’ requirements like the infinity universe, the hugeness of data size, their deep knowledge and their streaming.
We aim to broaden the data dimension as an infinite space
(data from varying sources) and to ensure the data management
coming from every physical signal, social media and satellite
[2]. Accordingly, our new challenge is to deal with such
a huge volume of knowledge available in digital platforms.
The data processing is no longer enough; it is necessary to
access this vast amount of data and transform the mining
of information in order to create new values for companies,
customers, societies, as well as the environment [3]. Therefore,
connecting people, indoor and outdoor with technology in realtime helps customers conceive their business life and make
sense of its impact on the economy, the society and the
environment [4].
It is essential to draw customers’ attention to new services
they do not know and have not utilized yet and then fit
them to their own objectives and requirements. For instance,
controlling the energy generation according to demand is a
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major issue and a main objective of energy vendors [5]. The
target of the offered service is to help this specific customer
align an energy demand and supply it through a cloudbased IoT platform offering the opportunities of networking,
processing and storing data, based on scalability, flexibility,
and performance capabilities [6] [7].
Smart-meters data satisfy the basic aspects characterizing
big-data as volume, variety and velocity (3’V) [8]. The bigdata technology provides a real-time analysis and deals with
consuming smart-meters data correlated with weather information and other readings of external behavior [9]. Using
big-data capabilities, we have to manage the huge amount of
data captured by smart-meters in frequent time periods. Hence,
advanced analytics allows companies to extract the available
information and knowledge from the massive volume of data
to gain new insights reinforcing their proactivity in taking
analytical actions. Smart-metering big-data management using
analytical algorithms may achieve substential values needed to
make decision for monitoring and prevention [10] [11]. A key
to decision-making improvement is the variety of data sources.
A manufacturing company hopes to improve maintenance
and ensure real-time supervision and predictive analytics for
factory productivity optimization and business and operation
visibility [12]. Our contribution is to propose an open IoT
digital enterprise platform for smart-metering applications
based on open standards to support and integrate different
devices and platforms in order to help energy markets to
bring solutions quickly. The advanced smart-metering systems
can be integrated with an IoT platform and big-data cloud
services ensuring advanced smart-meters data management
and analytics. Indeed, our suggested platform can optimize
the production factory capacity by predicting failures and
consumption based on the correlations between historical data
and real-time data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the background and issues of smart-metering bigdata management. In Section III, we mention some leading
big-data reference architectures. Our proposed IoT big-data
digital enterprise platform for smart-metering applications is
described in Section IV. Finally, conclusion and some future
work are drawn in Section V.
II.

BACKGROUND A ND I SSUES OF S MART M ETERING
B IG - DATA M ANAGEMENT
Several IoT standards and protocols have been elaborated
to construct IoT devices satisfying some requirements, such
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as batteries’ power supply and limiting in-memory processing
capacity where there is no continuous power supply. Major IoT
systems offer private services that are exclusively allocated to
particular vendors [13]–[16]. In addition, some IoT systems
are unable to be extended or combined due to their limited
capabilities of sensing, memory storage, or analytics functionalities [17]–[19]. The IoT protocols have to optimize these
constrains and to provide an open smart space infrastructure
connecting every type of vendors’ devices with a free access to
open data, open standards, and open cloud services [20]–[22].
Our challenge is to provide an open smart-metering big-data
system with a free access to open big-data and cloud services.

would expect. The recommendation problem was modeled as
a tripartite graph with hyper-edges among users, devices, and
services. The correlations between these three parties defined
the heterogeneous relationships and behaviors in the IoT
service recommendation. To ensure open and secure services
in IoT scenarios with lower processing load and to remotely
configure fine-grained access control policies, scalability and
flexibility, Simone Cirani et al. [35] suggested an IoT-Oauthbased-Authorization-Service (OAS) architecture targeting IoT
applications based on HTTP and on constrained application
protocol services to offer an open authorization framework
integrated using the OAS.

In [23], a green IoT platform was developed to demonstrate
the interest of open data and open Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) for a public IoT smart-city infrastructure
to maximize the Swedish society benefits. A lot of business applications are based on the IoT technology. Now, the
urgent requirements for enterprises are acquisition, storage
management, and processing the huge amount of heterogeneous data generated by large distributed sensor networks
[24] [25]. The IoT data in cloud platforms are characterized
by multi-source high heterogeneity data acquired from different distributed sensors including structured, unstructured and
semi-structured data types. The communication between IoT
devices in a smart environment generates a massive volume
of real-time and stream data. As a consequence, its multidimension processing in cloud needs a flexible scalability of
storage, and compression schemes [26] [27]. Supported by
wireless sensor networks, the IoT, cloud computing, social
networks and smart engines, big-data systems can offer many
benefits for business enterprises and societies by potentially
acquiring, storing, analyzing a huge amount of data. Big-data
can provide and implement an ecosystem of convergence and
collaboration based on various services across several fields,
networks and business processes and rules [28]–[31]. Cai et al.
[32] proposed a functional IoT framework based on big-data
storage systems in cloud computing and defined the big-data
processing modules’ capabilities and challenges for several
industrial applications. This IoT storage system surfs cloud
platforms and tracks significant information to enable any enterprise to assure inter-operation, intelligence and innovation.
Ahmad et al. [33] envisioned the basic role of integrating the
IoT with social networking to understand human behaviors
using big-data analytics based on the Hadoop ecosystem. The
authors suggested a system architecture for real-time big-data
processing and analytics consisting of IoT devices, social IoT
servers and applications. This social IoT system is able to
improve users’ behaviors by providing feedbacks sent as an
alert message. The human dynamics theory describes realtime human behaviors in social areas offering an intelligent
environment.

Several companies are competing for developing advanced
energy management solutions based on cloud platforms, smartmetering technologies, and advanced analytics tools. The authors in [36], provided an overview of the big-data background,
components and technologies including the Hadoop framework, the data center, cloud computing and the IoT. Thus, the
advanced analytics techniques will play a crucial role in the
future smart-metering progress that will require efficiency in
stream data analytics, integrating advanced machine-learning
capabilities and the competence of decision-making techniques
[37].

Big-data offer the possibility to find most similar users
who have similar interests and tastes utilizing an item-based
collaborative filtering technique that calculates the similarity
between items and recommends the item which an active
user previously preferred. This technique has been successfully
applied in several IoT contexts to analyze IoT devices and
services and to exploit the relations between users, resources
and recommended tags. Mashal et al. [34] put forward a
hyper-graph model for an IoT service recommendation that
would facilitate the integration of IoT services that users
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However, there are major issues for the smart-meters bigdata management. The first issue is the storage of the huge
”volume” of data. High availability is realized by ensuring
data reading and data writing anywhere, avoiding joins and
transactions, and tolerating redundancies, such as Hadoop
Distributed File Systems (HDFS), highly distributed databases
(NOSQL), and NewSQL databases. The second issue concerns
”velocity” and massive data processing. As a solution, it is
recommended to move processing to data using the in-memory
processing standard. The third big-data issue results in the
”variety” property of data collection from different sources,
formats and types that can provide homogenization and data
fusion. Different types of original data, such as smart-meters
measurement data, weather data, geographical information data
and marketing data, are collected and extracted from different
sources, such as connected smart- meters, Web applications,
relational back-end systems, data stream, social media and
other forms of data-sets in the cloud. Data should be extracted
and stored in distributed structures in memory waiting their
processing. A new structure of the NoSQL database is created
to manage the storage and retrieval of unstructured collected
data with various format extensions. The ”Spark” technology
is used for ”batch” and ”µ-batch” processing, ”storm” for
streaming processing, and schema-less ”NoSQL” databases
as a distributed platform for massive data storage based on
HDFS, using the Map-Reduce architectural pattern for parallel
calculation of large data-sets, which is a programming model
focusing on a simple hardware to perform complex jobs. Data
processing is divided in many small activities run in different
clusters and in the YARN framework for scheduling jobs and
managing cluster resources [38] [39].
Due to the big-data 3’V, it is necessary to devise a
new architecture for smart-meters big-data management with
new technology features according to new demands. Before
introducing our proposed architecture, let us investigate some
big-data reference architectures developed by the major IT
vendors.
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III. B IG - DATA R EFERENCE A RCHITECTURES
The construction of the proposed smart-metering big-data
analytics architecture is referred to various big-data reference
architectures defined as consistent conceptual models. These
technical references can provide an understanding of big-data
structures, services and capabilities to explore our specific bigdata system interoperability, extendibility, and portability. We
will discuss surveyed big-data platforms, such as Microsoft,
Oracle, IBM and SAP to perceive the main components of a
big-data architecture.
A. IBM Big-Data Architecture
The process of big-data analytics starts with data discovery
and exploration. Data are figured from different sources to
incorporate and discover a new data value. The IBM big-data
platform [40] [41] allows indexing, searching and navigating
diverse sources of big-data represented in different formats
(structured, semi-structured, or unstructured). To generate the
accurate analytics applications, processing data and complex
analytics models are executed both to deprive replicated data
and to provide fast and multiple analytic iterations. For an effective analysis, a game-changing analytics platform provides
tools for the exploration, analysis, management and storage of
both structured and unstructured data. Real-time analysis can
offer the opportunity of analyzing data as it is being generated
insight to make decisions and actions before storing data on
physical disks. The volume of the data stream depends on the
dynamical variation in time. Therefore, the big-data platform
should be able to manage these increasing volumes of data
as well as to analyze data in motion. To consume efficiently
the big-data, the accelerators as tool sets and the library of
analytical packages are used to reduce the analytic cycle time
acquired to discover and process data, develop and deploy
models, and analyze and visualize results. The data management is focused on data integration and governance including
data quality, security, life cycle management, and master data
management capabilities. These big-data requirements can be
managed by Hadoop (unstructured data), stream computing
(real time data), and data warehouse (structured data).
B. Microsoft Big-Data Architecture
The key components of the Microsoft big-data architecture
[42] are data sources, data transformation, data infrastructure, and data usage. Big-data are collected from various
sources classified by the 3’V big-data characteristics. Then,
independent functional blocks are implemented to ensure data
transformation and pre-processing, such as the collection block
to pile up data from different types and forms, the aggregation
block to aggregate collected data into a larger collection, the
matching block to enhance information about each object, and
the data mining block for both descriptive and predictive analytics. Transformed data are stocked in metadata to be utilized
by multiple data infrastructure services. Under development,
the results can be provided in various data usage formats,
granularity and under different security considerations.
C. SAP Big-Data Architecture
The SAP big-data reference architecture includes ingestion,
storage & processing, and consume components. Additional
components are also added to manage the data life cycle, the
infrastructure, security and data governance [43]. The SAP
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High-speed Analytical Appliance (SAP HANA) platform provides several advantages, such as serving big-data features to
the business customers in order to improve their applications.
The ingestion key component of the SAP HANA platform
permits the acquisition of various data types (structured, semistructured, and unstructured data) from different sources (sensors, relational back-end systems, data stream, social media,
etc.). For data processing and storage functions, the SAP bigdata platform investigates the potential between transactional
and analytical processing abolishing the computing time latency by using in-memory computing and an engine for realtime simulation and planning cycles. Other components, such
as graph engine and spatial or location data processing are
also integrated in the SAP big-data architecture. An integrated
Hadoop platform supports the treated data through a distributed
file system. The Hadoop real-time platform offers to users
efficient data processing and storage as benefits of real-time
processing. The consume component supports the analytics
functions, such as dashboards, reports, exploration, charting
and visualization, and applications including machine learning
and predictive and native HANA applications & services.
Within the SAP HANA platform, the infrastructure management provides the security and life cycle management of
a data object using common services for data security and
governance.
D. Oracle Big-Data Architecture
The Oracle big-data reference architecture proposes an
incorporated big-data platform based on Hadoop and Oracle NoSQL database technologies to acquire, process, and
analyze big-data using decision-making techniques. As an
infrastructure service component, the Oracle big-data architecture suggests hardware, a network, connectivity, an operating
system, virtualization, storage, security, and management. Data
sources support the data streams, the NoSQL /Tag-values and
the relational and unstructured databases. The informationprovisioning component provides big-data processing including information discovery, data conversion and massive unstructured data and stream processing. The data warehouse and
the operational database are used to store processing data. The
information analysis component recovers the analytics applications as descriptive (reporting / dashboards) and predictive
analytics (statistical analysis, semantic analysis, data mining,
text mining, in-DB Map/Reduce and spatial) [44].
E. Discussion
Through the review of big-data architectures and the descriptive Table I, several components can identify big-data
system. As a result, we can consider three common ones.
The first one is the big-data management and storage component which investigates (i) structured, semi-structured and
unstructured data, (ii) volume, variety, velocity and variability,
and (iii) SQL and NoSQL and distributed file systems. The
second one is the big-data analytics and application interfaces
studying descriptive, predictive, spatial, real-time, interactive
and batch analytics, besides reporting and dashboards. The
third component is the big-data infrastructure as well as inmemory data grids, operational databases, analytic databases,
relational databases, flat files, content management systems
and horizontal scalable architectures. Other components can
support these three main components, namely the user usage,
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landscape management, the modeling & life cycle management, and the data governance as security, compliance, etc.
Our architecture is in fact based on these three components.
In addition to what is existing in big-data platforms, we have
integrated the cloud-based IoT big-data platform and the smartmetering cloud services.
IV.

P ROPOSED I OT B IG - DATA D IGITAL E NTERPRISE
P LATFORM
Our integrated architecture is built to involve data
management and help IT organization to develop applications
that support digital transformations with analytic capabilities.
It helps to free IT data and to spend the majority of data
sources for more consumed operations. The proposed IoT
big-data digital enterprise platform, represented by Figure
1, allows the access to a leverage data in many ways, such
as digital data management, flexible data management or
incorporated integration.

to take control of the data stream and to use it in more efficient
ways. This can be realized through connectivity up in the space
with big-data.
In our architecture, we can filter and extract the data in
which we need in other tasks, like machine learning, and to
train and test our intelligent system. Also, we analyze the
collected data and clearly present it to facilitate understanding
our data content in charts and graphics formats in order to
support rapid and confident decisions. Our integrated IoT
big-data platform imports multi-store tables, which enables
new partition tables in memory or file systems. It is possible to move across the stores using big queries or inmemory processing capabilities. The solution allows providers
or customers easy access to applications. The different cloud
services offered by our integrated platform are shown and
described in Figure 2 . This integrated platform consists of IoT

IoT
integration
platform

IoT application
services

Connected objects, Connected
homes, Connected buildings,
Connected cities, Connected grids

Industry
application
services

Product applications, Consulting &
Business Intelligence, Marketing

Machine
learning
services
Smart-metering
cloud services

Proposed IoT
big-data digital
enterprise
platform

Advanced
metering
infrastructure

big-data
services

Stuctured
data;
Unstuctered
data; Exabyte
scale;
Distributed
file system

Figure 2. Cloud-based IoT big-data platform services

applications services for connected objects, homes, buildings,
cities and grids in order to ensure industry application services
like product applications, consulting and business intelligence,
and marketing. The advanced analytics of these services is
done by integrating machine learning services, such as brand
intelligence, machine learning, recognition, fraud detection,
social media and customer services, so as to attribute new
values to big-data.
Figure 3 illustrates in detail our proposed IoT big-data
digital enterprise platform that ensures many functionalities:
•

Figure 1. Proposed IoT big-data digital enterprise platform for
smart-metering applications

Indeed, our suggested platform permits data processing and
access to handle the huge amount of data collected by widely
deployed sensors, as well as a solution for the advanced smartmeters to interact with the platform. For real-time data, such as
weather data, data from sensors and smart-meters, production
and consumption data, we propose to use external data storage
in an effort to measure energy consumption. With our solution,
we can increasingly manage the data from a variety of sources
that can be real-time data from databases which contain user
details, user energy consumption data, user equipment, weather
API or collected data from social media. The big challenge is
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Brand intelligence, Machine learning,
Recognition, Fraud detection,
Social media, Costumer services

•

Smart devices and gateways: To substantiate and
manage several connected devices and smart-meters
based on different communication protocols. The Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) uses various
networking models to manage and control the communication with the smart-meters in the field. The
AMI head end system involves software applications
and databases for smart-meters data acquisition and
storage. It promises real-time monitoring of the AMI
network of smart-meters. Furthermore, the AMI head
end system enables utilities to take advantage of the
accurate measurement devices available in the market
in order to measure customers’ energy consumption,
configure smart-meter parameters, and check these
smart devices via firmwares.
IoT integration platform: To apply analytics at the
edge and to enable low-latency decision making.
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TABLE I. B IG - DATA REFERENCE ARCHITECTURES
Big-data management
and storage components

IBM
architecture

* Data Integration
and Governance:
Data integration, Data quality,
Life cycle management,
Master data management;
* Accelerators;
* Hadoop;
* Stream computing;
* Data warehouse.

Microsoft
architecture

* Data Sources:
- Data Objects; Variety; Velocity; Volume;
* Data transformation:
- Collection; Aggregation; Matching.

Big-data analytics and
application interface components
* IBM big-ata platform:
- Visualization and discovery:
Indexing, Searching, Navigation;
- Application development;
* Analytics applications:
- Business Intelligence /Reporting;
- Exploration/ Visualization;
- Industry applications;
- Functional applications;
- Content analytics
- Predictive analytics.

Big-data infrastructure
components

Supporting components

* IBM big-data platform:
- Systems management

* Data Integration and
Governance:
- Security

- Data Minning:
Descriptive / Predictive.

* Data infrastructure:
- Conditioning
- Storage & Retrieval;
* Security;
* Management

*Data Usage:
- Network Operators / Telecom;
- Industries/Businesses;
- Government: Health &
Fin. Institution;
- Academia.

SAP
architecture

* SAP HANA in-memory:
- Transactional; Analytical; Graph; Spatial;
Text & Social media processing;
Extended storage; Planning and simulation;
* Hadoop Platform: Processing & storage;
* Modeling & Life cycle management.

* Analytics:
Exploration, Dashboards,
Reports, Charting, Visualization;
* Applications:
- Machine learning & predictive;
- Native HANA applications & services;
* Modeling & Life cycle management.

* SAP HANA platform:
- Data objects management;
- Data objects security.

- Landscape management;
- Modeling & Life cycle
management
- Data governance: Security;
Compliance; Audits.

Oracle
architecture

* Information provisioning:
- Data processing and discovery:
Information discovery; Conversion data;
Processing of massive unstructured
and streaming data;
- Operational database and data warehouse;
* Data sources:
Distributed file system;
Data streams; NoSQL/Tag-value;
Relational; Faceted unstructured;
Spatial/relational.

* Information analytics:
- Descriptive analytics:
Reporting; Dashboards;
- Predictive analytics:
Statistical analysis; Data minning;
In-DB Map-Reduce; Semantic analysis;
Text mining; Spatial

* Infrastructure services:
Hardware; Operating System;
Storage; Security; Network;
Connectivity; Virtualization;
Management.

•

Big-data management, advanced analytics & machine
learning: To enable deep business insights and business intelligence by integrating IoT big-data processing and advanced analytics utilizing machine learning
and business rules for decision making.
Big-data enterprise applications: To permit the integration with enterprise and IoT big-data analytics applications in order to ensure the development and deployment of enterprise applications with low complexity,
authorization, data security and data governance.

big-data and cloud services. This platform seems to be a digital
enterprise platform offering both specific services deployed in
the cloud and external open services offered by big-data to
improve and satisfy the customers’ requirements. Furthermore,
several issues, such as scalability, flexibility, interoperability
and availability should be considered in this digital enterprise
platform. As a future work, we will study some aspects of our
proposed architecture, such as multi-vendor interoperability,
low cost, low power consumption and security, which require
considerable attention from energy communities.

Our proposed architecture is based on open standards to
support and integrate different devices and platforms in order
to help energy markets to bring solutions quickly. Every
enterprise can freely select its IoT technology protocols. The
advanced smart-metering systems can be integrated with IoT
platform and big-data cloud services ensuring advanced smartmeters data management and predictive analytics. The bigdata analytics can facilitate the integration and deployment of
various utility applications.
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V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Big-data will be more and more a complex distributed
data environment with dynamic acquisition necessitating a
strong orchestration of the inter-process and its dependencies.
Software enablement for enterprises will make a sense of
big-data orchestration by providing not only an available
storage system but also to integrate the big-data analytics
in their concerning business framework. In this paper, we
have proposed an open IoT enterprise platform for smartmetering applications focused on allowing an open access to
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Abstract—The reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG), including
CO2 , has been recognized as the task to be solved by the
world. This paper presents an approach to enable citizens
to use carbon emission credits or allowances for community
contribution, e.g., schools and non-profit organizations. It
assigns a small amount of carbon emission credits or allowances
to RFID tags or barcodes attached to specific products and
show how must credits that tag is worth like coupon for
mitigating GHG emissions. People, including students, who
want to support communities, including schools, collect these
tags or barcodes and then redeemed the credits assigned to
them to offset the GHG emitted from their communities. The
approach was constructed and evaluated with real customers
and real carbon credits with real communities.
Keywords-Carbon emission credit;
lowance; RFID tag; Barcode.

Carbon emission al-

I. I NTRODUCTION
The reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG), including CO2
, has been recognized as a common task to be solved by
the world. Public organizations, e.g., schools, museums,
civil halls, community centers, and local governments, are
required to work for public purposes, but they are not avoid
to emit greenhouse gases for their activities like commercial
activities. For example, schools need to consume energy for
lighting and heating in their buildings. Although they should
reduce their GHG emissions as much as possible, their missions are to provide people, including local communities and
students with services as much as possible. In public sectors,
approaches to reducing GHG emitted from communities
may be different from those from commercial sectors. This
paper proposes an approach to helping public communities,
e.g., schools and non-profit organizations, to offset their
GHG emissions. The approach assigns a specified amount of
carbon emission credits to RFID tags or barcodes attached
to specific products and show how must credits that tag or
barcode is worth like coupons. People, including students,
who support public communities, including schools, collect
these tags or barcodes and then redeem the credits assigned
to them to offset the GHG emitted from their communities.
This paper proposes an approach to enable citizens to
use carbon emission credits or allowances for community contribution, e.g., schools and non-profit organizations,
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where carbon emission credits or allowances are economical
values and can be traded [6]. The key idea behind it is
to assign a small amount of carbon emission credits or
allowances to RFID tags (or barcodes) attached to specific
products by using RFID-tags [8][9], which was a scheme
for reducing GHG emissions from the home and individual
sectors and offsetting GHG emissions from public sectors, so
that tags or barcodes can be worth like coupon for mitigating
GHG emissions. People, including students, who want to
support communities, including schools, collect these tags
or barcodes and then redeemed the credits assigned to them
to offset the GHG emitted from their communities. The
approach was constructed and evaluated with real customers
and real carbon credits with real communities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II states the problems that the paper addresses and the
requirements of the approach. Section III surveys related
work. Section IV presents basic approach outlines the basic
ideas of the approach. Section V describes the design and
implementation of the approach and Section VI presents our
experiences with the approach. Section VII discusses on the
approach and Section VIII gives some concluding remarks.
II. P ROBLEM STATEMENTS
We briefly outline conventional carbon emission credits
before explaining our approach. Carbon emission credits
are not carbon emission allowances, which are limits on
emissions that are lowered over time. A government sets
limits on the amount of CO2 that companies are allowed
to emit CO2 . If a company emits an amount of CO2 due
to their activities below its limit, it can sell the excess
capacity, which is the difference between the limit and the
amount has emitted, to companies whose emissions are over
their limits. They represent a certain volume of absorbed or
reduced emissions by different people or organizations that
have reduced excessive amount of GHG in the atmosphere
in the short- or long-term. For example, developed countries
or companies financially or technically support projects that
aim to reduce GHG emissions in developing countries. They
can, in turn, offset their emissions by credits generated
from the projects. These projects might involve installing
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renewable energy technologies, implementing energy efficiency measures, or removing CO2 from the atmosphere
through carbon sequestration. Emission credits can be traded
in voluntary markets to reduce overall GHG emissions while
still allowing countries or companies that may have difficulty
doing so to have outlets for transition. However, existing carbon emission credits and their trading have several problems:
•

•

•

Carbon trading is usually provided through electric
commerce systems, but existing trading systems are too
complicated and difficult for end-users to sell or buy
carbon credits for reasons unique to carbon credits.
Since carbon credits are tradable, the systems must
authenticate whether the creditors that demand credits
to be transferred to them are the credits’ current owners
or their certificating agents. Carbon credits also have
specified expiration dates, e.g., one or two years, for
institutional reason for carbon credits. The price of the
credits is based in part on the validation process and the
sophistication of the fund or development company that
acted as the sponsor of the carbon project. Therefore,
fees for trading carbon credits tend to be expensive,
where in Japan, a fee of 6,200 yen (about 72 US dollars)
is charged for one carbon credit trading independently
of the number of credits. Existing systems allow professional carbon traders to sell or buy large amounts of
emission credits.
The minimal units of existing trading credits are more
than one hundred or one thousand tonnes of CO2
. However, the amount of CO2 an average person
emits throughout his/her life for one year is less than
one tonne. Each end consumer product should have
less than one kilogram of credits. However, there are
currently no approaches to trading small amount of
carbon credits, e.g., one gram or one kilogram except
for ours. However, each final settlement process in
existing approach needs time and effort, because the
process needs receive RFID tags, which are physical
certificates for carbon credits. The approach proposed
in this paper needs to reduce the cost of settlement
process.
Carbon credits can already be traded through ecommerce, but existing trading systems have been designed of professional traders, called carbon providers
or carbon agencies. Since credits are virtual values, it
is too difficult and complicated to authenticate whether
the stakeholders that claim the credits are the credits’
current owners or their certificating agents. Therefore, it
almost impossible for communities and end consumers,
in additions to small companies and NPOs/NGOs to
sell or buy credits. Furthermore, current personal-level
carbon emission trading has not been designed for
communities. To support communities, carbon emission
credits should be easily exchanged within communities.
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•

Carbon offsetting has gained some appeal mainly
among end-consumers in western countries who have
become aware and concerned about the potentially
negative environmental effects of energy-intensive
lifestyles and economies. However, existing schemes
for carbon offsetting products assume they only support
end-consumers so that they experience problems at
companies. They lack any mechanism for transferring
the carbon credits linked to the products to the consumers. Instead, dealers or manufacturers, who assign
the credits to products, offset the credits on behalf of the
consumers of the products. Therefore, the consumers
have no chance of owning the credits and they do not
know whether the credits have been properly offset by
the dealers or manufacturers.
III. R ELATED W ORK

There have been several attempts for trading small amount
of carbon emission allowances instead of carbon emission
credits. So, we survey carbon allowances. The notion of
carbon emission allowances has been useful in existing
schemes such as the European Union (EU) Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS) for EU countries or similar schemes
elsewhere [1]. Several countries, e.g., the U.K. and Ireland,
have proposed schemes for carbon emission trading in the
home/end user sector to Conferences of the Parties (COP)
of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC). Personal Carbon Trading (PCT) is
a general term referring to personal versions of carbon
emission trading in the home/end user sector. The original
notion of Carbon emissions allowances is an economical
approach to reducing the amount of GHG emissions in
industrial sector. The allowances are limits, often called
carbon emission caps, where a government authority first
sets limits on the amount of CO2 that companies are allowed
to emit. If a company emits an amount of CO2 below its
limit, it can sell the excess capacity, which is the difference
between the limit and the amount of CO2 that has really
emitted, as carbon allowances to companies whose emissions
are over their limits. If a company emits an amount of
CO2 beyond its limit, it must pay a penalty or buy carbon
allowances from someone so that it can comply with its
allowances.
On the other hand, PCTs support carbon emissions allowances allocated to individuals rather than companies. If
individuals emit at a level above that permitted by their
initial allocation, they need to purchase additional carbon
emission allowances from those using less, creating a profit
for those individuals who emit at levels below those permitted by their initial allocation. Several researchers and
organizations have proposed different kinds of PCT in the
last five to ten years.
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•

•

•

•

•

Cap and Share was originally developed by the Foundation for the Economics of Sustainability (Feasta)
[2] and supported the use of fossil fuels. Individuals
received certificates from the government and fuel
suppliers required corresponding certificates equal to
emissions from the use of fossil fuels to sell fuel.
Personal allowance (PCA) was proposed by Hillman
[4] and it was a proposed downstream carbon cap and
trade policy instrument suggested for the U.K. There
represented a mandatory policy whereby all individuals
received an annual carbon emissions budget for their
personal use. The PCA scheme only covered emissions
under direct personal control, e.g., household energy
use (electricity and gas) and private transport (not
including public transport).
Tradable Energy Quotas (TEQs)[3] assumed that individuals would receive certificates and if they used
fewer certificates, they could sell their surplus. All
fuels and electricity had carbon ratings in units. When
individuals buy energy, their certificates are deducted
according to the amount of CO2 emitted from the use
of that energy.
Household carbon trading [5] was a yearly carbon
emission cap to set for residential energy use based on
emissions reduction targets. Allowances are allocated
to each household on an equal per household allocation basis via utility service providers who place the
allowances in each user’s account.
Tradable transport carbon permit [7] was a cap that was
set for emissions from private transport. Allowances
were allocated to all individuals to comply for free, but
these were not any equal basis. Allowances are transferred to the regulating authority for every purchase of
fuel to cover the CO2 equivalent of a liter of fuel and
cancelled. Participants bought and sold permits through
intermediates like banks or buy them at gas stations.

Although the concept of PCT was expected to reduce the
GHG emissions from homes and individual sectors, existing
PCT have several serious problems that must be solved
before applying schemes can be applied to the real world.
Since existing PCT has aimed at reducing GHG emitted
from energy, i.e., their spending electric power from thermal
power plants and refuelling their private cars, they have mismatches with existing carbon emission trading and carbon
emission reduction schemes in companies, although reducing GHG emissions is a global issue. For example, suppose
that a supermarket sells beverages or mineral water from
room temperature shelves in addition to refrigerated shelves
to reduce the amount of GHG emitted from electricity for
the latter and to obtain surplus carbon emission allowances.
When customers intentionally select and buy beverages or
mineral water from normal temperature shelves, they should
share the surplus allowances with the supermarket. Never-
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theless, there is no way to share surplus allowances with
supermarkets in existing carbon emission trading schemes,
including PCT. Furthermore, existing approaches aimed at
personal-level or company-level trading but not communitylevel.
IV. BASIC A PPROACH
Our previous paper [9] enabled a small amount of carbon
emission credits or allowances attached to products or services to be transferred to consumers who buy these products
or products. The approach proposed in this paper is to
enable people to donate their own carbon emission credits/allowances to communities and the communities to mitigate their GHG emissions with the credits/allowances.@It
provides communities with a method to collect a volume
of RFID tags or barcodes as credits for the rights to claim
credits with low costs in addition to the key ideas of our
approach.
•

•

The previous approach introduced RFID tags or barcodes as a certificate to claim carbon emission credits
or allowances attached to products in in supply chains.
It could directly use the RFID tags or barcodes that had
already been attached to products.
The approach proposed in this paper supports a donation of carbon emission credits or allowances to
communities to mitigate their GHG emissions by giving
the RFID tags or barcodes that are certificates to claim
carbon emission credits or allowances.

A. RFID tags/barcodes as certificates in donating carbon
emission credits
Whereas the previous approach introduced RFID tags
(or barcodes) as certificates for carbon emission credits
[8][9], the approach proposed in this paper is designed for
certificating carbon emission credits. The former is assigned
by the government, but the latter is voluntarily generated
by certificated projects to reduce GHG. Therefore, the latter
is essentially various. To claim credits dominated by RFID
tags (or barcodes), we need to return these RFID tags (or
barcodes) to the stakeholders that assigned credits to the
tags (or barcodes). RFID tags (or barcodes) can be used as
certificates for carbon emission credits. For example, when
sellers want to attach carbon offsetting credits to products,
they place RFID tags (or barcodes) on them that represent
the credits for the products. Therefore, purchasers, who buy
the products, tear the RFID tags (or barcodes) from them
and return the tags to the sellers (or the stakeholders of
the credits). When the sellers receive the RFID tags (or
barcodes) from the purchasers, they transfer the credits to
any accounts for payments that the purchasers specify. It is
difficult to replicate or counterfeit RFID tags (or barcodes)
whose identifiers are the same, because their identifiers are
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unique and embedded into them on the level of semiconductors.
B. Community-based collection/lump-settlement for certificates for carbon credits
When a purchaser has peeked an RFID tag (or barcode)
from a product, which might have been attached to a product
that he/she purchased, our approach permits the purchaser to
resell the tag (or barcode) to others. Instead, the new holder
of the tag can claim the credits attached to the tag from
the stakeholder of these credits or resell them to someone
else. Note that trading or donating RFID tags (or barcodes)
corresponds to trading or donating carbon emission credits
that can offset GHG emitted from the receivers. To offset
GHG emitted from a community, e.g., school and council,
according to the Kyoto protocol, holders of tags donate
certified credits to the community by giving the RFID tags
(or barcodes) assigned to credits to the community. Next, the
community donate a volume of credits to the government via
a complicated electronic commerce system or carbon agency.
C. Procedure
Figure 1 explains our approach to attach carbon credits
to products with RFID tags (or barcodes), which involves
seven steps:
1. A seller places an RFID tag (or barcode) on a product
(or a volume of products) if the product has no tag.
2. It sets a certain amount of credits for offsets for a
product and registers the amount and the identifier of
the tag in a database.
3. It sells the product with the RFID tag to a purchaser.
4. The purchaser tears the tag from the product that it has
bought.
5. It only gives its tags to a community, e.g., school and
non-profit organization.
6. The community collects tags and sorts tags according to
the sellers that their credits should be paid to, because
the identifiers of the tags discover the sellers.
7. It returns the tags to their sellers.
8. The seller receives the tag and then finds the amount
of credits coupled to the tag in the database.
9. It transfers the amount to the account specified by the
community and removes information on the identifier
from the database so that the tag can be reused.
Note that in our approach RFID tags can be reused even
when their identifiers are static because the database removes
information on the identifiers after the tags are returned.
V. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
The proposed approach enables sellers at steps in a supply
chain to sell their products with RFID tags (or barcodes)
coupled to carbon emission credits to customers, including
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raw materials and components. Anyone can access information about the credits attached to the products, because
the credits are transferred to purchasers who return the
tags themselves to the sellers. The sellers should provide
information about the credits, e.g., their amounts, expiration
dates, and sources. When customers can read RFID tags (or
barcodes) with web-enabled terminals, they see information
on the credits attached to the tags.
•

•

Our approach requires each RFID tag (or barcode) to
have its own unique read-only identifier. Most RFID
tags (or barcodes) used in supply chain management
already have such identifiers.
To support carbon offsets, the amount of credits attached to a product need to be equivalent to the total
or partial amount of CO2 emissions resulting from the
use or disposal of the products.

This approach assumes to have agents, called carbon
credit agents, to enable customers to access the information.
They have two databases. The first maintains credit accounts
and the second maintains information about assigned credits.
They can only be connected to certain RFID agents and
other account agents through authenticated and encrypted
communications.
Some readers may worry that returning RFID tags (or
barcodes) to their stakeholders is more costly than returning
the identifiers of tags (or barcodes) via a network. There are
two flows that are opposite to each other between sellers and
purchasers at each stage in real supply chains: the flows of
products and the flows of receipts or containers for the products. Our approach can directly use the latter flow to return
tags (or barcodes) from purchasers to sellers. Therefore, our
cost and extra CO2 emissions are small. Actually, returnable
containers, which deliver parts or components from sellers
and then return them to sellers, are widely used in real supply
chains.
VI. E XPERIENCES
The proposed approach was already evaluated through a
social experiment with real retailers, end consumers, local
communities, e.g., elementary school, local government, and
non-profit organizations. We asked an elementary school,
called Kita-sunamachi, in Kouto-area of Tokyo. The school
announced students that several beverage cans are sold
in a super market, supermarket (Kitasuna branch of Itoyokadou), which is one of the biggest in Tokyo area, with
seals assigned with 300, 500, or 700 g carbon emission
credits. It was carried out for two weeks from 9 am to
10 pm and more than five thousand goods were sold with
carbon. Figure 2 shows beverage cans with barcodes in
a showcase at the supermarket. In this experiment, the
credits are called Japan Verified Emission Reduction (JVER), where J-VER credits were generated from thinning
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Figure 1. Community-based carbon credit attachment and settlement

forest and were traded on the domestic market and managed
by the Forestry Agency.
•
•

students and returned to the supermarket and informed
its carbon credit account.
The supermarket read the identifiers of the seals and
then transferred the carbon credits to the accounts.
They could see the balances of their carbon account
through a web site for carbon account management.

RFID-tag seal for
carbon credit

Figure 2. Beverage with RFID tag (or barcodes) seal for carbon credits

When students bought the beverage cans, they should tear
off the seals from cans and put them collecting boxes located
at the school as shown in Fig. 3.
•

•
•

•

•

The supermarket attached RFID tag seals on cans and
sold them to real consumers, where each seal displayed
small amount of its carbon emission credits.
The customers bought cans with RFID tag seals like
other items.
They peeled the seals from the cans that they bought,
where the seals could easily be unattached from products by them.
Students, who had the seals, attached the seals on
certain mount papers and return the seals on the mounts
to boxes located at the school.
The school collected seals from about three hundred
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Figure 3. RFID tag/barcode seal collecting box

The supermarket totally sold 5320 cans, where the sales
volumes of cans with carbon credits in two weeks was
three times more than usual at the supermarket. Thirtyfive percent of RFID tags or barcodes were returned to the
supermarket by customers who claimed the credits. About
750 tags among them were donated to the school through
our approach. There were many lessons learned from the
experiment, but most problems in the experiment were not
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technical. For example, many consumers asked us about the
notion of carbon credits so that we spent a lot of time to
dealing with their questions. We could considerately reduce
the cost of settlement of RFID tags, because the school
collected many tags from students and returned a volume of
the tags to the supermarket in comparison with our previous
approach [8][9], which lacked any techniques for donations
to third parties like the approach presented in this paper.
VII. D ISCUSSION
Our approach intended a supermarket to use carbon credits
as an incentive to sell products. We expected end consumers
to explicitly select products with more credits, which were
in proportion to the amount of reduced CO2 emissions. The
approach also allowed existing RFID tags for logistics to be
directly used as certificates for credits so that its environment
cost was minimal. The approach had to be as simple as possible so that participating parties could easily understand how
the approach worked and what they should to. The trading
of RFID tags in the approach corresponded to the trading of
credits. RFID tags could be used as monetary values, where
money is generally considered to have three functions, as
a medium of exchange, as units of accounts, and as stores
of values. RFID tags in our approach could be exchanged
because they were physical and tradable entities in the real
world. The tags could be coupled to a certain number of
credits. The tags were durable and able to be stored and the
information stored in the tags could not easily be erased. The
approach restricts sellers to assign more carbon credits to
RFID tags than the amount of credits that they have because
assigned credits are withdrawn from their carbon accounts.
The approach permitted anyone to access information about
credits, e.g., their amount, expiration dates, and sources via
RFID tags and only the holders of the tags could claim
the credits. The approach allowed purchasers, including end
consumers, to claim credits by returning the tags coupled to
them to the stakeholders of the tags without any complicated
authentication mechanisms. End consumers did not need to
read the RFID tags, because they could sell the tags to
others, including sellers. The buying and selling of products
is often done where networks and electronic devices may
not be available, i.e., in warehouses, on streets, and in
stores. Account agents need to be always connected to the
system, but sellers and purchasers do not. The reader may
worry whether the accuracy and correctness of carbon credits
attached to products can be ensured at the supplier level.
Consumers can select products according to the amount
of carbon credits attached to them and they can know
information about the credits through our identifiers assigned
to small amounts of carbon credits.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a scheme to bridge the gap between
personal- and company-level carbon emission credits or
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allowances and trading by using information technology, in
particular RFID tags, barcodes, and telecommunication. The
key idea underlying our approach was to combine offline and
online approaches. The former was to introduce RFID tags
(or barcodes) as physical certificates for the rights to claim
carbon allowances, including carbon emission allowances
and caps. The latter was to support the transfer of small
amounts carbon emission allowances via e-commerce. When
purchasers buy products with allowances for carbon offsets,
they can claim the allowances by returning the RFID tags
(or barcodes) coupled to the allowances to stakeholders, e.g.,
sellers or agencies, without the need for any complicated
authentication. The approach could collect small amount
of carbon credits by using communities, e.g., schools and
non-profit organizations. The approach was designed to help
communities to offset their GHG emissions. Finally, we
would like to identify further issues that need to be resolved
in the future. We plan to carry out more public experiments
on the approach in other supply chains. We need to estimate
the social cost in implementing and operating the approach.
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Abstract— This paper examines social and economic
development of African urban areas using the Smart
Community concept. Sub-Saharan African communities face an
urgent need for affordable housing, new working and learning
environments, and new technologies to support sustainable
development. The paper provides insights to the main research
questions: 1. How can citizen-centric engagement process for
community development be enhanced in an African context?
2. What kinds of information and communication technology
(ICT)
tools
can
support
such
processes?
and 3. What is required for citizen-centric Smart Community
development? We conducted a focus group study in
Keetmanshoop, the Karas region in Southern Namibia. The
main lesson learned focus on the need to develop a reliable ICT
infrastructure along with affordable housing and feasible
services.
Keywords-Citizen-centric; Smart City; co-creation; virtual reality,
Africa, developing economies.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In Sub-Saharan Africa, there is an urgent need for
affordable housing, new working and learning environment
and new digital services to support societal and economic
development. The African population will continue its radical
shift from rural to urban areas; in 2010 urban dwellers made
up nearly 40 percent of the total population, and the
estimation for 2030 is 50% and for 2060 65% [1]. The urban
population of Namibia has been increasing from 28% in 1991
to 33% in 2001 and to 42% in 2011. The evolution of the
society requires public administrations to tackle many new
challenges, including civic rights, gender equality,
employment, mobility, digitalization, security, environment
and many others. One of the main challenges in African
governments is to develop more democratic and transparent
societies without corruption. The widespread use of new
technologies, such as social media and mobile services, has
increased the demands for openness and transparency for
public decision-making and administrations. There is a need
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to enhance the communication between citizens and
government, and to increase public engagement and to help
citizens stay informed about decisions.
Urbanization in Africa tends to differ from the experiences
acquired from other parts of the world. In Africa,
urbanization is “decoupled from overall structural
transformation of the economies”. According to a theory,
urbanization is a process of transformation where economies
evolve from rural agricultural economies towards industryand service- based economies, and they simultaneously move
from low-income to high-income societies [2]. However, in
Africa urbanization seems to miss this link to development
towards industrialization and higher income. Instead,
urbanization in Africa frequently refers to “resettlement from
the rural hinterlands, to rural market towns”. In fact, over
70% of African populations live in towns with less than 100
000 inhabitants, in sparsely populated small towns and along
the road networks. There are only a few mega cities in Africa
[3].
However, Smart Cities are frequently linked to big cities
and advanced technologies that improve the living conditions
and foster economic growth in these highly populated and
well-connected urban agglomerations. Slavova and
Okwechime [3] emphasize the fact, that African urbanization
provides some preconditions, which should be considered
when the Smart City approach is used to foster the urban and
economic development in Africa. They make a distinction
between “hard” and “soft” qualities, or best-practices, as
domains that Smart City approach provides for city planners
and stakeholders, who may then select a combination that
best fits for their city’s needs. Hard domain includes, for
example, physical infrastructure like water resources, which
can be used more efficiently with more innovative
management solutions. Soft domain includes social issues
that may be ameliorated, for instance, by provision of housing
and social services with integrating such services with ICT.
Also fostering of economic development through innovation
and entrepreneurship may be considered as a soft approach.
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Slavova and Okwechime [3] also point out different
strategies needed for different agglomerations; mega-cities
(over 5 million), medium cities (from 5 to 0,5 million) and
small cities (less than 0,5 million) and other urban (less than
0,3 million), that cannot be developed with similar agendas.
To simplify, soft qualities – social and human oriented
development – are likely to be emphasized in small towns and
rural environments rather than technology and data driven
solutions. Rather than “hard domains”, that are typical to big
cities (e.g., physical infrastructure, urban density and
congestion) more generic challenges of poor regions (e.g.,
slums and informal settlements) and especially qualities of
“soft domain” (e.g., low quality and segregated social
services, unemployment) are key elements to focus on in case
of small towns [3]. It should be noticed, that in Namibia small
towns, rather than cities are typical urban agglomerations.
Event the biggest city, Windhoek, has less than million
inhabitants. In our case town Keetmanshoop, there is only
30 000 inhabitants approximately, although it is major urban
agglomeration in southern Namibia, and locates close to
South Africa, which is Namibia’s main trading partner.
Therefore, “soft and human” solutions of Smart City
approach are especially important in this case. Keetmanshoop
also hosts different social and ethnic groups that have had
conflicts in the recent history, which may influence the socioeconomic development in the context of urban development
also in the future. Having these guidelines in mind, it is safe
to conclude, that especially social and human aspects of
Smart City approach are relevant for the development of
communities in the case area. In addition, it is more
appropriate to discuss Smart Communities than Smart Cities
in this context, as maybe is the case in most areas in (SubSaharan) Africa. Finally, due to decoupling of socioeconomic development and urbanization in Africa, it is even
more important effort to apply approaches like “Smart City”
in this context, in order to converge these processes in the
immediate future.
Widely acknowledged as the administrative capital of
southern Namibia, Keetmanshoop attracts significant interest
from private and public investors. Investment opportunities
range from real estate, retail, solar energy, to logistics and
hospitality. Some of the most significant projects on the
horizon include the University of Namibia Campus, with 420
upmarket residential plots and a 10 000 square meter retail
centre. The Municipal Council values the importance of
Private Public Partnerships aimed at delivering essential
infrastructure and welcomes investors to tap into the
opportunities.
However, the development and building projects may face
many challenges starting from the decision-making about the
land, to transparency of the communication processes, getting
raw materials and qualified professionals to work for the
building sites. Our aim in this study was to examine the
possibilities of co-creation approach in the context of
building new affordable housing in the Keetmaanshop area.
Moreover, user needs for local service infrastructure, public
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and private service development and business possibilities
are also studied. In Smart City planning, the open innovation
approach and new technologies are increasingly used to
support stakeholder communication in urban planning.
Advanced virtual reality (VR) models and tools, such as
augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) can be used
to visualize future urban plans. These kinds of tools can
significantly improve the understanding of what is being
proposed and the potential impacts of different alternatives
on landscape and living environment as it is shown earlier in
quantitative studies with citizens as well [4]. Moreover, we
were interested in to finding out how this kinds of tools would
support the co-creation process in Africa. To understand the
challenges of current housing situation, and citizens’ needs
for Smart Community development, we conducted five focus
groups in Keetmanshoop, the Karas region in Southern
Namibia.
This paper focuses on communities based development
possibilities, to enhance socially inclusive bottom-up
approach that harness the collective intelligence and
creativity of communities. The paper is structured as follows:
Section II describes the concept of Smart Community.
Section III presents the VR and MR tools for urban planning.
Section IV explicates the focus group study. In Section V, we
draw conclusions and define next steps of the research.
II.

SMART COMMUNITY OR SMART CITY?

In European and in other industrialized countries contexts,
there has been an intensive development work, projects and
research on the concept of Smart City. The Smart City
concept is often approached from a technology-oriented,
systemic perspective that provides new technological
solutions, big data and innovations to make the living
environments smarter through the application of digital
technologies [5]. Less attention, however, is given to societal
aspects of the Smart City for instance smart governance,
smart people, sense of community and social learning [6]. In
addition, what seems to be largely missing is empirical
insight into the extent to which different smart city aspects
can be applied in different geographical or in decisively
different cultural contexts [7]. In addition, less is discussed
how to involve citizens and other stakeholders for the
development processes with new digital tools for sustainable,
long-term results.
Why is the concept of Smart Communities relevant in the
African societal contexts? Smart Cities go hand in hand with
smart communities and one is dependent on the other. Smart
Cities need also smart citizens – the citizens who live and
work in these cities need to participate in adoption and usage
of new solutions, at least. Smart Community concept allows
socially, economically, technically and environmentally
sustainable solution for urban living and advanced digital
service-ecosystem for health, wellbeing, and equity of
citizens (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Elements of smart community as modified from [8][9].

In other words, Smart Community resembles Smart City
approach that foster broad social, economic and
environmental sustainability in urban development.
However, Smart Community is application for smaller scale
solutions and especially targeted for the less advanced
regions, with more emphasis on social and economic
sustainability (“smartness in people”) than on technology and
digital solutions (“smartness in technology”), as is often the
case in Smart City concepts [5][6][7][8][9]. The Smart
Community approach aims to introduce an organized and
systematic approach to community development that
provides better living conditions for local people. The
specific qualities that may be considered as benefits of Smart
Community solution include emphasizing local value
addition in the construction process, environmental
sustainability and cultural and social advantages and longterm sustainability.
Smart management and communication technologies give
citizens the opportunity to shape both the culture and the
structure of cities. A successful governance of the
accelerating urbanization in Africa is a key process in terms
of a positive economic and social development of the
continent. One of the major systemic challenges based on the
observation is that the growth of cities will foster the
economic development and growth in the continent, but the
low quality of infrastructure and urban planning hinders the
positive socioeconomic impacts of the processes. For
example, Namibian cities act as nodes through which
development occurs and the rapid urbanization
simultaneously poses risks that affect sustainable livelihoods
of people [10].
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Hence, citizen participation and social capital are essential
elements of Smart Community. In Social scientific research,
the term ‘community’ may refer to both to communities that
are location-based, whose social ties rely mainly on
geographical proximity (such as neighborhoods) or modern
communities that are rather formed around interests and skills
(such as professional communities) than around locality [11].
Social scientific research has also recognized the concept of
‘imagined communities’, understood as socially constructed
community, imagined by the people who perceive themselves
as a part of that group [12]. In addition, online and virtual
communities have gained recently more and more attention.
They have been defined as a combination of people, who
have a shared purpose, and computer systems, to support and
mediate social interaction and facilitate a sense of
togetherness [13]. In this context, we are researching mostly
local communities – although all kinds of modern
communities, including imagined, online and virtual
communities have impact on people’s sense of community.
Citizen participation and social capital are essential
elements of Smart Community. In Europe, governments have
been launching ICT platforms to facilitate citizen
participation for Smart City development. They allow
different types of citizen participation, such as voting, rising
public awareness and monitoring political processes. One of
the main challenges of adopting advanced VR technologies,
which are quite mature tested and capable in the Europe and
in the industrialized world, in the African context, is the
slowness of the internet connection. The average download
speeds in Northern Europe are among the highest in the world
(over 25 Megabits per second). In Namibia it is 7,5 -10 Mbps,
which is higher than the average in African and Sub-Saharan
African countries in general, but still low compared to the
more digitalized areas of the world.
Moreover, co-creation and co-design of urban public
services support resilience building and acceptance of public
urban services that support sustainability [14]. Co-creation
has impact on experienced quality of living environment. Codesign activities affect the experienced quality of a living
environment, and diverse fields have recognized the
relationship between the citizens’ sense of the place, social
cohesion and public health outcomes [15][16][17].
III.

VIRTUAL AND MIXED REALITY TOOLS FOR COCREATION OF SMART COMMUNITIES

Recently VR and MR tools have been created to involve
citizens and other stakeholders contributing to urban
planning. Traditionally, urban planning processes are
regulated by the public legal service sector. However, legal
requirements typically base on a top-down distribution of
information, even if the perception among different
stakeholders of, for example, the characteristics of urban
attractiveness and livability may vary significantly. To make
cities more inclusive, planning processes should be
developed towards exchanging of ideas. Such processes
could use computer-aided design, including VR and MR
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modelling. Moreover, co-creation and co-design of urban
public services support resilience building and acceptance of
public urban services that support sustainability in the long
run [14][15][16][17].
Currently, in Africa, urban planning proposals are
communicated to stakeholders and the public to a varying
extent and by different means. Often only, a limited amount
of stakeholders is well informed and new technologies, such
as virtual models, are not widely used. However, statistic
images and technical reports may be inadequate if a
meaningful participation and convincing common vision is
desired [18].
MR models and applications have been increasingly piloted
in various urban planning and renewal projects [19]. VR and
MR technologies can provide users ubiquitous experience:
need for information any time anywhere with their smart
mobile devices. In addition to visualizing future city
environments with VR and MR models, more recent extension
of this technology allows citizens to comment and ask city
planners questions considering the future plans. Mobile
applications for instance, have been recently piloted for
developing two-way communication between city governance
and citizens. The piloted applications allow citizens and city
officials to discuss local urban planning development issues
[20].
A prototype of MR application supporting a range of
devices for a collaborative multimodal interaction was
developed by Wagner et al. [19] to enable a group of
participants to create a vision of urban projects. The
stakeholders and users involved in the urban planning project
had various backgrounds ranging from local urban planning
specialists to other stakeholders such as members of local
commerce. MR visualizations proved useful in enriching the
available representations and enhancing stakeholders’
understanding of urban situations. 3D visualizations, videos
and sounds helped to express and co-construct their ideas.
Smartphones for urban planning have been piloted with
citizens [20]. An augmented reality (AR) prototype system on
smartphones was experienced as a useful tool for visualising
proposed architectural designs [21].
The mobile and MR and AR technology tools above
described, have been applied in various parts of the world like
in Europe and in New Zealand [19][21]. Consequently, we
were interested in to finding out how these kinds of tools
would support the co-creation process in Africa.
One possible way to communicate Smart Community
planning in the future was by using a virtual reality solution
that was developed in order to visualize the planned residential
area in Namibia. The system was developed by engineering
firm A-insinöörit using virtual models by architecture firm
Aihio Architects (Figure 2 and Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Virtual reality models from the future housing area
planned in Keetmanshoop, Namibia.

Figure 3. A Virtual reality system with devices for demonstrating virtual
reality solutions.

The aim of the virtual reality model is to visualize the future
residential area and to enhance the co-creation process with
different stakeholders. The virtual model also aids in
visualizing and choosing different material for houses and
overall planning of the area. The system uses devices for
demonstrating VR solutions such as AR and MR head
mounted glasses (HMD) and their peripherals to produce a
fully immersive simulation of the area. Furthermore, to create
virtual worlds from a real world environment, special
capturing devices are needed, for instance drones equipped
with camera. Fully immersive simulations are able to provide
very realistic user experiences by delivering a wide field of
view and high resolutions.

IV.

A CASE STUDY - METHODS

We conducted a focus group study in Keetmanshoop in
February, 2017. The aim of the focus groups was to discuss
and share ideas about living, planning of the future houses
and environment in Namibia and Keetmanshoop with
different stakeholders. After conducting the focus groups, we
were able to present the findings and discuss them with
Keetmanshoop Municipal Council and the decision-makers.
The focus groups were selected from different social groups
including: young people, families, mobile professionals,
social and health workers and traditional community leaders.
The groups were selected to provide different insights for the
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new area under development. Five separate focus groups
were conducted with the following groups in Keetmanshoop:
 Potential dwellers who are listed by the
Keetmanshoop municipality and First Capital
Housing Fund (8 persons)
 UNAM final year students (8 persons)
 UNAM faculty/Staff members (3 persons)
 Social and community development workers (4
persons)
 Community leaders representing different parishes (4
persons)

Figure 4. Five focus groups were conducted in Keetmanshop in Namibia.

Because of the slow internet connections in the whole area,
we could not use any internet-based VR visualization
methods. Instead, we used different visual material to
facilitate discussing such as photos, post-its and drawings
(Figure 5).
The focus group study was exploring the following topics:
 Living and finance- how the dwellers perceive
housing prices in Keetmanshoop and Namibia,
and how does it impact on the participant’s
future location?
 Housing styles and alternatives - new solutions
and materials in housing
 Social and cultural sustainability of the
neighborhood – safety, diversity and community
building issues
 Needed public and private services for Smart
Community
V.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

In general, the need for development of wiFi network, as
well as the need for affordable housing and feasible services
was most highlighted in young people’s focus group.
However, these themes came up in all other focus groups as
well. House may be smaller and cheaper at first, and as
prosperity and family grows, it may be extended by building
new rooms to the house. At the moment housing markets are
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not very dynamic, and houses are seldom sold by the
individuals, but mostly by investors or contractors who have
new housing projects.
In the families focus group, it was interpreted as a positive
way to create areas with more various income levels to make
housing markets more dynamic. People are ready to accept
also less typical solutions, also partly because for the many
the situation or circumstances is that “you have to take what
you got”, due to growing price level and low availability of
houses. One suggestion was that the government and relevant
authorities should offer more affordable options and venture
cheaper building materials as most Namibians cannot afford
the housing prices at the moment. However, some people also
expect more expensive and unique solutions than standard
houses; more spacious, two-storey houses and using quality
materials for walls, doors etc.
The families also expected more transparency about the
housing situation. At the moment families do not know, and
cannot check, what is their position in the municipality’s
waiting list for a new apartment or a house. It may also be
unclear, how one proceeds on the list, and why someone
receives an invitation to see the house and some others do not.
Support for local companies and constructors is seen as a
good thing, but not at the expense of the quality: quality of
houses is not always good and cracks to walls may come fast.
Regarding sustainable energy solutions, already now for
example solar panels are widely used for energy, so
sustainable (solar) energy sources are not distinctive factor as
such, but rather usual solution.
The mobile professionals’ focus groups ephasized the
wide awailability of different affordable services and quality
housing. The mobile professionals, even though they had a
job at the city were not planning to stay permanently at this
stage. They emphasized the need for liveable service
structures, including a wide range of public and private
services. For instance libraries, schools, commercial services,
day care with qualified people and good quality premises
were seen as important. Many basic services, like car
maintenance, are still missing or too expensive in the rural
areas, which is keeping professionals living in two locations
simultaneously.
The social workers and community leaders also pointed
out the need for more healthy and safe recreational area
choices like playgrounds, parks, gymn, libarary and sports
clubs for kids and young people to keep youngsters out of
bars.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The participatory urban planning processes and Smart City
development are sensitive for different cultural and global
contexts. The advanced virtual reality technologies may work
well in the countries and areas with high WiFi speed, but
these kind of technology-driven solutions may be less usable
in rural regions with occasionally very slow internet access.
Consequently, there is also a need for lightweight mobile
solutions, which could function more securely in rural areas
to involve more citizens in the co-creation process.
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To enhance citizen-driven planning processes, more
transparency and information sharing is need. Citizens in
general were expecting more transparency to the urban
planning and housing projects. In particular, simple online
tools that would inform citizens about their position on the
municipality’s waiting list for new apartment or house and
would notify about the progress of the building project,
would improve the communication between government and
citizens.
Different citizen groups such as young people, families
and mobile professionals have different needs for Smart
Community development. Typical standard house solution is
not serving all groups and especially mobile professionals
were emphasizing a wide variety of both public and private
services. However, the most highlighted issue in the all
groups was the need for affordable houses. At the moment
housing markets are not very dynamic and cannot provide
apartments for all.
Our qualitative study is limited to one rural, but developing
community in Namibia and as such, the results cannot be
generalized to all African or Sub-Saharan countries, as the
socio-economic situations might be quite different. In the
next stages of the research, we are going to focus on
developing frugal innovations, i.e., adapting local technology
and locally designed and co-created solutions for engaging
citizens in planning or developing in their living
environments and service-ecosystem in Namibia. Moreover,
other important questions to research further are: how local
people can be engaged to participate in planning, what kind
of feedback channels do people need and how should be the
communication and the interaction in between the
governance and citizens in urban planning be developed.
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Abstract—The Internet of Things can be understood as an
infrastructure of the dynamic global network with a capacity
of self-configuration, based on standard communication
protocols, where things -physical and virtual- have an identity,
physical attributes, and virtual personalities. In this paper, we
propose a methodology based on Model-Driven Engineering
with different levels of abstraction, points of view, and
granularity, with the objective of guiding the development of
software applications for Internet of Things. The methodology
is supported by methods of model transformation, enabling the
generation of the code of the software applications for Internet
of Things. In addition, a Service-Oriented Architecture is
presented for the deployment of software applications,
composed of four layers that allow the identification of the
components required for the implementation of the Internet of
Things systems.
Keywords-thing; IoT; MDE; SOA; model; transformation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the advances in research and development of
the Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
encourages to try to connect all things or objects to the world
via the Internet, in order to provide an integrated system to
improve their performance in the transmission of
information, and offer new services over the Internet. This
converts an object into a smart object, allowing to control
any tangible object remotely, and has been called the Internet
of Things (IoT) [1]. IoT consists of a global infrastructure for
the information society, enabling advanced services by
interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on
existing and evolving interoperable information and
communication technologies [2].
In the IoT paradigm, a thing is an object of the physical
world (physical thing) or the information world (virtual
thing), which is capable of being identified and integrated
into communication networks [2]. Hence, IoT represents a
significant extension of the Internet with a large number of
physical objects and devices that show pervasive sensing,
detection, actuation, and computational capabilities. IoT is
usually related to a physical thing or object, but a
fundamental component in IoT is the software used to
connect and manage things and as well as to analyze their
collected data. This software can be found in different
locations, such as embedded, or at the level of middleware,
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applications, logic in the composition of services, or
management tools [3][4].
The advances achieved in automation and intelligent
environments have reached important levels, and some
contributions in this sense through IoT concepts include
smart cities, smart homes, e-health, smart grids, intelligent
transportation systems, and intelligent use of water, among
others [5]-[9]. While these paradigms have their advantages,
their development is complex; that is why new alternatives to
facilitate generation processes and implementation of
innovative applications are sought. Moreover, the principal
characteristic of IoT systems is that heterogeneity between
its components, in where things might be totally different
among themselves in terms of both hardware and software.
However, the very same software functionalities are
expected to be deployable on different devices having only a
limited set of core common features [10]. Therefore, having
models that conceptualize the domain of a specific problem,
and with which the elements that integrate it can be
identified, classified and abstracted, represents the possibility
of achieving efficient automated implementation, as well as
support the complexity of the heterogeneous things.
In this respect, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is
based on models that in an early stage in the development
minimize the technological aspects, so that communication
between users, analysts, and system developers, can be more
efficient, allowing the selection of the technological platform
until the end of the process. With the use of MDE, the
automatic generation of the code as the product of a set of
model transformations represents an increase in productivity,
favoring consistency through automation. In the MDE
approach, high-level abstraction models are transformed into
lower-level models, where the relationship between both
models results in a dependence that keeps the process that
has been followed until a technological solution, helping to
understand the consequences of the changes at any point in
the development process [11]. When developing systems
based on models, it is possible to achieve an easy adaptation
to the changes, both technological and the business
requirements that may appear in the development process,
turning the models into reusable and enduring units. As part
of the development process, where models are productive
units from which automated implementations emanate, we
find as core points: 1) the abstraction, represented by highlevel modeling languages; 2) the automation, that allows to
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transform the models in computer programs; and 3) the
standard, or complementary development tools; with the aim
of obtaining formal models or software artifacts that can be
understood by a computer [12].
Moreover, considering the ubiquity and particularity
existing in intelligent environments in IoT systems, MDE
allows the management of heterogeneous technologies
through automatic transformation methods and generation of
code for specific platforms. In MDE, the transformation of
models can be vertical, where it refines abstract models in
more specific models, or horizontal form, defining mappings
between models of the same level of abstraction, and in this
way to identify the best solution.
Furthermore, in the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
approach, a complex system is treated as a set of welldefined objects or subsystems [13]. These subsystems can be
reused, maintaining their individual form. Hence, software
and hardware components in an IoT architecture,
implemented with SOA, can be efficiently reused and
updated. Therefore, when SOA is applied in IoT, the
generated design can provide extensibility, scalability,
modularity, and interoperability between heterogeneous
things, as well as the functionalities and capabilities that
were encapsulated in a set of services.
In this paper, we propose a methodology supported by
the MDE for solving the challenges in the IoT system
developments. The methodology is composed of four phases
with different levels of abstraction, viewpoint, and
granularity. The phases of the methodology are supported by
methods of transformation of models based on MDE. In
addition, an architecture for IoT systems composed of four
layers is presented, which is based on the SOA approach.
This architecture allows the interoperability between
heterogeneous devices to be guaranteed in multiple ways,
establishing a bridge between the digital and physical world
of IoT. Therefore, the architecture and methodology enable
guides the process of development of software applications
oriented to services, which make it possible to satisfy the
business requirements of the IoT domain.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II there is a review of the related research which
deals with the technology of Internet of Things and MDE
and their integration. Section III introduces the architecture
based on SOA. In Section IV, we propose the MDE
methodology for Internet of Things, together with
conclusions, in Section V.
II.

RELATED WORK

The development of technological solutions for the
specification of software systems for IoT using the
principles of MDD has been previously studied. The most
relevant proposals that are related to the approach proposed
in this research work are discussed in this Section. Nguyen
et al. [14] proposed a Framework for Sensor Application
Development (FRASAD) based on MDD approach, which
aims at improving the re-usability, flexibility, and
maintainability of sensor software. In the highest abstraction
level of your architecture, a rule-based model and a Domain
Specific Language (DSL) are used to describe the
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applications. It has been elaborated to uncouple the
programming language and their execution model from the
underlying OS and hardware. The DSL model has been
extended for support to the different operating systems such
as TinyOS or Contiki.
Pramudianto et al. [15] presented a MDD approach for
the development of software components of the IoT domain,
using three levels of abstraction. The Platform Specific
Model (PSM) can be transformed into a Java code, which
requires refinement before implementation. The code
generated run as a standalone application that exposes the
domain objects through different protocols and serialization
formats. Similarly, Conzon et al. [16] proposed a tool using
MDD for extending a platform to be used in factory
automation and on techniques used for energy consumption
optimization and CO2 reduction. This MDD tool allows
developers to discover and compose distributed devices and
services into mashups, enabling developers to model the
integration
of
IoT
components
visually
and
programmatically, transforming the model into the software
code.
In [17], Einarsson et al. presented a Domain-Specific
Modelling Language (SmartHomeML) for smart home
applications, incorporating a metamodel that enables the
capture the architecture and specifications of smart home
devices, as well as two transformation templates that
generate code from instances of SmartHomeML for Alexa
and SmartThings. This transformation was designed trough
MDD approach, using a model-to-text transformation in a
platform-specific model level to code (implementation
artifact). Brambilla et al. [18] proposed a model-driven
development based approach for the definition of user
interface components and design patterns specific to the IoT
domain. In addition, a proposed an extension of the standard
Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) in order to
support the implementation of the user interfaces. The IFML
extension designed focuses on mobile applications, enable
for expressing the content, user interaction, and control
behavior of the front-end of IoT applications.
In our work, we propose a methodology that explicitly
describes the phases for the design of software applications
for the IoT domain. In this proposal, the abstraction levels
and granularity (of each source or target model required) of
the phases and stages of the methodology are described in
detail, as well as the model transformation methods (based
on MDD) that allow giving support each of the phases of
the methodology.
III.

SOA-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR IOT SYSTEMS

The main requirement of IoT is that things in the network
must be interconnected. The architecture of an IoT system
must guarantee the operations of things, allowing a bridge
between things (physical part) and the virtual world of IoT.
The SOA-based architecture for the development of
proposed IoT systems is composed of 4 layers, as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Architecture based on SOA for IoT systems.

A. Object Layer
The Object layer is composed of hardware objects
available on the network that detect the state of things. In the
object layer, the intelligent systems through labels or sensors,
are able to automatically detect the environment and perform
data exchange between devices. The objects in this layer
must have a digital identity (universal identifier, UUID),
allowing to trace the object in the digital domain, making it
possible to meet IoT’s expectation of being a physical
interconnected network all over the world, where things are
seamlessly connected and can be controlled remotely [13].
B. Network Layer
The Network layer consists of the infrastructure that
supports wired, wireless or mobile connections between
things, allowing to detect their environment, which enables
to share data between connected things, enabling event
management and intelligent IoT processing. The network
layer enables to manage the communication in the IoT
environment and to transmit messages between the objects
and systems. In the SOA approach, services will be
consumed by things that have been enabled in the network
layer. The network layer is crucial in any IoT approach,
considering
QoS
functionalities,
efficient
energy
management in the network and in things, signal and data
processing, security and privacy, among others.
C. Service Layer
In the Service layer, there are created and managed the
services required by the users or software applications. The
service layer is based on middleware technologies, which is
fundamental for consuming services and the execution of
IoT applications, where hardware and software platforms can
be re-usable. Middleware plays a key role in supporting the
development of such IoT enhanced applications and services.
The IoT systems introduce significant new challenges for
middleware stemming from the vast number of connected
objects, the volume and variety of the data produced, the
patterns of communication required, the heterogeneity of
communicating components, and new challenges in terms of
quality-of-service, privacy, and security [7]. It is one of the
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architecture’s critical layers of operation, which operates in
bidirectional mode. This layer operates as an interface
between the object layer (at the bottom of the architecture),
and the application layer (at the top of the architecture). It is
responsible for functions such as device management,
information management, data filtering, data aggregation,
semantic analysis, and information discovery [19]. The
services layer consists of: service discovery, service
composition, APIs, and reliability management (see Figure
2), among others. The discovery of services allows to find
the objects that can provide the required service and the
necessary information in an efficient way, through the UUID
in the registry of services or repository of services. The
composition of services allows the interaction between
connected things by combining the available services to
perform a specific task, that is, when the services are created
and stored in the service repository, they can be combine in
services of higher level of complexity from the business
logic.
D. Application Layer
The Application layer is responsible for delivering the
applications to different IoT users. The application layer
usually plays the role of providing services or applications
that integrate or analyze the information received from the
other three layers. The intent of the architecture is to support
vertical applications. The development of applications in IoT
has focused on the areas of health, agriculture,
transportation, intelligent cities, home automation, complex
systems for decision making, water use management, etc.
[4][5][8][9].

Figure 2. Scheme of the SOA service layer.
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IV.

MDE METHODOLOGY FOR IOT APPLICATIONS

The proposed methodology is oriented to the use of
conceptual models in different points of view, levels of
abstraction, and granularity. The output artifacts of the
phases of this methodology are represented by models,
generated by the application of the principles of MDE. The
end result are software implementation artifacts, that is, the
code of the applications or software systems for IoT. In
Figure 3, the phases that make up this methodology are
presented: 1) analysis of business requirements, 2) definition
of the business logic, 3) design of the integrated services
solution, and 4) generation of the technological solution.
A. Phase 1. Analysis of business requirements.
In this phase, the problem domain is analyzed and the
business requirements are identified. This is done
considering the functional and non-functional requirements
of the system. In order to define the business requirements
model, the UML language is used, capturing the flow of the
software process through use case diagrams and activity
diagrams, generating a model defined in a Platform
Independent Model (PIM) level. A PIM is a platformindependent system view, that is, a model with a high level
of abstraction independent of any technology or
implementation language that exhibits a sufficient degree of
platform independence to allow mapping to one or more
platforms.
B. Phase 2. Definition of the business logic.
This phase focuses on the design of the business
processes required to support the business logic and business
requirements. Then, the pre-generated business requirements
model is used as input to the phase, and is complemented by
the definition of the business process logic, using the
Business Process Model and Notation language (BPMN),
which allows to generate a model of the business solution
defined in a PIM level of the MDE, describing the behavior
and interactions of the business process from a global
viewpoint.

stages: 1) design of the IT platform specific solution, and 2)
generation of the specifications or code of the software
system. The first stage consists of the definition of the
specifications model based on a standard or specific
technology (for example, TinyOS 2.0 or WSN Operating
Systems), using as input to the phase, the IT architecture
model, previously generated. The output of this stage is a
model defined in a Platform-Specific Model (PSM) level. A
PSM presents a view of the system from the perspective of a
specific technological platform, that is, an associated
solution model to a platform that includes the details of the
PIM and describes how the implementation is performed on
that platform. The technology solution model contains the
information required for the specific platform (specific
messages in the send or receive format for things or objects,
transport protocols used, sensor UUID, sender or receiver).
The second stage consists of a transformation of the PSM to
text, which represents the code skeleton or executable code
of an application, usually in XML-based specifications.
E. Model transformation methods.
The methodology is supported by methods based on the
MDE approach, to reduce costs and development time,
allowing
automatic
and
semi-automated
model
transformations to generate the output models of each phase.
A model transformation consists of a set of transformation
rules, which define how an input model is mapped to one or
more models or executable code. In order to support the
necessary model transformations for the methodology, it is
proposed the application of different model transformation
methods.

C. Phase 3. Design of the integrated services solution.
In this phase, a model of the IT architecture is defined, at
a platform independent level to separate the business logic
solution from the technical aspects of implementation (IT),
which allows that this type of implementation can be
generated on different target platforms. The IT architecture
model is derived from the model of the business solution
generated in the previous phase, the generated model
remains unchanged on any platform. In this case, the IT
architecture model is generated following the approach
oriented to SOA services. The output of this stage is a model
defined in a PIM level.
D. Phase 4. Generation of the technological solution.
In this phase, specific concepts of the implementation
platform are used in order to convert this solution into an
executable code of a particular software application. This
phase is accomplished through the implementation of two
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Figure 3. MDE based methodology to IoT applications deployment.

The proposed MDE methods to generate the
technological solutions in IoT environments, through
software applications oriented to services, consist of 4
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transformations. Through the T1 transformation, a
conceptual model of the business solution is generated based
on a business requirements model, complemented with the
business logic and the business process designed through a
horizontal PIM-to-PIM transformation. This transformation
is derived from the business solution model, using the
concepts of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),
maintaining an independence of the implementation
platform. Figure 4 shows an example of a transformation
rule (T2), where the BPMN language meta-model is used as
input and the SOA architecture meta-model is used as a
destination (Rule 1). The transformation methods and
proposed rules were defined using the Eclipse Atlas
Transformation Language (ATL).

the deployment of software applications in IoT, using the
concepts of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA).
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Abstract—IEEE 802.11 specifications set the standard for
Physical and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer for
implementing wireless Local Area Network (LAN). In the
wireless network, nodes share media elements with each other.
Nodes in wireless network access the media through physical
layer using Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) plus Virtual
Carrier Sense (VCS) at MAC layer. If VCS timer is not
properly handled, there is the possibility of Denial of Service
(DoS) attack. In this article, we discuss two scenarios. In the
first scenario, DoS attack is launched by increasing the time
duration of Clear To Send (CTS) frame. When the CTS frame
is received by other nodes, they update their Network
Allocation Vector (NAV) for extra time. In prevention step,
nodes first detect the malicious duration in the CTS frame and
then correct the NAV timer to mitigate the attack. This
technique is known as RCD (Re-Evaluation of CTS Duration).
In the second scenario, DoS attack is launched by flooding the
CTS frame periodically. All other overhearing nodes update
their NAV and remain in wait state. To handle such kind of
attack, nodes never directly update their NAV after receiving
CTS, but after checking the Transmitter Address (TA) and
Receiver Address (RA). To increase back the performance of
network, blacklisting of malicious node technique is used in
both scenarios when a DoS attack is detected.
Keywords- Virtual Carrier Sense; Medium Access Control;
CTS Attack; DoS Attack.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless technology is one of the fastest growing
industries nowadays. The main reason for this growth is the
advantages that only wireless technology has. In wireless
communication, there is no need of wires to transmit data
from one device to another, which provides flexibility to the
network. New devices can be easily added to the network.
However, due to the broadcast nature and shared medium of
wireless communications, there exist a variety of risks.
These risks include packet loss due to distance or mobility,
interference, collisions, delay, overhearing, eavesdropping,
session hijacking and DoS attacks [1].
In DoS attacks [2], the attacker overloads the network
bandwidth with unusual traffic, which makes resources
unavailable for others, because other nodes will not be able
to send their data after sensing the busy medium. DoS
attackers normally exploit the NAV behavior by tempering
some of the flags in control frames. In IEEE 802.11 standard,
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the nodes do not counter check all the flags in control
frames, therefore, it is hard to detect such kind of attacks. In
this paper, we discuss how DoS attack can be launched when
NAV is updated for illegitimate time, by exploiting the
duration field of CTS frame in one scenario and exploiting
the RA field of CTS frame in the second scenario.
WLANs can be divided into two types: Infrastructure
WLANs and Ad-Hoc WLANs. In infrastructure WLAN
there is an Access Point (AP) which is surrounded by nodes;
AP reserves the media for a node when it has data to send. If
one node has data to send to another node, it must pass
through AP. In contrast to infrastructure type, the Ad-Hoc
WLANs are not centrally connected. In Ad-Hoc mode, the
wireless devices are directly connected to each other,
handling all communications in distributed fashion.
In Ad-Hoc networks, media is accessed by Distributed
Coordinated Function (DCF) with VCS mechanism [3]
which includes three-way handshake mechanism before
sending data. If a node wants to send data, it sends a
Request To Send (RTS) frame to destination. The RTS frame
contains reservation duration that is required to complete the
data transfer. After receiving an RTS frame by destination, it
sends back a CTS frame containing the duration which node
requested. According to 802.11 standards all another node
when overhear either RTS or CTS must update their NAV
and stay quiet until their NAV time reached to zero, NAV is
a timer that can uniformly reduce to zero. After all setup, the
node sends DATA and waits for ACK, that completes the
process. The complete process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Virtual carrier sensing mechanism [3].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2
we describe related work, while Sections 3 and 4 detaile
about DoS attack launching, detection and prevention of two
scenarios. Section 5 shows the evaluations of both scenarios.
Finally, we concluded the paper in Section 6.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Table I elaborates the related work about DoS attacks.
Table I. DOS ATTACK IN WLAN
Type of Attack
(ICMP echo) [4]

Description
Fill a network
bandwidth with
ICMP echo request
packets

Counter measurement
Rearranging firewall
configuration such that it
blocks such packets
which are not part of the
network.

SYN Flood Attack

In SYN flood
attacker requests to
the target system to
provide adequate
server resources and
network capabilities

Filtering, increasing
backlog,
reducing SYNRECEIVED Timer and
SYN cache techniques
are used as a counter
measurement. [5]

DDoS Attack

The main goal of the
attacker is launching
a large traffic and
makes that flow
direction towards
victim system.

Configuring proper
incident response plan
before the DDoS attack
in the network, checking
traffic format and pattern
regularly will help out to
mitigate such type of
attack.[6]

Land Attack (Local
Area Network
Denial)[6]

The attackers send
malicious packets
such that it has the
same source and
destination address.

By enabling both ingress
and egress filters in the
router to check the
source and destination of
packets will help out to
mitigate the LAND
attack.

Authentication request
flood

Flood the state table
by malicious
requests, after the
attack there is no
space for acceptance
from legitimate
requests in the state
table.
Flooding the
associate table.

Tracking of client
authentication process
by wIPS.
[7]

Association request
flood

RTS /CTS DoS Attack

Sending malicious
RTS/CTS back to
back.

III.

FIRST SCENARIO

A. Attack launching
In our first scenario, one node works as receiver. It starts
malicious behavior by increasing CTS frame duration to
reserve medium more than the time required. CTS duration
is increased more than two 2*SIFS+DATA + ACK frames
length. Figure 2 shows that other overhearing nodes update
their NAV for more than the time required. This leads to
DoS attack.

Log the authenticated
user and implementation
of the tracking
system.[7]
Using RRD technique
protect from such kind
of attack. [8]

For better understanding of DoS attacks in WLANs
authors in [9] and [10] discussed and analyzed some
weaknesses in 802.11 protocols. The cryptographically
protection is not effective because MAC spoofing is still
vulnerable and DoS attacks are still possible [9]. While
exploiting the authentication mechanism [10] leads to
additional overhead.
In [11], the authors analyzed Ad-Hoc network, and its
vulnerabilities to DoS attack. The malicious node sends
control frames to a node which does not exist in the network;
while other nodes find it as true communication in the
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network which leads to DoS attack. However, they did not
consider CTS frame. This kind of DoS attack is more
prominent when CTS is sent.
In [12], the authors proposed a solution for flood attack
using Letter Envelop Protocol (LEP) with Traffic Pattern
Filtering (TPF) protocol. They can be used by Central
Manager (CM), but if CM is spoofed and maliciously used
another mirror of CM, then it will not be effective.
In [12], the authors analyzed the attacks related to VCS.
The main focus of the paper is RTS flooding. They analyzed
the effects of RTS flood in different conditions. However,
they never considered the hidden node problem in all
scenarios.
In [13], the authors increased RTS duration and by reevaluation of the RTS Duration (RRD) technique bring the
system performance up. However, this is not efficient either
because other nodes already updated their NAV for extra
time. Even if RTS duration is found malicious by CTS
receiver node, it will not help.
One of the problems with all above solutions is the use of
explicit control messages, which increase the overhead as
well as they are prone to collisions. Therefore, our solution
is based on implicit behavior without any additional control
or broadcast messages.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-615-6

Figure 2. Launching DoS by increasing CTS duration.

B. Detection
We use revalidation technique to detect such kind of
attack. In revalidation, there is a comparison between CTS
frame duration which is received from receiver node and
immediate RTS frame duration which are send by sender
node, at lower layer by each node before updating NAV.
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In RTS, the duration is set by the sender to keep in view
the amount of data. The CTS duration is calculated by
receiver node as:


RS_Duration – SIFS – CTS

According to IEEE 802.11 standard, when any frame is
overheard by a node, it first checks if the frame is destined
for it or not. If the frame does not belong to a node, such
node just extracts the duration field from the frame and
updates its NAV. However, in our proposed detection
mechanism all overhearing nodes calculate the CTS
duration according to (1), upon reception of RTS. When
CTS frame arrives, the overhearing nodes extract the
duration field from CTS frame, and compare it to the saved
CTS frame (we call it expected CTC duration). Based on the
comparison, it decides if the CTS frame is malicious or not.
Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of the described
mechanism.

IV.

SECOND SCENARIO

A. Attack launching
In our second scenario, a malicious node pretends to be
receiver of itself, by replacing RA with its own MAC
address (Figure 5) and sends malicious CTS periodically.
This way, the channel is occupied by the malicious node
while other overhearing nodes update their NAV and remain
in quiet state, leading to DoS attack [14].

Figure 3. Detection mechanism for the first scenario.

C. Prevention
After detecting a malicious node, we need to update the
NAV according to the correct value of duration field. Each
node will perform three tasks shown in Figure 4.
 Calculates the malicious time interval by
subtracting (CTS duration frame durationimmediate RTS).
And save in a variable. In
non-malicious case, this variable value must be
zero.
 Adjust the actual time for NAV by subtracting
the malicious time interval from malicious CTS
duration.
 Update the NAV timer.

Figure 4. Detection and prevention for the first scenario.

Figure 5. Replacing RA with MyMAC.

There are three kinds of nodes, sender, receiver and
others nodes. In case of sender, when malicious CTS is
received, it goes to CONTEND state and waits there until the
medium is idle for sending the RTS again [15]. In receiver
case, when a malicious CTS is received, it goes to QUIET
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state. The receiver finds that some other nodes are
communicating so to avoid a collision it will stay in QUIET
state. Other overhearing nodes, just update their NAV (as
explained earlier), and most of the time they remain in the
QUIET state. Therefore, attack in such a scenario is very
critical and hard to detect.
B. Detection
This attack is critical because there is no check on
receiver address of CTS frame. Other nodes do not know
about CTS frame’s Sender Address (SA). So, they can not
find malicious CTS and would update NAV after receiving
malicious CTS. This problem can be detected as follows:
 Since RTS frame includes the receiver address.
 Therefore, as RTS is received by other nodes, they
retrieve the RA and save it.
 When CTS is arrived as a consequent of RTS, before
updating the NAV, there would be a comparison at two
steps:
◦ Compare RA to MyMAC
◦ Compare SA to RA.
 If SA is same RA, declare it malicious otherwise
updated NAV.
Figure 6 describes the flow diagram of detection
mechanism.

C. Prevention
The main problem in this scenario is that malicious node
will not release the medium. It will send that malicious CTS
and other nodes must wait for the end of transmission. The
longer the duration mentioned in malicious CTS, the more
the network performance would go down. Therefore, in our
proposed mechanism, each node maintains a list of MAC
addresses. As soon the malicious CTS’s originator is
detected, its MAC is added to the list.
When a node is detected malicious, three steps are taken
by each node: stop updating NAV, update the list and
maintain the record of malicious MAC and send a broadcast
alert message with malicious MAC to other nodes. So, any
node may no longer involve in communication with such
malicious node and ignore such CTS in the future. As a
result, other nodes would have more chances to utilize the
medium, increasing the overall capacity of the network.
V.

EVALUATION

In our experimental setup, we used the OMNET++
framework with MIXIM simulator model on window 7
platform. In MIXIM wireless network IEEE 802.11 is
implemented. For both scenarios the destination or receiver
node is assigned MAC address of 0, while all other nodes are
sender nodes. Node-0 sends CTS and behaves maliciously.
The number of nodes varies from 3 to 15 nodes. We have
performed three kinds of simulations for both scenarios, i.e.,
without malicious node (which is bench mark), with one
malicious node and with our proposed prevention
mechanism. We simulated each topology for 300s. We used
throughput and latency as performance parameters. Other
simulation parameters are listed in Table II.
Table II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Figure 6. Detection of the second scenario.
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Parameter

Values

cup-time-limit

300s

playgroundSizeX

500m

playgroundSizeY

500m

playgroundSizeZ

50m

carrier Frequency

2.4e+9Hz

Power

110.11mW

mobility.speed

0 mps

appl.burstSize

1frame

appl.trafficParam

50ms

appl.destAddr

0 node

appl.initializationTime

uniform(60000ms,60050ms)

mac.headerLength

272 bits

mac.queueLength

14 frames

acierate

2E+6bps# in bits/second

phy.useThermalNoise

true
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A. First scenario results
Latency is the amount of time a message takes to traverse
a system; we can observe that latency increases as many
nodes increase in a network. We can see in Figure 7 that
latency is increased due to the malicious node which means
that nodes wait for extra time to send data. Here, our
proposal brought the latency as close as possible to normal
and decreased the latency up to 35% in case of one malicious
node.

network, sender node sends again RTS frame for sending
data and other nodes just only update NAV. Other nodes
only send their RTS frame when the first node RTS retries
reaches its limit. That decreases throughput abruptly.

Figure 9. Throughput after malicious CTS for 2nd scenario.

Figure 7. Latency for the first scenario.

Throughput is a measure of how many units of
information a system can process in each amount of time.
Throughput decreases as network density increases, in
Figure 8; the throughput decreases with increase in number
of hosts due to increase in latency. As the nodes update their
NAV after receiving malicious CTS, the number of packets
sent by a node would be less compared to the non-malicious
case. Our proposal brought the throughput closer to normal
and increased the throughput up to 35% in case of one
malicious node.

After blacklisting the malicious node, other nodes ignore
any kind of frame from the malicious node, the throughput is
increased up to 41%, which is 65% increased to normal
behavior. It still not reached to normal behavior because
there is still a malicious CTS flow in the network. Also, there
is slight overhead of broadcast alert, which decreases
throughput c.f. Figure 10.

Figure 10. Throughput after prevention for 2nd scenario.

VI.

Figure 8. Throughput for the first scenario.

B. Second scenario results
In the second scenario, the DoS attack has the worst
effect on network performance as compared to the first
scenario. As shown in Figure 9, when receiving malicious
CTS after the interval, here interval is 3 frames count in the
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the first scenario, the attacker increase the CTS frame
duration field which reserves the media for a node longer
than required and other nodes update NAV for the extra
time. Nodes are not allowed to sense the media; therefore,
we proposed a Re-Evaluate CTS Duration (RCD) technique
to detect such behavior and then set back the correct value
for NAV as a prevention.
In the second scenario, CTS frame exploits the RA field
in CTS frame and sends a CTS frame to itself after a specific
interval. In the detection phase, we use the comparison of
destination and sender node addresses when CTS is received
by any node. During the prevention mechanism, other nodes
stop updating NAV and announce the MAC of the malicious
node. After that, no other node would communicate with
such node.
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As a future work, we aim to extend the scenario towards
dense network having 100s of highly mobile nodes randomly
deployed, to test the proposal against increasing number of
malicious nodes. Another extension would be learning the
malicious behavior implicitly by other nodes and other nodes
would ignore such node (implicitly). In this situation we
would use relays to cooperate with [17], using the
framework proposed in [18]. The aim is to implement and
test in the real scenario.
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Abstract—Security is a major concern for today’s networks
and network applications. Denial of Service (DoS) is major
threat to availability of service. DoS is easy to detect but hard
to mitigate. There are several types of DoS attacks, such as
flooding etc. Software Defined Networks (SDN) inherit
security threats from traditional networks along with threats
specific to them. Flow table congestion is an example of such
problem specific to SDN networks. The attacker generates
multiple packets as messages to the controller. Because of this,
the switch’s Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM)
is flooded with controller replies. TCAMs are very expensive
and power hungry. To avoid this type of attack, different
aggregation strategies have been proposed. These techniques
save TCAMs at the cost of lost statistics in OpenFlow flow
table. In this paper, we used an improved version of Optimal
Routing Table Construction (ORTC) to perform flow
aggregation similar to Fast Flow Table Aggregation (FFTA).
Some disadvantages of FFTA include loss of flow table
statistics and counts. Our proposed technique reduces the
number of flows to solve Flow Table Congestion Problem
along with maintaining the consistency of statistics.
Keywords- congestion; flow table; optimal routing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an innovative
paradigm for computer networking [1]. Traditional
networks are hardware oriented, while SDN shifts the focus
from hardware to software. It makes computer networks
more maintainable by providing logically centralized
control and separating them from the forwarding
functionality. It offers network programmability, agility,
central management, open standards and vendor neutral
solutions.
On the other hand, this separation of network
functionality opens a more targeted attack surface. Potential
attackers can target control or data plane more accurately
than ever before. In addition, if attackers can gain control of
the control plane, the entire network is compromised. SDN
inherits traditional network security issues along with
issues specific to it. SDN centralized monitoring can be
used to cope with security issues more efficiently [1].
One of these security issues is Denial of Service, which
targets the availability of the system and disrupts the
legitimate user to available system services. The attacker
sends a huge amount of useless traffic or exploits some
vulnerability on the target system. This causes the system to
stop responding, crash or reboot. Sources of the DoS can be
single or multiple. The scale of this attack varies i.e. it can
employ a single system to thousands of systems, known as
bots. These types of attacks are a real threat to systems which
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are supposed to be providing online services because these
can result into loss of revenue, loss of customer’s trust and
loss of reputation.
This article revolves around the following problem.
A) How flow tables in OpenFlow can be used to avoid
flow table saturation attack.
B) How a secure system can be designed around SDN
control plane to avoid traditional attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, related work is described; Section II models the problem
statement and discusses the solution, while Section IV details
the implementation.
II. LITERATURE ANALYSIS
A brief description of literature survey is given below.
A) Optimal Routing Table Construction
The backbone routers of the Internet are populated
with routes by Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Optimal
Routing Table Construction (ORTC) calculates the
minimal number of equivalent routes locally with
modifying BGP [1]. First, the binary tree representation of
IP routing table is constructed. Then, the resultant table is
obtained by performing the following two generalized steps
of netting in sequence on the original table.
1.
Sub Netting
2.
Super Netting
This causes a huge decrease in flows but ORTC is
applied locally to every router because modifying BGP
along with other protocol on every network device is a
challenging task [1].
B) Fast Flow Table Aggregation
Flow tables of OpenFlow are TCAM hungry because
they contain comparatively more fields in the
header than traditional switches and routers. The flow
table of OpenFlow v1.0.0 contains 12 matching fields for
headers, whose size is more than 237 bits per flow entry.
Newer versions of OpenFlow have increasing number of
matching fields to cope with different dynamic
requirements. On the other hand, TCAM’s are very
expensive and power hungry. Because of this OpenFlow,
switches suffer from Flow Table Congestion Problem
(FTCP).
Aggregation of flows can be used to reduce the demand
of TCAM’s by OpenFlow switches. Flow aggregation is an
economical solution because it is software based. It best
matches the nature of SDN. FFTA provides an improved
technique for aggregation of flows. This technique consists
of three steps [2].
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1.
Rule list is partitioned into permutable prefixes
2.
Modified aggregation of prefixes
3.
Merging of bits iteratively
This aggregation is very efficient, but there is a problem
with this approach. It mixes up the entries which results in
coarser grain statistics. It requires some statistical estimates
to fine grain the statistics so that original flow counts and
other parameters can be obtained from the aggregated flow
[3].
C) Flow Table Reduction Scheme
In traditional networks switches perform actions
according to rigid protocols. SDN overcomes this
inflexibility by separating the control function from packet
transmission. Using SDN, the dynamic policies can be
easily implemented. On the other hand, this dynamic nature
can cause redundant entries in flow tables. Flow tables are
very important to SDN. However, due to limited size of
TCAM, this redundancy leads to the problem of congestion
of flow table. Some solutions are proposed to divide the
flows into mice flows and giant flows. FRTS puts three
constraints which every flow table reduction scheme should
follow for proper functioning of OpenFlow enabled
networks. These constraints are
Consistency: Same actions should be allotted to the
flows after the reduction.
Absoluteness: Rules that are manually added should
match and execute on priority.
Accuracy: The statistics should be accurate at any
interval of time.
III. PROBLEM MODELLING
Attack trees [4] are conceptual diagrams well known for
security assessment of a system. These show how an asset
can be attacked. There exist two generic types of security
modeling for systems.
 System oriented
 Attacker oriented
The former system models itself and performs security
analysis on the system. The later one models the attack on
the system with a focus on attacker objectives. An attack
tree contains a single root which represents the overall
objective of the attacker. This objective is iteratively
decomposed into finer grained and quantitative objectives,
which form the child and leaves of the attack tree.
The problem is modeled using attack tree with denial of
service as a root node. Denial of service can be performed
in SDN by attacking controller, switch or any of the hosts.
To conduct a denial of service, the attacker should flood or
exploit any one of these components. This type of relation is
called “OR” relation because the attacker can achieve
its parent objective by performing any one of child
objectives.
Figure 1 shows first level of attack tree. It shows that
denial of service can be achieved by attacking any one of
the child components i.e. OpenFlow switch, controller or
host.
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Figure 1. Level one attack tree for DoS.

A simplified attack tree for attack on controller is shown
in Figure 2. This attack tree models the objective of the
attacker having intent of attacking SDN controller. SDN
controller can be exposed to DoS by flooding it or by
performing logical or vulnerability attack on it.
Vulnerability DoS requires three activities i.e. finger
printing of OS, finding vulnerability of that OS and
writing exploit along with payload. These all activities
must be carried out to perform logical DoS on controller.
On the other hand, flooding DoS can be performed by
carrying out any one of the leaf activities, as shown in
Figure 2.
The attack tree in Figure 3 models the actual threat
against which we have proposed a solution. Flow tables
store flow entries in TCAMs. TCAM is now a de facto
industry standard [5][6]. TCAMs are very expensive and
have limited amount of memory. Any attacker can generate
a large amount of Packet_In messages to controller. In the
response of those messages the switch is flooded with
policy replies against messages from controller. However,
due to TCAM’s limited memory, new rules are not
installed. Legal new packets suffer from such attack
because policy against them cannot become part of flow
table. To avoid this type of attack, an efficient and
consistent mechanism of flow aggregation is required. On
the other hand, aggregation of flows results in modification
and generalization of counters. Statistics are mixed up
due to aggregation.
A. Proposed Solution
An improved version of Optimal Routing Table
Construction is used to minimize the flow entries in the
flow table. Moreover, to ensure consistency of statistics
improved ORTC is applied to core switches, which results
in removal of redundant entries without modifying the
statistics. Details of these techniques are provided below.
First of all, we will discuss ORTC. After that, we will use
Bit Weaving [7] approach to create a binary tree
representation of non-prefix OpenFlow entries because
ORTC works only at prefixes. After that, we will discuss
where this technique should be applied along with
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considering the consistency of statistics of OpenFlow flow
table.

Step 1: In the first step, a tree representation of table
in binary format is normalized by setting zero or two
children for every node. This is done by initializing the
next hop for newly created leaf node by the next hop of
nearest ancestor. After the first step, Table I is converted
into Figure 5.

Figure 4. Normalized tree [1].

Figure 2. Attack tree for attack on controller.
Figure 5. Results of ORTC application [1].

Table I. EXAMPLE ROUTING TABLE

Destination
(Binary

*
00*
10*
11*

IPs

Action
1
2
2
3

Step 2: The second step of ORTC performs
calculation for next hop which are prevalent for every
level of the given table. The following operation
symbolically defined by “#”, shown in Figure 6, is used to
define next hops up the tree.

Figure 3. Attack tree for Flow Table Congestion Attack on OpenFlow
switch.

a) Optimal Routing Table Construction
ORTC [1] is an optimal solution to minimize IP
routing entries or prefixes. It contains 3 steps to get
optimal reduced tree.
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Figure 6. Table after step 1 [1].
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Step 3: This step uses sub netting to remove redundant
entries from the tree by selecting next hops. Pre order
traversal can be used. Also, one can traverse by level down
the root. If the nearest ancestor has a next hop, than it
will be inherited by the node. The state of table during
step 3 is shown in Figure 7, while Figure 4 shows the
resultant binary tree representation. The equivalent table for
routes is shown in Table II.

Figure 7. Prevalent hop calculation.

Figure 8. Table after step 2 [1].

we need to get a binary tree representation of OpenFlow
based flows by applying bit weaving initial permutation.
The output of this permutation can be now directly utilized
by ORTC engine.
c) Avoiding loss of statistics in OpenFlow Table
Consider the topology shown in Figure 8. In this
topology S1 is the first level core switch. Similarly, S5
and S2 are second level core switches. While S3, S4, S6
and S7 are end switches. Consider Host 1 with IP 10.0.0.1.
Different statistics and counts related to Host 1 may be
available on every switch. But actual aggregated statistics
of Host 1 in this case will be available at switch S3. On
all other switches the statistics regarding Host 1 are
redundant entries. Same is the case with all o t h e r h o s t s .
Generally, w e c a n say that end switches contain total
statistics related to the connected host, while when we
move from end switches to core switches, the statistics
found here are redundant.
By comparing statistics for Host 1 at different switches,
we can conclude that total statistics regarding Host 1 are
available at end switch connected to it i.e. switch S1. While
core switches contain only redundant statistics regarding to
different hosts in network. Hence, it is safe to apply flow
aggregation on core switches without the fear of losing
statistics. Core switches also contain more flows than end
switches in real life cases.
B. Implementations
There exist two types of development techniques for
SDN application and policy enforcement.
Reactive Approach:
When a new packet arrives at OpenFlow switch, its
header is matched against flow table entries. Packet is sent
to controller if no match occurs in flow table. In reaction to
that controller installs appropriate policy in flow table
against that packet. This approach is called reactive
approach, which is event based.

Figure 9. Table during step 3.

TABLE II. RESULTANT TABLE AFTER ORTC

Destination
IPs
(Binary
Format)
*
01*
11*

Action
2
1
3

b) Bit Weaving
ORTC i s p r e f i x b a s e d a p p r o a c h . So, i t i n
n o t d i r e c t l y applicable to OpenFlow based flows
because they can include wild card anywhere. Therefore,
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Proactive Approach:
In this approach all necessary policies are installed
proactively. REST API’s are widely used for this approach.
We used both approaches in our solution appropriately.
For rate limiting and filtering reactive approach was used.
To install reduced flows and remove the original flows
from core switches proactive approach was used [8].
C. Data Collection
We classified data into two types.
a) Input Data:
There were two types of input data.
1. Flow rules for OpenFlow table were generated
by using a wrapper around ClassBench [9] tool. This
wrapper used same seed files generated and used by
ClassBench.
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2. To overflow switch TCAM storage with flow
rules huge amount of Packet_In messages needed to
generate. These messages were generated by Scapy [10].
Scapy is used to craft custom packets.
b) Output Data:
Output data was collected from three sources.
 CLI of different tools such as Mininet.
 Data written by custom utilities in log files.
 Web interface of SFlow tool was also used to
collect some data.
IV.

EVALUATION

In this section, statistics and results are presented
against attacks carried out in the SDN environment, using
attack trees. There were two types of attacks through which
an attacker can achieve the objective of DoS in SDN. The
first type of attack is a traditional attack which SDN
inherits from traditional networks i.e., attack against host.
While the second attack is specific to SDN network i.e.,
attack against switch. The evaluation presents the later type
of attack.
A. Attack Against Switch
To avoid this type of attack, a solution is proposed in
design and methodology. We used switch as learning
switch to conduct the desired behavior. Script for POX
learning switch [11] is available as learningswitch.py while
for Opendaylight learning switch [27] is implemented using
Service Abstraction Layer SAL with the name of MD-SAL
Layer 2 switch. CBench is a tool used for benchmarking of
controller. It measures throughput and latency of different
SDN controllers. It connects to controller and simulates
millions of devices sending messages to the controller.
Throughput of Opendaylight, Floodlight and POX [12][13]
are shown in Figure 10. The figure shows throughput of
controllers in terms of flows per second for a given number
of switches. These statistics are collected from a machine
with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and single core with 4 gb ram.
If considerable number of packets are generated on some
given switch interface using scapy than packet_in messages
will be generated and because of controller’s response
switch memory will be exhausted. After that, new incoming
legitimate packets will be dropped at that switch, because
rules against these packets will not be installed. Also, when
several times a switch fails to install a flow, controller starts
to ignore the packet in messages from that controller. This
causes packet loss too. Figure 11 shows packet loss after
flow table congestion for different controllers with link
bandwidth set to 100 Mbps.
To cope with this type of problem, we used flow
aggregation. Figure 12 shows the results of reduced set of
rules along with original rule sets against number of switches
and hosts. This shows that for core switches, where
aggregation does not disturb statistics in our scenario, we
were successfully able to reduce rule from 23% to 41%.
This technique also causes reduced bandwidth
consumption between controller and switch, because now
switch communicates with the controller less frequently in
case of Packet_In messages.
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Figure 10. Throughput analysis.

Figure 11. Packets loss analysis.

Figure 12. Reduced flows analysis.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Flow table congestion is a problem specific to SDN.
Optimal routing table construction was used with
enhancement to prevent this type of attack. Existing
aggregation techniques also prevent flow table congestion,
but these also cause in loss of counts and statistics. A simple
strategy was used to identify redundant statistics. Next,
aggregation was applied on those identified flow tables to
avoid loss of statistics in OpenFlow table successfully. This
caused about 23% to 40% percent compression in different
cases.
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A simple idea was also proposed to reconstruct
redundant statistics for our sample topology. But that idea
needs to be generalized with the use of different degree of
equation along with statistical estimation. This technique
can also be matured to be applied even on original flows and
their reconstruction, so that aggregation can also be useful
for edge switches. As a future work we aim to apply
cooperative mechanism [14][15][16] to identify early
congestion to avoid inefficiency in routers.
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Abstract—Every day different events, with different risk levels,
take place in cities. Emergency services are responsible for the
safety of citizens and communication between emergency staff
is one of the main requirements for their correct coordination
and operation. A problem arises when large numbers of people
are located in a particular area, which could produce saturation
in traditional network infrastructures. This paper presents a
low-cost model of communication to be used in this scenario.
The communication system described includes an ID-Based
Signcryption scheme (IBSC) that works considering the location
and the public identification of emergency service workers in
order to provide integrity, confidentiality, authentication and nonrepudiation in a single step and in an efficient way.
Index Terms—Identity Based Signcryption (IBSC); mHealth;
Mobile devices; Android; Communications

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper presents a low-cost model for communication in
scenarios where network congestion is produced by massive
access of users involved in emergency situations. This is a
predictive scheme based on the establishment of a second
communication channel that does not rely on the cloud.
The objective is to provide a suitable way of communication
for emergency services (police, firefighters, medical staff, etc.)
in case of events where specific alerts or activities requiring
their participation (flood risk, protest march, a concert, a
fire, etc.) take place. Usually, the first step is the assignment
of different emergency service workers to specific areas to
preserve the civil security. Figure 1 presents as an example the
geolocation of three simultaneous events: a cultural event with
large flow of people in green, a protest march in orange and an
area with high risk of flood in blue. When an event is declared,
different types of emergency service workers must be assigned
to that zone. In the proposed system, the assignation of service
workers is also used to generate and pre-share information
among them. That is why a generic event chat, in which
workers can participate via mobile phone, is included. In the
event that congestion is detected in the network, the emergency
mode is declared. In this specific mode, the communications
will be made directly, in a peer-to-peer mode through their
smartphones and without additional tools.
A second goal in this paper, is to guarantee the security
of the shared data, thus an ID-Based Signcryption scheme
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Fig. 1. Geolocation of events.

(IBSC) based on the location and the public identifications
of emergency service workers is used. With this cryptosystem
all the shared messages will be signed and encrypted.
The majority of the communications that are currently developed within the emergency sections are carried out by radio
frequency. In the proposal, communication is done through
two different technologies using smartphones: Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) [1] and via Wi-Fi Direct [2]. The features
described below will be taken into account to choose the alternative. When possible the channel created by Wi-Fi Direct, due
to its higher rate of speed and its greater range, will be used.
Bluetooth Low Energy has a transmission rate of 25 Mbps
and Wi-Fi Direct has a transmission rate of 250 Mbps. The
maximum range of Bluetooth Low Energy Communication is
60 meters, while Wi-Fi Direct has a range of 200 meters. In the
same range of Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Aware improves the performance
of Wi-Fi Direct. Wi-Fi Aware [3] is only available for the
latest version of Android [4] and as a preview mode.
The structure of the article is described below. Section
II includes a short review of publications that justify the
novelty and adequacy of the proposed system. Section III
deals, on the one hand, with the fundamentals of IdentityBased Cryptography since the proposal uses it to guarantee
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the transferred
information, and on the other hand deals with a presentation
of a system overview. Section IV deals with the details of
the communication scheme and its formal description. Some
of the more common attacks in communication models are
analyzed in V. Section VI ends the paper summarizing the
main conclusions and contributions of the proposal.
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II. R ELATED WORK
Generally, communications currently deployed/used for
emergency are carried out by radio frequency. It is a poor
solution, because workers only can share audio in a specific
frequency, effective grouping and sharing media data are
not allowed. Multiple solutions based on Wi-Fi Direct and
smartphones has been proposed like in [5] where there is
an explanation of the potential of Wi-Fi Direct in the implementation of mobile P2P systems. This work includes some
examples of the use of Wi-Fi Direct to share text messages,
to disseminate information, etc. They use a middle-ware for
P2P networking to distribute hash tables to search for peers. In
[6], authors explain the possibility of generating opportunistic
networks over Wi-Fi Direct by studying the latency at the link
layer. It is an extension of [7], where multiple groups were
generated. This work presents real measurements that confirm
the Wi-Fi Direct’s suitability for peer-to-peer systems.
There is something in common in all these systems, no security elements are proposed. Our approach differs from others
in that it takes into account the distribution, assignation and
location of human resources in multiple events. Furthermore,
information security is addresed throughout the development
of the proposed system. In [8], the authors propose the
use of Wi-Fi Direct as an alternative communication system
for emergency situations, but not for communication among
emergency services. The main objective of the application
developed there is to share the geolocation of people when
they are isolated, without signal and in difficulties.
III. P ROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, some tools are described to understand how
the proposed system works. On the one hand, a cryptographic
primitive is presented, which is used in the communication
system and is based on identities. On the other hand, some
mathematical tools are described to understand the security of
the cryptographic scheme used.
A. Preliminaries
Identity based signcryption. In Identity Based Cryptosystems, the main objective is the use any string as a valid public
key. These schemes often use as identifiers: email address,
social security numbers, personal identifiers, etc. This kind of
cryptosystem avoid problems related to certificates in public
key infrastructure. Based on this idea some modifications
appeared such us the Identity Based Signcryption where the
main objective is to obtain a composition of an encryption
scheme with a signature scheme.
Bilinear Groups. Two cycling groups (G, +) and (GT , ·)
of the same prime order q are considered. P is a generator of
G and there is a bilinear map paring ê : G × G → GT which
satisfies following conditions: Bilinear, ∀P, Q ∈ G and ∀a, b ∈
Z, ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab . Non-degenerate, ∃P1 , P2 ∈ G that
ê(P1 , P2 ) 6= 1. This means if P is generator of G, then ê(P, P )
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is a generator of GT . Computability, there exists an algorithm
to compute ê(P, Q), ∀P, Q ∈ G [9].
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem. Considering
the cyclic group {σ, G, 2G, 3G, ...} for any point G on a an
elliptic curve. k is an integer where the operation kG is called
a scalar multiplication. The Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem is based on finding k given points kG and G.
B. Overview of the system
This paper presents an alternative communications system
for emergency services through mobile phones in different
scenarios. In order to prevent network congestion, users have
to share some public information when the emergency mode is
activated. This information is user’s ID and it is shared through
BLE using beacon mode (see Figure 2) to identify each participant. Every person has a list of identifiers (IDs) corresponding
to nearby people. When an emergency service worker finds a
peer sharing an ID, he/she stores this identification. Later on,
IDs may be used to peer-to-peer communications.

Fig. 2. Sharing identifiers through beacon mode.

The system supports two different communication modes:
peer-to-peer and broadcast. In the first mode, two people can
exchange information directly and bilaterally. In the broadcast
mode, everyone in the affected area may receive the notification and by simply clicking on it, they can chat to help
his/her colleague. Emergency staff can share text, images,
audio and even videos. Security of the shared data is crucial
in the proposed system. Thus, in both communication modes
an ID-Based Signcryption scheme (IBSC) is used. In order
to participate in the communications, each emergency service
worker assigned to an area/event must also have some information. Firstly, from the central system, events are generated.
Afterwards, the controller must assign different types of staff
to that zone. Specific information that allows staff participation
into the chat system is also provided, (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Central system web application.

A unique identifier randomly generated is assigned to each
event as well as the information for its geolocation. This
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geolocation is generated based on the focus of the event, and
to prevent the generation of multiple events a range of some
mills refer the same event. When a member of the emergency
staff is assigned to an event, the system generates specific
credentials and the keys to share data. Users may get their
own location, peers’s location and the area of the event from
the mobile application, (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Mobile application.

IV. E MERGENCY COMMUNICATION SCHEME
As mentioned in the previous section, an ID-Based Signature scheme is used. This approach offers the advantage of
simplifying management by not having to define a public key
infrastructure. This kind of scheme was chosen due to its low
computational complexity, efficiency in terms of memory and
its usability. Emergency service staff can share information
with only one person in peer-to-peer mode through an IDBased Signcryption and with multiple users in broadcast mode
through an ID-Based Multi-Receiver Signcryption Scheme. In
the proposed scheme, the central server supports the Private
Key Generator (PKG). It is a crucial part of the proposal, because it is the service in charge of generating emergency staff
private keys. The signcryption scheme used is a combination
between the ID-Based Signcryption Scheme proposed in [10]
and an ID-Based Signcryption Scheme for Multiple Receivers
[11]. Below, some mathematical basic elements and notation
used in the system description are presented. Several hash
functions are also needed: H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗ , H2 : {0, 1}∗ →
Z∗q , H3 : Z∗q → {0, 1}n , H4 : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}|m| , H5 :
G × G × {0, 1}n × Zq∗ × Zq∗ × ... × Zq∗ → Zq∗ , where n is the
r
size of the message. x ←
− S stands for an element x randomly
selected from a set S, x ← y denotes the assignation of the
value y to x and || is used for concatenation. The steps needed
for the signcryption scheme are the following:
SETUP: In this first step, server initializes the parameters
in order to generate its own keys: master public key (mpk)
and master secret key (msk). To achieve it, some private data
is necessary: k ∈ Z to generate a prime q based on it, two
groups G and GT of order q and a bilinear pairing map ê :
G × G → GT are selected. Next, P ∈ G is randomly selected
and all the hash functions are also defined. Finally, server keys
r
are generated msk ← Z∗q and mpk ← msk · P .
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MASTER EXTRACT: In this step, the staff identification is
carried out. Public key QID ∈ G is generated through a hash
function applied on the ID, QID ← H1 (ID). Private key
SID , used for communications with the server SID ∈ G, is
calculated taking into account the msk, SID ← msk · QID .
Note that key exchange between server and the staff is done
using the stream cipher SNOW3G under the session key
obtained through an Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH).
EVENT EXTRACT: This step is required when a user is
assigned to a new event. Each of the events generated has an
r
unique identifier, IDe ← Z∗q and some location coordinates,
lat and lon. In this step, the public key to this event QIDe ∈ G
is generated as: QIDe ← H1 (ID||IDe ||lat||lon). Then, the
secret key to this event SIDe ← msk · QIDe .
EVENT SINGLE SIGNCRYPTION: All the messages m ∈
{0, 1}n will be encrypted and signed. The receiver’s public
key is generated taking into account his/her identification
and the pre-shared data (IDe , lat and lon): QIDeb ←
H1 (IDb ||IDe ||lat||lon). Then, some operations are developed
giving as result σ (a t-uple of three components: c, T , U ). T is
r
generated as x ← Z∗q and T ← x · P . Then the signature using
sender’s private key (SIDea ) is in U . It is obtained as follows
r ← H2 (T ||m), W ← x · mpk and U ← r · SIDea + W .
Finally the encrypted message is in c, and it is generated as
shown below y ← ê(W, QIDeb ), k ← H3 (y), c ← k ⊕ m.
EVENT BROADCAST SIGNCRYPTION: In the broadcast
mode there are n receivers, so the sender is identified by
IDea and the receivers by IDe1 , IDe2 , ..., IDen . All the
broadcast messages m ∈ {0, 1}n will be encrypted and
signed. The sender’s public key is generated as bellows:
QIDea ← H1 (IDa ||IDe ||lat||lon). Then some operations
are developed giving as result σ (a t-uple of components:
c, T, U, V, W, X, a0 , ...an − 1), then the sender selects some
r
r
r
r
random numbers r ← Z∗q , r0 ← Z∗q , s ← Z∗q and p ← Z∗q and
then, it operates T ← r · QIDea , U ← r · P , X ← r0 · T ,
J ← r0 · mpk. The receivers’ public keys are generated
taking into account Q
all the identifications ID1 , ID2 , ..., IDn ,
n
as follows: f (x) = i=0 (x − vi ) + p(modq) = a0 + a1 x +
... + an−1 xn−1 + xn with Qei ← H1 (IDi ||IDe ||lat||lon),
yi ← ê(Qi , J) and vi ← H2 (yi ). Then it calculates V ←
s · H(p), the key k as k ← H(s) and the encrypted message c
as c ← k ⊕ m. Finally an authenticator h is generated as h ←
H5 (c, X, U, V, a0 , a1 , ..., an−1 ) and W ← (r0 + h)r · SIDa .
EVENT SINGLE UNSIGNCRYPTION: First of all the
sender’s public key is generated taking into account
IDea and the pre-shared information as QIDa ←
H1 (IDea ||IDe ||lat||lone ). Then σ is parse as (c, T, U ). If
everything is right, the message m ∈ {0, 1}n is returned.
Otherwise, if there are some problems in the signature or
in the encryption of m, ⊥ is returned. The verification is
: ê(U, P ) == ê(QIDea , mpk)r · ê(T, mpk) Thus, the user
calculates y ← ê(SIDeb , T ), k ← y, m ← k ⊕ c and
r ← H2 (T ||m).
MULTIPLE RECEIVER UNSIGNCRYPTION: In this
step, two verifications are carried out but first of all
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σ is parse as c, T, U, V, W, X, a0 , ...an − 1 and h ←
H5 (c, X, U, V, a0 , a1 , ..., an−1 ). The first verification is the
public verification to check that the ciphertext is valid:
ê(W, P ) == ê(X + hT, mpk) Otherwise, the ciphertext has
been damaged or it is invalid and ⊥ is returned. The second
verification is: ê(W, Qei ) == ê(X + hT, SIDei ) It is to
check if IDi is one of the receivers chosen by the sender
and the ciphertext is valid. Otherwise, the receiver shall quit
the decryption process and ⊥ is returned. To generate the
message some operations are generated: yi ← ê(SIDeb , U ),
vi ← H2 (yi ), p ← f (vi ), s ← V ⊕ H3 (p), k ← H4 (s) and
m ← k ⊕ c.
V. P ROTOTYPE ANALYSIS
A system prototype has been developed. It includes a web
application and a mobile application to improve communication between emergency services in extreme situations.
Security is one of the priorities that is why the system provides
protection against different attacks. On the one hand, Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks related to make multiple requests
are restricted because only requests associated with a number
of legitimate members of emergency services take effect. On
the other hand, the typically “Man in the Middle” attack
which conveys a successful authentication to the server with
a legitimate identifier is very improbable, because once the
corresponding user private key is assigned to the server further
requests of this kind will be not attended. Impersonation will
be easily detectable since the number of members who can
make requests to the server is limited to those who are working
at the time of the request.
An analysis of efficiency related to the technologies coverage, their range and their transmission efficiency was developed. A beta prototype has been also implemented with Wi-Fi
Aware but in the preview mode of the technology. An Android
application has been developed to share information between
users. The implementation of the security has been developed
with the generation of some random events on a map and with
the assignation of users to events manually.
Note that the proposed prototype does not need a communication with the PKG, but just for the initialization where the
generation of keys is performed in the Event Extract step.
Afterwards, users can share messages with their own keys
and with the pre-shared information related to the event. This
eliminates the problem of saturated communication networks
because an alternative scheme has been displayed with direct
communications that do not need a central server.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper a low-cost communication model has been
presented as an alternative communication system for situations where network congestion was detected. The tool
has been proposed like a combination of a web application,
that manages all the emergency services and events, and
a mobile application with an ubiquitous Wi-Fi Direct chat.
Communication security was based on the use of a public key
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cryptosystem and BLE in beacon mode. Emergency services
were able to know, with the mobile application, where the
event was located and where they must deployed, as well as
peers location. The system generated automatically the preshared data depending on the event to which the worker has
been assigned; the main objective was that emergency workers
was able to share information among them when different
events saturate the network. The prototype has been developed
like an emergency support tool to contact peers through a
chat. An ID-Based Signcryption has been used to protect
integrity, confidentiality, authentication and non-repudiation in
the communications. Specifically, emergency service shared
information with only one person in peer-to-peer mode and
with multiple users in broadcast mode.
As future work, more functionalities will be added to the
server, such as statistics, private chats based on roles, etc.
The improvement of communication technologies is a must. A
beta prototype has been implemented with Wi-Fi Aware that
is available only in Android 8 and in the preview mode of
the technology. The addition of LTE-Direct depends on the
Native Development Kit (NDK), because right now this code
is private.
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Abstract—This work describes an alternative solution for the
problem of indoor location in places where the use of GPS devices
is either impossible or not precise enough. The new proposal
is based on different methods that provide useful information
about location in this type of places. In particular, the use of
Near Field Communication (NFC) technology in combination
with an Inertial Measurement Unit through mobile phones
or smartphones allows solving the problem of indoor location
without incrementing costs. In particular, an Android application
has been implemented to show the applicability of the proposed
solution, which adds a layer of security that it is very important
to protect the positioning information and avoid the possibility
of traceability of the users of the system. To do this, the FourQ
elliptic curve has been selected to generate a shared key using
the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman protocol. Then, the generated
key is used to encrypt all communications through the use of the
SNOW 3G stream cipher. The developed system offers promising
results.
Keywords–Security; Positioning; IMU; Elliptic Curves; Low
Cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the places where location is not working well
nowadays is indoors. It is well known that outdoors the use
of GPS positioning system provides an accurate location, but
its use indoor is not possible. The need of an indoor location
system is essential in huge indoor places like malls or airports.
The traditional way to solve this problem has been to place
static maps in different points of the building indicating where
you are inside the building map. The main disadvantage of
this kind of information points is that they are not accessible
in all building spaces.
It is known that smartphones are becoming more and
more essential in our daily lives because we do not use the
smartphone only to make phone calls or to send Short Message
Service (SMS) messages, but also to do other tasks such
as taking pictures, recording videos, reading mails, locating
with Global Positioning System (GPS) or surfing the Internet.
Due to this, different indoor location solutions based on
smartphones have been proposed in the last years.
The proposal presented here is based on the use of two
technologies: Near Field Communication (NFC) technology
[1], which provides a short-range positioning, and an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) [2] settled on the user foot, which
provides inertial changes to track the user’s movement. The use
of these technologies allows us to provide real-time position
in a smartphone using an indoor map of the building. An
aspect that is very important in this kind of systems and
that is not usually studied is its security, and in particular,
the untraceability of the users. To avoid this, the presented
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proposal adds the use of an elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman
protocol [3] using the FourQ elliptic curve to generate a shared
key and the Snow 3G stream cipher algorithm [4] to encrypt
all communications between the IMU and the smartphone.
This work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
some preliminaries. The proposed system is defined in Section
3. Section 4 introduces some features of the system security.
Finally, some conclusions and open issues close this paper.
II. P RELIMINARIES
During the last years, different proposals have been presented in the field of use of IMUs to track the movement
and/or position of users in different situations. There are
different IMU types, but traditionally, the ones used to track the
movement and/or position have been the 6 Degrees of Freedom
(DoF) or 9 DoF IMUs. A 6 DoF IMU usually has a 3 DoF
accelerometer and a 3 DoF gyroscope. The accelerometer is
used to measure the acceleration on IMU movements in the x,
y and z coordinate systems, that can be easily transformed into
speed through the first time integral of the acceleration, and to
position through the second time integral of the acceleration.
Thus, it can be used to measure changes in the speed and
position respectively. A problem that usually appears when
obtaining speed and position through the use of the integral is
that if the intrinsic constant error is not removed from the
original measurement, the acceleration, it becomes a lineal
error in the speed and in a quadratic error in the position, fact
that would do the system unusable. The gyroscope measures
the orientation in the x, y and z coordinate systems. A 9 DoF
IMU has the 3 DoF accelerometer and gyroscope and adds a 3
DoF magnetometer, a sensor that measures the magnetic field
and that is usually used to get the global orientation due to the
earth magnetic field. A complete guide of the most common
error sources of the use of IMU for positioning systems and
its effects on the navigation performance can be found in [5].
This kind of systems is widely used to track the movements
in the space, so different proposals have been presented during
the last years. A method that is usually used and that is
based on the measurements of these aforementioned sensors
is the Dead-Reckoning. This method consists on the use of
different algorithms based on easy trigonometric equations
to get the actual position of an object or person, through
operations based on the course and navigation speed. There
are multiple algorithms that implement the Dead-Reckoning
[6]. In that paper, a comparative study of different Pedestrian
Dead-Reckoning algorithms is presented. A Pedestrian DeadReckoning algorithm is basically an algorithm that estimates
the movement of a person by detecting steps, estimating stride
lengths and the directions of motion. The results obtained in
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that work shows how this technique offers promising results
with an average rate on the stride length estimation errors of
about 1% and an estimation below 5% in the total travelled
distance. Another method that is usually applied to improve
the performance and to reduce the drift error on the sensors
measurements is the use of static and adaptative filters, and
one of the most used filters is the Kalman filter [7].
III. P ROPOSED S YSTEM
The developed system consists on an Android application
that shows in an indoor map the current position of the user.
This building indoor map must be previously provided by the
building staff with its correct scale to be added to the system.
The system uses two different technologies to perform this
feature.
On the one hand, the NFC technology is used at the
entrance and some specific points of the indoor places to
set an initial position of the user in the map. The NFC
technology was chosen for this purpose because it is a short
range communication technology with no error in the initial
position estimation. The selection of this technology instead of
another cheaper like QR codes is because the NFC technology
is easier to protect than the QR codes as shown in Section IV.
On the other hand, the use of an IMU located on the
user foot supposes an static reference point. The use of
an IMU located on the user foot is a more accurate way
of collecting data than the smartphone because it is static
and produces less noise than the use of smartphone sensors.
The IMU is used to collect data about the accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer sensors, which are sent to the
user smartphone through the use of Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) [8] technology. The use of the IMU unit instead of the
user smartphone is due to the smartphone movements could
add some noise to the measurements and the measurements
obtained through the IMU sensors are more precise than the
smartphone measurements. In the user smartphone, the sensor
data are processed through the use of the Madgwick algorithm.
This algorithm provides an accurate orientation of the user in
a quaternion form [9], which provides an absolute orientation
from a relative one. Then, the quaternion is used to orientate
the position in the indoor map.
Finally, a step length estimation has been used to perform
an exhaustive study of different methods. As initial method,
we decided to use a simple way to calculate the step length in
centimetres, l, which can be shown in the equation 1, where
h represents the height in centimetres of the user and k is a
constant that is 0.415 for men and 0.413 for women [10].
l = hk

Figure 1. Prototype Aplication Screenshots

2)

3)
4)

The user scans the NFC tag situated at the entrance.
The NFC tag contains some identification numbers
that represents the building, the entrance and the floor.
The possibility of put more NFC tags around the
building is open for some cases where the user forgot
to do it at the entrance. This information is important
to situate the user in the right place inside the building
and floor.
Once the NFC tag has been read, the user can see
her/his initial position over the floor map.
At this moment, the IMU unit starts to collect data
and send them to the user smartphone, which is
responsible for operating with it. The Madgwick
algorithm is used to get the orientation in real time.
With the quaternion obtained by algorithm and the
step length, the user position for each step is shown
in the smartphone.

(1)
Figure 2. General System Performance

In future versions of the system, more efficient, precise and
complex step length estimation methods will be implemented.
Moreover, a comparative study of the accuracy of the different
methods will be performed too. Some screenshots of the
developed prototype can be shown in Figure 1.
The general system performance can be shown in Figure
2. The steps that a user of the system takes during its use are:
1)

The initial step of the system consists of putting
the user’s height the first time that he/she uses the
application to calculate the step length.
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A. IMU Positioning System
The main part of the indoor positioning system is the part
related to the IMU collected data and its treatment. In our positioning system a Metawear CPRO IMU that collect measures
of the 3 sensors, accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer,
obtaining g, degrees/seconds and T esla units respectively,
has been used. The complete specifications of the IMU unit
can be shown in [11]. This IMU unit transmit the data through
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BLE. The collected data is transmitted in real time to the
smartphone where the treatment of the different variables is
performed, including the conversion of accelerometer units, g,
to m/s2 , and the gyroscope units, degrees/seconds, to rad/s.
Then, the Madgwick filter is applied to obtain the quaternion
that represents the pitch yaw and roll. With these data, the step
detection and the step length, the user’s position is shown over
the map every time he/she takes a step. Different studies about
the use of filters in IMU units data to improve the quality and
reduce the noise in the data have been performed [12] [13]
[14], showing that the Madgwick filter is the most appropriate
in this kind of systems. In this paper, as complementary work,
we decided to implement tests of three of the most used
filters, a Kalman filter, a Mahony filter and the aforementioned
Madgwick filter. The representation of the pitch, yaw and roll
obtained in the tests are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure
5, respectively. In all plots, the Kalman filter is represented
in green color, the Mahony filter in blue and the Madgwick
one in orange. During the different tests, the Magdwick filter
shows a better accuracy by comparing the real position with
the position shown in the Android application.

Figure 3. Filters Yaw

Figure 5. Filters roll

our data to different companies to allow that they send us,
for example, food publicity if the user is in the kitchen, or
shampoo publicity if the user is in the toilet, etc.
To protect the system, we decided to use two different
methods. On the one hand, we used the Snow 3G stream
cipher algorithm to encrypt all communications and an elliptic
curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) protocol using the elliptic curve
FourQ to generate a shared key. On the other hand, we decided
to change the secret key every time the application is restarted
to use it like a session protocol.
The trust model of the proposed system is based on
using the FourQ elliptic curve through the ECDH protocol to
generate a shared key each time a session starts. Then, this key
is used to encrypt the communications between the IMU and
the smartphone using the SNOW 3G stream cipher algorithm.
The use of these two methods, ECDH and SNOW 3G, has
been commonly used in different papers and its security is
widely tested [15] [16].
A. Snow 3G
SNOW 3G is the stream cipher algorithm designated in
2006 as basis for the integrity protection and encryption of
the UMTS technology. Thanks to the fact that the algorithm
satisfies all the requirements imposed by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) with respect to time and memory
resources, it was selected for the UMTS Encryption Algorithm
2 (UEA2) and UMTS Integrity Algorithm 2 (UIA2) [17] [18].

Figure 4. Filters Pitch

IV. S YSTEM S ECURITY
In location systems, security is a very important aspect.
A vulnerable application can involve a privacy problem, and
in particular, traceability. The traceability of a user can imply
a huge problem for the users of an application because an
attacker could know where a user is in every moment and so
perform derived attacks. For example, if the attacker knows
that we are not at home, he/she could steal the house, or sell
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Figure 6. SNOW 3G scheme
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The SNOW 3G algorithm derives from the SNOW 2
algorithm, and uses 128-bit keys and an initialization vector
in order to generate in each iteration 32 bits of keystream.
On the one hand, the LFSR used in this algorithm has 16
stages denoted s0, s1, s2. . . s15 with 32 bits each one. On
the other hand, the used Finite State Machine (FSM) is based
on three 32-bit records denoted R1, R2 and R3 and uses
two Substitution-boxes called S1 and S2. The combination
operation uses a XOR and an addition module 232 , as we can
see in Figure 6.
SNOW 3G has two execution modes: the initialization
mode and the keystream mode. First, the initialization mode
is executed without producing any keystream. Then, the
keystream mode is executed. In particular, the number of
iterations of such a mode depends on the number of 32-bit
words that we want to generate.
B. FourQ ECDH
The use of elliptic curves in cryptography has been widely
discussed during the last years and the advantages that they
have with respect to the traditional cryptography both in
key length and computational requirements are well known.
The FourQ is a new elliptic curve developed by Microsoft
Research [19], which accomplishes the NIST requirements
for the selection of new generation elliptic curves. These
requirements are that new curves must, at least, maintain the
security level of the previous ones and be highly efficient in
software and hardware implementations. This curve produces
promising results, as shown in different studies presented by
Microsoft Research, and offers improvements in the computing
times in the tests done in traditional computers. To know
if the improvements shown in the Microsoft Research tests
are possible too in portable devices, where the processor
architecture is totally different, because computers usually use
an x32 or x64 architecture while the smartphones and portable
devices usually use the arm architecture, we decided to port the
implementation done by Microsoft Research to Java language
to use it in Android devices. To do this, a java library was
made and the FourQ computing time executing an elliptic
curve Diffie-Hellman protocol was compared between FourQ,
the NIST P-256 curve [20] and the Curve25519 curve [21].
The results of this comparison can be seen in Table I.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
This work presents a new indoor location and positioning
system that offers promising results. The combination of
different technologies allow us to obtain the location indoors
with a high level of precision. The use of a low cost IMU
makes that the system could be used by a lot of people in
a near future. During the simulations, an Android application
prototype has been developed to collect the IMU information,
proceed with the different calculations and show the path
over the indoor map. The security of this kind of systems is
essential, so different protocols and security algorithms have
been implemented to avoid possible user’s traceability by a
malicious attacker. This is a work in progress, so several
lines are still open. The first of them is the study of other
sensor fusion algorithms that could fit the developed system
better. Another improvement could be the use of sensors of the
previously attached smartphone instead of the IMU to perform
the positioning. On the other hand, security tests and controlled
attacks to improve the system security are also necessary.
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The computing times shown in Table I show that the FourQ
elliptic curve offers interesting improvements in portable devices too. In particular, this curve is 2 times faster than
the new generation Curve25519 curve and around 4-5 times
faster than the NIST P-256 curve. The use of this curve
can be an important advance in the IoT security due to the
lower key length and higher efficiency, facts that are specially
important in this kind of devices with low computing and
storage capacities.
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Abstract – Most of the start-ups have challenges in building up
their corporate brand as they have no resources, such as money
and internal structure, nor do they have customers or even a
consistent idea how the end-product should look like. Having a
strong brand enables start-ups to increase their visibility and
ensure a certain level of quality which ultimately increases their
chance of success. Nonetheless branding, as a growing field,
focuses mainly on well-established firms who are already
successful as opposed to start-ups whose business model
involves lots of risks and their success is still uncertain.
Digitalization provides immersive opportunities for the startups to engage and communicate with their potential customers
and stakeholders. The tremendous success of the new wave of
start-ups, such as Facebook, Uber, Airbnb, and Coursera, which
are now revolutionary brands, testifies the critical impact of
digitalization on start-up brand building. This paper reviews the
opportunities and challenges which start-ups face in building up
their brands in the digital era and suggests a conceptual model
with three notions including emotion, innovation, and cocreation to address these dilemmas. Later, Coursera is reviewed
as one of the most successful education-focused technology startups in order to illustrate the application of the model. This paper
highlights the vital role of branding for start-ups in the digital
era and the findings contribute to the literature by articulating
a three stages modular and incremental approach to build a
start-up’s brand from scratch.
Keywords–Start-up; Branding; Digitalization;
disruption; Emotion; Innovation; Co-creation

Digital

I.
INTRODUCTION
The new wave of start-ups fueled by information
technology has flourished throughout the world, where
leading companies emerge unexpectedly and cause what is
state-of-the-art today to become outdated tomorrow [1]. We
see start-ups like Uber valued at $68B [2] and Airbnb valued
at $31B [2] in digital technologies, which are transforming
the business environment, igniting major changes in the way
we buy, sell, consume, communicate and even work and
ultimately standing among the most valuable and beloved
brands. The trend is also strong in other places of the world
wherein those developing economies, start-ups are
addressing local problems through creative technologies and
solutions [3].
Meanwhile, it is important to note that, in today’s world,
everybody including customers increasingly face more
choices with less time to make them and that is where a strong
brand plays a major role to simplify decision making, reduce
risk, and set expectations [4]. Customers are surrounded by
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alternatives in every step of the way and the companies need
to stand up, get customers’ attention, and deliver the message
they want them to hear [5].
Reputation and brand are considered as pivotal engines
for growth and financial asset for any organization which
fosters business development [6]. Though there is an
increased attention towards branding and also the term startup and disruptive innovation are widespread, however, the
intersection of these fields is still not thoroughly explored
especially in the digital era. In other words, there are few
papers on the branding of start-ups and the main focus
remained on large and successful companies and recently on
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [7]. The major reason
perhaps is that most academics and practitioners take a
holistic and result-oriented approach and prefer to study the
brand of the companies who are successful as opposed to
those whose business model involves lots of risks. However,
branding plays a vital role during the start-up growth phases,
when the company is seeking to make the first impressions,
building the reputation in the public, attracting investors and
ultimately securing the long-term loyalty of the customers.
In fact, for a start-up, “visibility creates Opportunities”,
the faster it gets visible the closer the possibility of a business
success is [8]. Moreover, the digital era has provided startups with tremendous opportunities to communicate and
engage with their potential customers and stakeholders but
substantial risks at the same time. Young ventures have
specific branding needs due to their lack of resources [9], lack
of internal structures and processes [7], and fundamental need
to build a reputation [10] in order to find customers and
investors.
This paper, therefore, aims to explore the corporate
branding of start-ups by reviewing the extant literature in
order to identify the opportunities and challenges these new
ventures face in building up their brand in the digital context.
It further suggests a conceptual model with three notions
including emotion, innovation, and co-creation which are
built upon each other. The paper is structured in six sections
where Section 2 reviews literature and works related to startup branding and identifies gaps. Section 3 is dedicated to the
impact of digitalization. In Section 4 the notions that
correspond to start-up branding and implications of
digitalization on each are reviewed. In Section 5, the findings
to be discussed and a conceptional model is suggested to deal
with the corporate branding of start-ups. In Section 6,
Coursera is reviewed as one of the most successful educationfocused technology start-ups in order to illustrate the
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application of the model. The conclusion summarizes the
findings, discusses limitations and suggests further domain
for research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The term “start-up” is widespread and has grown in recent
years especially in line with the great success of San
Francisco new ventures. Yet, the term is not limited to
Silicon Valley and Seattle, since start-ups and incubators
have been popping up in other places including Barcelona,
Shanghai, Sydney, and Bangalore who now rank among the
world’s top twenty start-up ecosystems, according to the
Start-up Genome Project [1]. In many new industries, the
most successful firms tend to be start-ups rather than
established firms [11]. For example in IT field, it was newly
established companies, such as Apple, Microsoft, Amazon,
Google and more recently, Facebook, Twitter, Uber, and
Airbnb who came up with outstanding ideas and solutions
which mattered to our daily life. Start-ups have always been
a symbol of change by devising a new way of doing things in
a more efficient and cost-effective way. They crystalize
ambitious team who are ready to take big risks and change
the industries and classic business models with their
creativity and innovation. We can observe that in just a few
years, start-up companies like Facebook, Uber, and Airbnb
have disrupted and changed the rules of business and stood
among the top most valuable brands. These companies have
become the new principal points of power and created
influential social and financial impacts on how we live, think,
work, and interact with each other—even how we feel and
sense [3]. In fact, disruption is one of the most popular terms
in management today and it is associated in part with the
notion of “disruptive technology” outlined by Clayton
Christensen [12]. Digital disruption can be defined as the
change that occurs when new digital technologies and
business models affect the value proposition of existing
goods and services. These technologies often enter at the
bottom of the market which is ignored by established
companies and then start-ups grow and beat the old systems
from that point.[12]. Jonikas [13] states that most start-ups
even high-end innovation-based businesses face fearsome
competition and must compete with the old ways of solving
or simply ignoring the problem. He further insists on the
important role of branding and argues that a solid brand can
transform a business from an unknown start-up into a
successful competitor and niche, or even market leader.
Tai [14] argues that all great brands over the last 100 years
were born out of the creation of a new category. He further
insists that the creation of a new category or a next-generation
product is usually what makes the big brands successful in
the first place and this ultimately enables them to cement their
position as the leader of that category. Rode and Vallaster [7]
argue that start-ups provide a specific context to research
corporate branding, especially in its early stage, as the
internal structure and process do not yet exist. It could be
tempting for start-ups to skip branding in the rush to get a
new product to the market [15]. Some research and
interviews show that many entrepreneurs do not consider
branding important at the early stage and see it as later stage
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luxury, a nice-to-have thing as against a must-have [16]. The
major reason perhaps is that most entrepreneurs are as short
on cash as they are on time and they don’t think they can
afford to spend either to attend to brand-building [15]. Others
consider it a difficult and long process which does not create
actionable results. Some people even mistake online presence
on a few social media or even personal branding and PR
program as a sufficient measure. Talbott [17] analyzes
common reasons for the failure of a start-up in the article
"Four Trends That Can Kill Your Start-up". Ruzzier and
Ruzzier [18] summarizes these trends by highlighting the first
one to be an incorrect or overly narrow understanding of
brands, which is usually associated only with a nice, goodlooking logo and some other design elements. Second, is the
perception that customers buy your features instead of your
brand (meaning how the product makes them feel). This is
particularly common in engineering and tech start-ups. The
third trend is related to the issue of brand differentiation,
which most start-ups tend to seek through the most likable
and trendy visual identity elements, while the fourth most
common mistake concerns creativity and founder's
perception, that creativity could be acquired on the market by
hiring designers.
One of the recent streams in branding which has strong
implication in start-ups is brand co-creation. Co-creation,
which is developing as a new paradigm in the management
literature, allows companies and stakeholders and customers
to create value through interaction. It was first defined by
Kambil [19] and further developed by Prahalad and
Ramaswamy [20] where it is argued that the supplier needs
to engage all stakeholders and create value with them rather
than creating value for them. Schultz [21] defines brand cocreation as a process in which the company involves
stakeholders to become part of designing, creating and
innovating the brand. France, Merrilees and Miller [22]
develop the customer brand co-creation model which
discusses the influence of brand engagement, self-congruity,
and involvement as antecedents to brand co-creation and
identifies the moderating effect of brand interactivity and
brand communities. The model actualizes the impact of brand
co-creation upon the brand value and brand knowledge after
all.

Figure 1. The customer brand co-creation model [22]

This is a solid framework for understanding the factors
influencing customers to co-create and the impacts of
customer co-creation on the brand. Though, it highlights the
complexity of co-creation in contrast to traditional practices
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of marketing planning, yet, it ignores to take the other
stakeholders into account within co-creation process. Also,
the focus of this paper is not on start-ups. Another model
which is developed by Juntunen [23] identifies internal and
external corporate brand elements in B2B start-ups and
argues that brand co-creation is a process that begins with the
stakeholders inventing the corporate name before the
company is established, and continues at the start-up phase
by developing the new corporate name, updating the logo and
communications material, and developing the product and
business.

Figure 2. Corporate brand elements in B2B start-ups [23]

She addresses branding from superficial aspects and a visual
viewpoint by concentrating on changes to corporate name
and logo. Both internal and external elements of branding are
identified with a focus on brand co-creation. Yet, less
attention is given to exploring the ways to develope a great
product and service which is at the core of the brand building.

Figure 3. Corporate brand co-creation process [23]

Bresciani and Eppler [24] argue that branding is vital for
the survival of start-ups, given their lack of resources and
fundamental need to find and maintain clients. They propose
a three phases development framework and key guidelines
for start-up branding. First, the entrepreneur should define
the brand strategy aligned to the strategy of the new
organization before inception. Second, the brand strategy
should be enacted through an appropriate brand design
(name, logo, colors, and visual elements) in line with the
brand mission and philosophy and finally, brand building
activities should be developed carefully which entail using
the power of the internet and also creating measurement tools
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[24]. This would enable start-ups to improve the branding
strategy, in a continuous and iterative process [24].

Figure 4. Brand creation sequences [24]

Each of the above-mentioned studies offers an important
contribution to start-up branding and brand co-creation. We
can also observe the importance of value co-creation from the
early stage as well as creation sequences or development
phases. Yet, emotion and innovation are two important
notions which must be taken into consideration and their role
in development phases to be identified. Meanwhile, none of
the studies specifically reveal the role of the internet and
digital marketplaces. With rapid growth and popularity of the
internet, all companies including start-ups are forced to have
a digital presence to connect with stakeholders in order to
communicate and interact with them. Moreover, the platform
is also an emerging business model that leverages digital
technology to connect people, organizations, and resources in
an interactive ecosystem in which amazing amounts of value
can be created and exchanged [25]. Through these platforms
and networks, companies like Google, Uber, and Airbnb are
changing the structure of major industries and transforming
businesses.
III. THE IMPACT OF DIGITALIZATION
The marketing communications environment, as Keller
[4] argues, has changed dramatically in recent years, resulting
in new challenges for marketers to build and manage their
brand and reputation in the digital age. Digitalization which
is defined as the mass adoption of Internet-connected digital
technologies and applications by consumers, enterprises, and
governments is a global phenomenon that touches every
industry and nearly every consumer in the world [26].
The new technologies including machine learning,
mobile, big data and social media, which are facilitated and
promoted by internet connectivity, are driving companies
beyond the boundaries of the local and traditional ways of
doing business. We can observe that the world of marketing
is shifting from mass market to customer networks in which
the core behaviour of customers is focused on access,
connect, engage, customize and collaborate [27]. Kotler [5]
describes how marketing has evolved from product-driven
marketing (1.0) to customer-centric marketing (2.0) to
human-centric marketing (3.0) and now value-driven
marketing (4.0) which leads to the convergence between
digital marketing and traditional marketing and ultimately
changes consumer's landscape to reach more customers.
Today, social networks grow the power of connected
consumers and put endless amount of information to share
with each other and respectively interact with brands. Brands
have less control over what is said about them in the digital
era as online users are more autonomous than ever and have
quick and easy access to other users, which heavily influence
their opinions [28]. The successful start-ups in digital-born
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business have played the major role in digital disruption by
suggesting new business models, new revenue streams, and
new sources of competitive advantage not only possible, but
in ways that are cheaper, faster, and more customer-centric
than ever before [29][31]. For example, while many business
executives seek solutions to digitally automate their existing
operations, we observe start-ups like Uber and Airbnb find
nontechnology improvement opportunities, simplify and
standardize them and finally digitally automate the same [28].
Branding is as much about products and services as about
everything that exists between the company and its
stakeholders. Businesses throughout the world are interested
to board digital transformation journey by engaging in ecommerce because they see digitalization an essential
ingredient for growing their businesses, improving customer
experience and upgrading their business models. Yet, senior
business executives admit they are not sure how to do it, as
Gartner found when it surveyed CEOs [30]. The reason
perhaps is that digitalization is an emerging concept and there
are few well-tried and known frameworks to guide
companies through the digital transformation process. The
author presumes "the five domains of digital transformation"
described by Rogers [31] builds a good foundation to
explains how digitalization is reshaping five key domains of
strategy including customers, competition, data, innovation,
and value. These domains are important ingredients of startup branding. Table I. sets out strategic themes and key
concepts as businesses move from the analogue to the digital
age.
TABLE I. THE FIVE DOMAINS OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATIONS [31]
DOMAIN

STRATEGIC THEMES

Customers

Harness Customer Networks

Competition

Build Platforms, not just products

Data

Turn data into assets

Innovation

Innovate by rapid experimentation

Value

Adapt value proposition

The first and most important domain is customers since
digital technologies transform the whole customer
experience. For example today a start-up can easily use social
media and mobile apps for exploring customer's
requirements, building communities of potential customers,
using analytics to know them better and ultimately offering
personalized sales and services. Further, the new
technologies facilitated the power of the platform and today's
most valuable companies like Facebook, Uber, and Airbnb
are increasingly successful in building and managing
platforms which are digitized, open, and participative that
create commercially connected ecosystems of producers and
consumers. Moreover, the possibility of direct interaction
with customers offered via digital technologies, such as social
media and mobile applications provide tremendous data and
information about customers. The data can be analysed
through data mining and machine learning techniques to
know the customers’ characteristics, buying patterns,
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spending, and other information. Digitalization and
innovation facilitate the process and offer massive
opportunities for visitors and potential customers through
crowdsourcing and receiving feedbacks via social media and
platforms. These are invaluable for designing new products
and services and improving the existing one as Parker [25]
argues innovation is no longer the province of in-house
experts and research and development labs. Lastly, digital
technologies enable start-ups to build, enhance, extend or
reshape the customer value proposition with digital contents,
insight, and engagement i.e. to offer better, cheaper, faster
and personalized products and services. The digital
transformation also underlies the success of many of today’s
biggest, fastest-growing, and most powerfully disruptive
companies, from Google, Amazon, and Facebook to recent
successful start-ups, such as Uber, Airbnb, and Pinterest.
IV. NOTIONS THAT CORRESPOND TO STARTUP BRANDING
Talbott [17] indicates that it is not possible to differentiate
in a crowded marketplace without a distinct brand. He further
refers to a quotation from Rob Frankel who puts it best when
he says, "Branding is about getting your prospects to perceive
you as the only solution to their problem." The clear and
consistent association with the defined category as Tai [14]
argues is critical, especially when the brand is young and
unknown to the world. There are a number of papers on
SMEs in marketing literature but a few of it reflects on
branding [32]. Rode and Vallaster [7] argue that literature on
branding and corporate communication is rich, and studies
about new ventures and entrepreneurship are also numerous,
however, the intersection of these two fields is still an underexplored area. Abimbola [33] conducts one of the earliest
explicit studies on SME branding and explores the role of
branding as a competitive strategy. He further suggests
SMEs, having fewer resources, require greater focus and
effectiveness, and run specified and targeted campaigns.
Though SMEs and start-ups look similar as they are small in
revenue and staffing and built by entrepreneurs, they pursue
different objectives and have a dissimilar business model,
function and funding arrangement. An SME is a stable and
structured business which focuses on the delivery of value to
its already-known customers. Therefore, there is a base and
foundation to build up a brand on top. A start-up, on the other
hand, is a new, unstable, and unstructured business which is
uncertain about its value proposition or even target customers
and uses innovation to create new value.
Related research on SMEs is not applicable to start-ups,
because they mainly focus on ongoing brand management
[32], while start-ups face specific challenges, such as lack of
resources and consistent idea how the end product should
look like as well as the absence of reputation and customers.
So, a start-up goes through experimenting and testing its
business model and lacks a base and build upon foundation
especially in the early stage. Therefore, branding for a startup would be more challenging since the business model and
value proposition for potential customers are yet to be
developed.
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TABLE II. SMEs VS START-UPS DEVELOPED BY THE
AUTHOR
SMEs

Start-Ups

Stable and Structured

Unstable, Risky

Final Products

Products are being developed

Delivery of Value

Create Value via Innovation

Known Customers

Seeking Customers

In this section, the major notions that correspond to
start-up branding and implications of digitalization on each
will be identified and reviewed.
A. Emotionally focused branding
Smith [34] says that branding is the creation of an idea,
then communicating it in such a way that the market thinks
and feels what you want them to know about you and your
products. Talbott [17] argues that people often buy purely
based on how a product makes them feel. However, we must
remember that at the heart of a great brand is a great product
or service [4], though, branding goes beyond features of the
product and focuses on feelings of the consumers for the
brand. The below matrix shows that the most beloved
companies have both a fundamentally sound product and an
emotionally connected brand [35].

Figure 5. The matrix of Brand by Beloved Brands Inc [35]

Wasserman [36] argues that new ventures are usually
labours of love for entrepreneurs, and they become
emotionally attached to them using similar parenting
language without even noticing. Therefore, start-ups need to
sustain the high energy and determination to push the idea
through the marketplace and that requires a powerful vision
as argued by Maital and Seshadri [37] which excites the
emotions, not just the power of reason [38].
The emotions and feelings can, therefore, play two roles
in the branding of start-up. First, emotions and burning desire
usually motivate an entrepreneur to initiate a solution and
start a business and then he or she tries to create more
authentic moments of customer engagement for example by
story-telling and touching specific points which resonate with
customer’s requirements.
Li [39] argues that an entrepreneur’s hope of creating a
successful new venture significantly increases the
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attractiveness and perceived success likelihood of the new
venture. Forgas [40] indicates that emotions influence
individuals’ judgment more strongly when the situation is
ambiguous, information is limited, and decision making is
intuitive rather than analytical. This is the case during the
start-up process as decisions are made using emotions or rules
of thumb, rather than systematic thinking during this stage.
Kaplan [41] considers a passion or a cause as the common
denominator among the innovators who organized around it
and make things happen. Likewise, today we can see
successful start-ups, such as Uber and Airbnb are built on a
passion and clear point of view of their founders and then
they fulfilled their promises on specific benefits, quality, and
value by using credible, trustworthy, transparent media to
communicate stories and information. All these ultimately
cause the customers of these companies fall in love with
brands, trust them, and believe in their superiority and feel
emotionally connected. For example, the founders of Uber
had trouble hailing a cab on a snowy Paris evening in 2008
and that is how they devised the idea of the tap a button, get
a ride. Today, Uber connects people who need a reliable ride
with people looking to earn money driving their car in 633
cities throughout the world with $6.5B annual revenue [42].
The Airbnb story is perhaps one of the most inspiring stories
of the 21st century when the founders moved from New York
with no job and had trouble paying their rent. They were
looking for a way to earn some extra money and that is why
they bought a few airbeds and set up a site called “Air Bed
and Breakfast.” to offer visitors a place to sleep and breakfast
next day. Today, Airbnb has over 4 million lodging listings
in 65,000 cities and 191 countries with $2.6B annual revenue
[42].
The founder of Pinterest was inspired by the movie
"Pirates of Silicon Valley," about Steve Jobs and Bill Gates,
and got a job at Google in customer support because he was
more excited than the previous applicant about the internet.
He further quit his job and started Pinterest, a photocollecting, sharing, and publishing site that allows users to
"Pin" pictures they like and upload their own
recommendations to their "pinboards". As of September
2017, the company has over 200 million monthly active
users. All these success stories are full of persistence,
determination and most of all fear and uncertainty but the
founders seemed to crystallize this quote from Friedrich
Nietzsche “He who has a why to live can bear almost any
how.”
B. Brand-driven innovation
The emotions and feelings are probably a good start to
initiate a solution, devise an idea and get people together and
connect them, especially at the early stage. Yet, after
formation of a start-up, it seems that everybody is trying to
speak the same emotional language today which fed up the
customers. Margaret Thatcher says [43] "If you just set out to
be liked, you would be prepared to compromise on anything
at any time and you would achieve nothing." Joachimsthaler
[44] suggests that trying to focus on emotions and being
liked, cause a company to fall for everything and achieve
nothing at the end. That is where creativity, invention, and
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innovation comes in. Having fewer resources are pushing
start-ups to think differently and innovatively in order to
solve problems, and get things done Yet, people normally
equate innovation with creativity or invention. However,
innovation is different from invention and creativity. Sloane
[45] has defined these terms as follows: creativity is the
capability or act of conceiving something original or unusual,
the invention is the creation of something that has never been
made before and is recognized as the product of some unique
insights, while innovation is the implementation of
something new. Payne [46] says that branding rarely gets a
mention in the literature on innovation generally and cocreation especially. This was perhaps due to misconceptions
about the terminology in the 1st decade of 21st century. Yet,
brand-driven innovation, introduced by Abbing [47] helps
companies grow in a way that fits their vision and values, and
delivers a real and lasting value to their customers. In this
light, the brand needs innovation to fulfill its promise, and
innovation needs branding to define the relationship between
the organization and its customers. The design thinking is the
glue that creates the synergy between branding and
innovation. For example, Nintendo's Wii or Apple's iPod redefined what a video game means and how we listen to music
[48] respectively. More recently, Uber and Airbnb utilized
the power of digital disruption by crafting a unique
perspective and massive brand awareness for their customers.
Uber became a pioneer in the sharing economy and is the
world's largest taxi company owns no vehicle. In the same
token, Airbnb is the world’s largest accommodation provider,
owns no property. Both these companies are innovative
companies who are redefining the rules and principles of taxi
and hotel industry respectively. Uber and Airbnb have built
and changed entirely new industry sectors by connecting the
consumers and suppliers via technology. This requires a very
strong brand supported by huge fans. Abbing [47] explores
branding theory and argues that the brand both creates a
frame for innovation and evolves as a result of innovation by
consumers and other stakeholders. This is closely related to
brand co-creation theme in start-ups in which innovation with
brand strategy are intertwined whilst providing inspiration
and guidance to engage all stakeholders in the process of
creativity.

brand and the absorption of those experienced by employees
who in turn can use that knowledge to re-structure and represent the brand [50]. This is, in fact, the co-creation of a
brand which involves customer's active involvement and
interaction with their supplier in every aspect, from product
design to final product [24], [20]. It is particularly important
for start-ups since they are pushed to listen to the stakeholders
from early days and take their feedback and criticism
seriously. Co-creation is now substantially facilitated by
digitalization and has become a business norm. As
manifested in Uber and Airbnb business model, co-creation
blends business expertise and digital technology and
ultimately creates a new value proposition together with
partners and customers to shape a different future. Facebook
is the most noticeable example in which the customers create
all of the content and thus create the reason to engage as well
as the value of the platform. Co-creation demands a
mechanism and a platform to engage customers and inspire
them to add their own content, opinions, code or connections.

C. Brand co-creation
Steiner [49] investigates the corporate identity of young
ventures and finds five factors that affect early corporate
identity: vision, aesthetics, play, charisma, and trust.
In fact, the purpose of various statements, such as mission,
vision, and values (which are called brand ideologies) is to
connect stakeholders including employees and customers to
a longer-term, purposeful yet abstract ideal model which
brand hopes to achieve. Ind and Fuller [50] argue that a brand
ideology creates a framework which guides the organization
toward developing relevant products and services that are
different from others. They further indicate that brands are
fluid entities that are shaped by the interaction between
employees, customers, and other stakeholders. The brands
evolve because of the experiences and resulting expectations
of people as they buy, use, adapt, discuss, interact with the

We can see that there is a transition from start-up
formation to validation and escalation by integrating three
important notions including emotions and feelings which
inspire a start-up to form, a brand-driven innovation which
embraces creativity and invention to innovate something new
and put into practice which can contribute into people’s life.
Ultimately, brand co-creation leverages the power of
customers, stakeholders and their network in order to
constitute a platform of a partnership between a start-up and
its stakeholders. This is anchored by common goals, driven
by a common vision to co-create values in order to meet the
challenges of the new era. The blue line in the model shows
the growth curve of a start-up and indicates the relationship
between time on horizontal scale and growth or success on
the vertical scale. Building on the matrix of the brand [35],
the third dimension of co-creation is added to suggest 3 by 3
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V. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND DISCUSSION
Joachimsthaler [44] suggests the building of brand
substance in which companies must try to improve people's
life by solving something, enabling people, delivering value,
fitting into their lives and giving people time back.
These ingredients resonate with the ideology of most
successful start-ups like Uber and Airbnb who have tried to
improve people’s life by addressing most of the above. In the
line of three notions discussed in former section and
considering the brand substance, the below conceptual model
is suggested. The model is called EIC (Emotion, Innovation,
Co-Creation) which provide a roadmap for start-up as how to
build up their brands in the digital era.

Figure 6. The EIC model for start-up branding in the digital era
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matrix of start-up branding. The most successful start-ups are
emotionally connected, extremely innovative and highly cocreative and this is embodied in the shaded cubic.

Figure 7. Three dimension matrix of start-up branding notions

The EIC model resonates with the Golden Circle
developed by Simone Sinek in which he has been inspiring
and challenging executives since his TED talk [51]. In his
books [52] [53], he examines the emotional aspect of what
makes employees and customers buy into a company.

Figure 8. The Golden Circle [52]

Sinek [52] argues that when we’re selling from the inside
out, the WHY is the reason we might start and buy which
correspondences with emotions. The HOWs are
‘’differentiating value proposition’’ or ‘’unique selling
proposition,’’ which will be manifested in innovation as it is
the implementation of something new. Finally, WHATs
serve as the tangible proof of former stages to create value
and become valuable as suggested by Thiel and Masters [54]
which resonates with co-creating of products and service in
EIC model
Today, we see Apple as one of the most successful
companies in the world and it cannot be considered as a startup anymore. Nonetheless, we can capture and share insights
and best practices from the tremendous success of iPhone as
a new and unknown product which was introduced by Steve
Jobs on January 9, 2007. In fact, a very solid marketing
strategy which controls over the consumer experience
including the omnipresent advertising campaigns, the price
positioning as a maker of premium goods, and the lingering
nimbus of Steve Jobs’s personal charisma all contributed to a
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perception that Apple offers products so good as to constitute
a category of their own [52]. Moreover, the marketing
success and brand strategy of iPhone can be simulated
through the suggested model in the digital era. A burning
desire and inspiration of the founder brought all the features
of internet communication into one small and lightweight
handheld concept. He then leveraged innovation to design a
device which had a massive impact on worldwide
communication and transformed people lives. Apple further
utilized the power of co-creation by providing apple store
platform in which the consumers could work with companyprovided resources to produce their own value offering
applications. The ongoing participation of active consumers
in the production of new applications and exchanging value
made the software even more important than hardware and
created a huge source of income from marketing and selling
apps and in-app advertisements both for Apple and its
partners.
VI. CASE STUDY – COURSERA
Online learning has made huge changes in contemporary
education and provided new opportunities for everyone who
wants to learn something. Accelerated by the rapid and
dramatic growth of the Internet, Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) emerged in 2012 when several well-financed
providers, associated with top universities, including
Coursera, Udacity, and edX were introduced. MOOCs
penetrate the corporate environments and empower employee
competencies and innovation [55] and provide an affordable
and flexible way to learn new skills deliver quality
educational experiences at scale,
Coursera which is one of the most successful MOOCs
was founded in 2012 by two Stanford Computer Science
professors who wanted to share their knowledge and skills
with the world [56]. Today, Coursera has become as the
world’s leading and well-known brand in learning and
education whose courses sought after by individuals and
employers around the world because of evidence of mastery
and verified certificates of completion. Coursera has built a
platform where anyone, anywhere can learn and earn
credentials from the world's top universities and education
providers. With over 25 million registered users who have
access to 2,000 courses by 149 partner universities, Coursera
offers Specializations – collections of courses that build skills
in a specific subject – as well as degrees and a workforce
development product for businesses and government
organizations [56].
Here, we briefly review Coursera case study and examine
how it resonates with the conceptual model suggested in this
paper.
A. Emotion
In the formation stage, we can observe that passion of the
two founders is a bold contributor and a valid predictor of
business creation as well as an outcome of their behavior.
Daphne Koller and Andrew Ng were inspired by the
experiences offering their courses online in fall 2011 at
Stanford [56]. Specifically, Andrew, in 2011, led the
development of Stanford's Massive Open Online Course
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platform and taught an online machine learning class that was
offered to over 100,000 students - the initiative that led to the
co-founding of Coursera [56] and offering the same there as
one of the first courses. The founders’ desire and passion to
design, deliver and assure the high quality and integrity of
their own courses embodied the reason and cause around
which people showed up in Coursera as employees and
developers. This also resonates with a research, in which it is
argued that recruitment and a human capital building is vital
to the survival and growth of new ventures [57]. The sense of
purpose to help anyone to learn from top universities was so
strong that attracted many students and courted the attention
of other universities. Princeton, Stanford, the University of
Michigan and the University of Pennsylvania were the first
universities to offer content on the platform afterward [56].
Innovation and Co-creation mindsets are other important
ingredients for successful brand building that were cultivated
from early days since Coursera was perhaps the first MOOCs
which started to provide universal access to the world's best
education through partnering with top universities and
organizations to offer courses online. These universities
primarily expect branding and reputation benefits from
participation [58]. Also, Coursera creates value through the
design and engineering of the technological platform to
facilitate access of students, which contains sophisticated
search and recommender systems [59].

B.

Innovation

Green [60] argues that MOOCs foster innovation by
enabling both people with no formal education and those with
a degree from a higher education institution to embrace the
opportunities as these courses are provided for free or at low
prices. Coursera like many other successful MOOCs, such as
EDX and Udacity provides a platform upon registration
which forms a diverse community of practice in which
participants can share ideas and get deeply involved in the
subject via a rich variety of synchronous and asynchronous
online activities. Students at Coursera become engaged with
the course, watching videos, communicating with peers, and
accomplishing assignments. As of 2014, statistics show that
only about 5 percent of students who enroll in MOOCs
receive certificates of completion—a data point that has led
many to conclude that online teaching is ineffective [25].
Nonetheless, Coursera has harnessed innovation and
developed a community around its Courses by engaging
learners and developing tools to facilitate their social
interaction among each other [61] up to a level that some
specializations in IT and programming can earn students a
job in par with degree Carnegie Mellon and Caltech.
Meanwhile, at Coursera, college credit is a “premium
service” students pay extra for. This is the manifestation of
brand-driven innovation in which Coursera delivers real and
lasting values to the students and fulfills its promise to help
anyone to learn and earn credentials from the world's top
universities.
C. Co-creation
Co-creation practically happened in escalation stage
when different stakeholders including individuals,
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organizations, and universities are brought together in order
to produce a mutually valued output i.e. best education which
benefits everybody. The platform, accessible upon
registration allows learners to participate in thousands of
courses offered and explore hundreds of contributions by
other students, which often leads to further inspiration for
their own and others assignment and even carrier experience.
Freemium model, which is built on an expectation of
converting a portion of free students to paying customers,
increases the number of students and acts as a signal for
content quality, thus increasing the legitimacy of Coursera's
offering [59]. As the number of students grows, University
partners have the benefit of predictive algorithms and data
mining tools to identify their target students and evaluate the
efficiency and effectiveness of their courses. All these are
invaluable sources both for Coursera and university partners
to design and introduce new courses as well as improving and
enhancing the existing ones. Registering more free students
increases the chance for payment and consequently increases
the level of captured value (revenues, profit), thus raising the
value creation capacity and ultimately reinforcing the societal
value proposition [59]. Though every free student incurs
costs to Coursera, each individual equally increases the
societal value co-creation for Coursera, university partner
and students themselves.
We can observe the integration of emotion, innovation
and co-creation in Coursera as it envisions the future of
online learning and challenges stakeholders including
students and university partners to stretch and grow which
ultimately excites (emotion), empowers (innovation) and
benefits (co-creation) everybody.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Start-up branding cannot be addressed in a holistic
approach since a new venture follows a growth curve where
it goes through experimenting and testing its business model
and lacks a base and build upon foundation especially in the
early stage. The purpose of this paper was to provide a
conceptual framework that helps to understand the vital role
of branding in the digital era for survival and growth of startups. This has been met by articulating a three stages modular
and incremental approach for building a start-up's brand from
scratch.
First, founders must have a strong sense of purpose, cause
or belief to solve a market need or take advantage of an
existing market opportunity and cultivate innovation and cocreation mindset. Second, they need to innovate things that
make them special and differentiate them from their
competition. Third, they must seek to jointly create and
develop value as the tangible manifestation of first two
stages.
The paper is conceptual in nature and therefore future
research is suggested to focus on validating and expanding
the model through a qualitative research approach. Also
identifying branding imperatives and developing quantitative
metrics under each notion will be beneficial to measure the
impact of a start-up brand in each growth stage.
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Abstract—Password based applications are commonly used in our
daily lives such as in social networks, e-mails, e-commerce, and
e-banking. Given the increasing number of hacker attacks, only
the use of passwords is not enough to protect personal data and
does not meet usability requirements. Keystroke dynamics is a
promising solution that decreases the vulnerability of passwords
to guessing attacks by analyzing the typing manner of the user.
Despite its efficiency in the discrimination between users, it
remains non-industrialized essentially due to the tedious learning
phase and the intra-class variation of the users’ characteristics.
In this paper, we propose a double serial mechanism to adapt the
user’s model over time. An important property of the proposed
solution relies in its usability as we only use a single sample as
user’s reference during the account creation. We demonstrate
that the proposed method offers competitive performances while
keeping a high usability.
Keywords–Passwords; Authentication; Password security;
Keystroke dynamics; Adaptive strategy.

such as the fingerprint (e.g., fingerprint scanner [5], Touch
ID [6], etc.) and the face (e.g., video cameras on consumer
devices [7], etc.). This is basically owing to the need of
several typing captures during the enrollment phase to create
the reference template that describes the typing rhythm of the
users. It is not the case for real applications for which the
password is usually requested only once, when creating an
account. In [4], the reader can find a recent state of art on
keystroke dynamics. As shown in Table I, for all the published
research papers, the learning phase requires a large number of
samples which generally exceeds 20 according to [8].

I. I NTRODUCTION
Numerous applications used in daily life are based on
password authentication. However, these passwords might be
easily forgotten. That is why we generally opt for a unique
password or simplified ones to remember all of them. But this
strategy, although widespread, increases the vulnerability of
passwords to guessing attacks. Besides, password composition
policies calculate the complexity of the used passwords and
advise users to combine symbols, numbers and letters to
make them more complex and unguessable so as to avoid
hacking attacks [1], [2]. Moreover, many studies explored the
passwords length to evaluate their security [3].
Keystroke dynamics consists in analyzing the user’s way
of typing to decide if he/she is genuine or not. It is an
interesting solution which enhances the security of passwordbased applications [4] regardless of the size and complexity of
the password. In addition to the use of a syntactic verification
of the password, the way of typing it must be similar to
the legitimate user. Keystroke dynamics belongs to behavioral
biometric modalities that vary over time. The characteristics
describing the users’ typing rhythms are mainly extracted from
the latencies between the pressing and releasing moments of
two successive keys.
Even if this modality has proved its efficiency in several
scientific research papers, it is still not fully adopted in industrialized applications, unlike other morphological modalities

Besides the problem of the tedious enrollment phase,
keystroke dynamics particularly suffers from large intra-class
variation, as well as other behavioral modalities. In fact, the
typing manner of the users is affected by different parameters [14]–[16] like emotional state, activeness, acquisition
conditions, and keyboard changing.
Adaptive strategies [17], [18] are promising solutions in
order to solve these problems. Indeed, they aim to update
the reference template during the use of the authentication
system. Therefore, they take into account the variations in
the typing manner of users as time elapses. In this paper, we
put forward an adaptive strategy based on a single sample
for the enrollment phase of the initial reference template. The
reference template is enriched thanks to the proposed adaptive
strategy. The maximum size of the adapted reference template
is set to ten samples. The proposed method makes possible
the general use of keystroke dynamics on Internet as an
efficient and usable logical access control to Web services. We
demonstrate the benefit of the proposed approach on different
datasets from the state of the art.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the literature work on the adaptation strategies applied to the keystroke dynamics modality. Section III
describes the proposed methodology and the contributions of
this paper. Section IV details the experimental protocol, the
used databases and the obtained results. Section V presents
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TABLE I. N UMBER OF SAMPLES REQUIRED FOR ENROLLMENT PHASE
FOR SOME SYSTEMS IN LITERATURE .
References
Number of samples

[9]
15

[10]
40

[11]
50

[12]
112

[13]
200
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the main conclusion of this work and some perspectives.
II. R ELATED WORK
The literature has shown that the adaptive strategy is one
of the most suitable solutions to cope with intra-class variation, which is inherent to the keystroke dynamics modality.
This strategy generally depends on five parameters according to [19]:
•

•

•

•

•

Reference modeling: It consists of choosing the representation of the biometric reference. The reference
template is generally composed of several samples.
In this case, it is referred to as a gallery. To our
knowledge, no work considers a single sample as
reference for keystroke dynamics.
Adaptive criteria: The adaptation process is initiated
only if this criterion is verified. Different criteria
have been proposed in the literature. We can cite
the double threshold [20], the quality index [21],
the context-sensitive [22], and the temporal errors
distribution [23].
Adaptive mode: It defines how to label the presented
queries. It can be done in a supervised way or in a
semi-supervised one.
Adaptive periodicity: It details how often to apply the
adaptation process, either immediately after the query
acceptance, or after having collected a specific number
of samples.
Adaptive mechanism: It concerns how to modify the
reference to update it. Different mechanisms have
been suggested, like the additive mechanisms [24], the
replacement mechanisms [25], [26] and the combined
ones [27], [28].

Let us discuss some adaptive mechanisms given they
belong to the most interesting step for the whole strategy. In
fact, among the additive mechanisms, the growing window [29]
is well known and frequently used [30]. The process consists
in adding each accepted query to the reference gallery. Concerning the replacement mechanisms, the sliding window [29]
is also commonly employed. It consists in replacing the oldest
sample by the newly accepted query. Moreover, both of these
mechanisms are generally combined to operate together. For
example in [31], three combined mechanisms were proposed.
All of them are based on two sub-references. These subreferences are managed as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Parallel sliding: One biometric sub-reference is never
updated, and the other one is updated with the sliding
window.
Parallel growing: One biometric sub-reference is
never updated, and the other one is updated with the
growing window.
Double parallel: One biometric sub-reference is updated using the sliding window, and the other one
is updated using the growing window. Later, Pisani
et al [30] proposed an improved double parallel that
limits the size of the sub-reference adapted with the
growing window based on a statistical classifier.

According to [31], after 5 adaptation sessions the parallel growing, parallel sliding and double parallel mechanisms
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present respectively an Error Equal Rate (EER) higher than
20%, 15% and 10%.
As a main contribution, we combine two mechanisms,
namely growing and sliding. The novelty lies in the fact
that they are applied to a unique reference and they operate
sequentially: The growing window is firstly applied, then the
sliding window occurs. The obtained results show that this
approach actually enhanced the performances.
III. P ROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper, we put forward a novel keystroke dynamics authentication method that fits the industrial application
conditions such as to secure the logical access control to a
service on Internet. The main interest is to consider only
the password sample introduced when creating an account.
Furthermore, thanks to our adaptation strategy, the intra-class
variation is taken into account over the use of the system in a
transparent way. In what follows, we describe the main steps of
our approach: enrollment, verification and adaptation. Figure 1
represents the overall scheme of the suggested approach.
A. Enrollment phase
In this work, the initial user’s reference template Gj of
the user j is composed of a single typing capture, the one
introduced to save the user’s password. A simple JavaScript
code embedded in the service provider login page is sufficient
for this task. From this single sample, we extract four characteristics which are time information between two successive
keys:
• Time duration between two successive pressure events
• Time duration between two successive release events
• Time duration between one key press event and the
successive key release event
• Time duration between one key release event and the
successive key press event
These characteristics are commonly used and provided
by the majority of available public databases of keystroke
dynamics [32]–[34].
B. Verification phase
The classification is ensured with the K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier. It is one of the most used classifiers
for the keystroke dynamics modality that demonstrates good
performances [35]. Knowing that the KNN classifier can be
used with different distance metrics, we propose to evaluate
its performances with different metrics described below:
• Statistical distance: It is based on extracting statistical
values from each retained biometric feature (mean
and standard deviation). This distance is well known
for its competitive performances and its calculation
speed while being used for the keystroke dynamics
authentication [36].
n

DST AT = 1 −
•

1 X −|
e
n i=1

qi − µi
σi

|

(1)

Hamming distance: It consists in calculating the percentage of different coordinates between the novel
query and the reference samples.
DHAM M IN G = (#(qj 6= Gj (k))/n)

(2)
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Figure 1. Description of the keystroke authentication process

•

Euclidean distance: It is a simple distance metric
usually used with the KNN classifier.
v
um
uX
DEU CLIDEAN =t
(qj − Gj (k))2
(3)

authentication system to enhance its performances. For the
proposed approach, we opt for the following choices:
•

Reference modeling: To facilitate the enrollment phase
task, the user is asked to only type the password once.
This is a great advantage in term of usability. Thus,
the user’s gallery is initially composed of a single
sample. Each accepted query is therefore added to
the gallery, to enrich the typing manner description.
The maximum size of the gallery is equal to ten. We
chose not to enlarge the reference, to facilitate the
communication of the web server with the database.

•

Adaptation criterion: The decision to update the reference is taken according to the adapted thresholds
criterion which has already been proposed in [37].
It is based on the double threshold criterion [20].
Two thresholds are considered: The first one decides
whether to accept or to reject the query, while the
second one decides to use the accepted query whether
to update the reference or not. All studies implementing the double threshold criterion, have generally used
fixed thresholds [8], [31]. For our adaptation criterion,
the thresholds are updated during the use of the system

k=1

•

Manhattan distance: It calculates the sum of the differences of the corresponding components of the new
query and the reference samples.
DM AN HAT T AN =

m
X

|qj − Gj (k)|

(4)

k=1

where:
qj is the claimed query of the user j, Gj (k) is the k th reference
sample of the user j, m is the number of the samples in the
reference Gj , µ is the mean vector of the reference, and σ
is the standard deviation vector of the user reference, and i
varying from 1 to n where n is the length of the password.
C. Adaptation phase
The adaptation phase is required to remedy the problems
of intra-class variation. It is ensured during the use of the
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according to (5):
Tji+1 = Tji − e

•

•

•

µ
− σj
j

(5)

where µj and σj are respectively the mean and standard deviation vectors of the reference of the user j,
and Tji is the threshold of the user j in the adaptation
step i.
Adaptation mode: The chosen mode for the suggested
method is the semi-supervised one. The labels are
assigned thanks to the KNN classifier. We apply it
combined with different distance metrics to choose
the optimal distance (best performances).
Adaptation periodicity: The adaptation is performed
online whenever a query is accepted by the adapted
thresholds criterion.
Adaptation mechanism: We propose the double-serial
mechanism for our experimentations. At the beginning, the growing window mechanism is applied.
Actually, each accepted query is added to the reference
as long as the size of the gallery Gj is less than 10
samples. Once the size of the reference reaches 10
samples, the sliding window mechanism is launched
to replace the oldest sample in the reference gallery
with the last accepted query. The adaptation mechanism continues by updating the reference without any
supervision by simply and efficiently considering the
temporal variations in the keystroke dynamics.

As a consequence, once the decision criterion is verified,
we update both the reference and the thresholds in a real
time way. Thanks to the double-serial mechanism, the growing
window mechanism serves to enrich the modeling of the
keystroke dynamics of the users, whereas the sliding window
is subsequently used to track the intra-class variation of the
user’s typing manner.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We validate our adaptation approach of the keystroke
dynamics on two public databases. The evaluation is done
based on two commonly used metrics: the Error Equal Rate
(EER) and the Area Under Curve (AUC) performance metrics.
The experimentations and the achieved results are presented in
the following.
A. Datasets
We choose the GREYC 2009 [33] and WebGREYC [32]
databases for the validation of the proposed method. In GREYC 2009, 133 users participated in the creation of this
database. We are interested in only 100 users, those who
participated in five acquisition sessions during 2 months and
provided 60 samples per user. For the Web GREYC, 118 users
were involved in its creation. Only 45 among them participated
in five sessions and provided 60 patterns. For both databases,
we only consider users who provided 60 samples.
B. Experimental methodology
To better describe the adopted methodology, we depict the
used data stream generation. We have 60 samples per user.
Thus, to assess the performances of our method, we define an
evaluation protocol. For that purpose, we divide the process
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into sessions. At each session, we present eight new queries
to the system. They are composed of five genuine samples and
three impostor ones. According to the literature, the number of
genuine samples per session is generally up to ten. Differently,
we opt in our work for only five genuine samples, which
allows precisely controlling the approach performances. The
genuine queries are presented according to the chronological
order of the database capture; whereas, the impostor queries
are randomly introduced.
As a result, we obtain 12 adaptation sessions (60 genuine
samples / 5). Since we store the first sample as reference
in the enrollment phase, during the last session we present
only 4 genuine samples. Three impostor attacks are randomly
generated in each session by the samples of other users of the
database. The biometric data stream is then divided into 37.5%
(3/8) of impostor samples and 62.5% (5/8) geniune samples.
The attack rate is higher than that generally used in keystroke
dynamics studies [10], [31] (70% genuine and 30% impostor).
The initial thresholds are set for an EER equal to 3%. Then,
after each query acceptance, the reference is updated according
to the double serial mechanism, and the decision thresholds are
adapted based on Equation (5).
C. Results
Although the reference initially contains only a single
sample, the obtained results are promising. Figure 2 depicts
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves with the
associated EER and AUC performances for the twelve adaptation sessions of the different experimentations applied to the
GREYC 2009 database. Figure 3 illustrates the ROC curves
and the performances (EER, AUC) of the first and the last
adaptation sessions obtained using both databases.
We choose four distance metrics to associate to the KNN
classifier because we test a very large number of distances, but
those that demonstrate competitive performances are hamming,
statistical, euclidean and Manhattan. Comparing the metrics
with each other, we note that the hamming distance and the
statistical one perform better than others for the two considered
databases.
We compare our approach with that of Giot et al [8], in
which the authors applied the average mechanism based on
3 different classifiers: Support Vector Machine (SVM), neural
network and statistical distance. Thereby, an examination of
the classifiers’ performance is essential. Table II summarizes
the compared results.
TABLE II. C OMPARISON OF THE CHOSEN CLASSIFIER WITH THOSE OF
PREVIOUS WORK FOR GREYC 2009 DATABASE .
Adaptive
mechanism
Double
serial
mechanism
(Proposal)
Average
mechanism
[8]

Reference size
Minimum
Maximum
1
10
1
10
1
10
1
10
5
15
5
15
5
15

Classifier

EER

AUC

KNN (Hamming)
KNN (Statistical)
KNN (Euclidean)
KNN (Manhattan)
SVM
Neural network
Statistical

6.1%
6.3%
7.8%
8.9%
6.96%
8.75%
10.75%

0.013
0.017
0.033
0.031
-

The best performance achieved in [8] is an EER equal
to 6.96%, while using an SVM classifier and the reference
was composed of 5 samples as minimum size and 15 samples
maximum. In the present study, we use the same database as
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Figure 2. Roc curves evolving overs all adaptation sessions (GREYC 2009 database) and the associated performances (EER, AUC)
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Figure 3. Roc curves of the first and the last adaptation session (S1,S12) and the associated performances (EER, AUC)
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in the work of [8], thus obtaining two better performances:
an EER equal to 6.3% using the KNN based on the statistical
distance, and 6.1% using the KNN based on the hamming
distance. We will benefit from the minimisation of the size of
the reference while keeping better performances to facilitate
the industrialisation of the keystroke dynamics modality. In
addition, the KNN classifier compared to other classifiers, has
the advantage of a low computing time which facilitates its
deployment on the web server.
To highlight the benefit of the chosen adaptation criterion,
we also test different types of thresholds:
•
•
•

Global thresholds: A single threshold is set for all
users and during the use of the password.
Individual thresholds: The thresholds are user dependent but remain set during the system utilization.
Variable thresholds: The thresholds vary according to
users and over time.

window mechanism. The other comprises 10 samples initially
and it is adapted with the sliding window mechanism. Finally
we also tested the proposed double serial mechanism while the
reference is initialized to 5 samples and its maximum size is
fixed to 10. Figure 4 summerizes the variations of the reference
size for each of the tested adaptation mechanisms. All of
these mechanisms are implemented by the KNN classifier
with 4 distance metrics. The obtained results are summarized
in Figure 5.
Minimum size

Maximum size

12
10
8
6
4

As demonstrated in previous work, [37], the variable
thresholds are performing better, as provided in Table III.

2
0

TABLE III. C OMPARISON OF OBTAINED RESULTS (EER) WITH DIFFERENT
THRESHOLDS .
Distance metrics
Hamming

Statistical

Euclidean

Manhattan

Thresholds
Variable
Individual
Global
Variable
Individual
Global
Variable
Individual
Global
Variable
Individual
Global

GREYC 2009
6.1%
7.3%
8.1%
6.3%
6.9%
7.6%
7.8%
8.4%
9.7%
8.9%
9.3%
10.1%

WEB GREYC
7.8%
9.5%
10.7%
9.1%
10.4 %
11.7%
10.8 %
12.8%
14.2%
11.4 %
13.6 %
15.3 %

For our experimentation, the evolution of the size of the
reference over time is significant. Since the number of accepted
queries is not the same for all users, the size of the reference
differs from one user to another at the end of the session.
Table IV shows the minimum size and the maximum size of
users’ references in each session. As the maximum number of
samples in the reference (10 samples) is rapidly reached, we
therefore deduce that the growing window phase is quickly
interrupted. Hence, the sliding window phase is more sustainable. Moreover, we notice that the slower the growing window
phase is, the lower the performances are. In fact it is due to the
weak recognition of the geniune user at the beginning. This is
the case of the KNN based on Manhattan distance, unlike the
other distance metrics especially the statistical one. Besides,
user’s having the minimum reference size are those whos
keystroke dynamics is suffering from intra class variations
more than the others.
To enforce the advantages of the proposed adaptation
approach we tested other algorithms of the literature. We
firstly tested the growing window mechanism with a reference
containing a single sample initially. The size of the reference
increases infinitely thanks to the adaptation mechanism. Secondly we applied the sliding window mechanism based on
a reference sized 10. Thirdly the double parallel mechanism
is conducted using two sub-references. One of them contains
a single sample initially and it is adapted with the growing
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Growing
Minimum size

Sliding
Maximum size

Double serial Sub-reference1 Sub-reference2

Double Parallel

Figure 4. The minimum and the maximum size of the reference for the
compared mechanisms.

By applying the sliding window mechanism and growing
window mechanism separately, the obtained results are less
efficient. The performance achieved with the double parallel
mechanism is good. But the double serial mechanism remains
the best performing. While increasing the initial size of the
reference by 5 samples we obtained better performances. This
is due to the larger description of the keystroke dynamics of
the users. But the performance difference at the final session
is not very large. This is why we chose an approach based on
a single sample in the learning phase in order to familiarize it
with the industrial applications environment.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper investigates a novel method, which considers
the conditions necessary for the application in real life of the
keystroke dynamics modality especially for web services. In
fact, in spite of its great advantage to reinforce the security of
the password-based applications facing hacking attacks, this
modality has not been industrialized yet. The main interest
of the proposed method is that it minimizes as much as
possible the number of samples used in the learning phase.
Indeed, a unique sample is required initially. Besides, we
adopt the double serial adaptation mechanism to remedy to the
intra-class variations of the users’ characteristics: It consists
in combining the growing window and the sliding window
mechanisms. The growing window serves to enlarge the users’
galleries so as to capture more intra-class variability. After
reaching the maximum size of the reference, which is fixed
to 10, the sliding window mechanism takes place. It permits
describing and following the temporal variation of the users’
keystroke dynamics. Also, the adaptive threshold criterion has
a great impact on the improvement of the obtained results.
It is adapted to the gallery variation of each user. Thanks to
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TABLE IV. E VOLUTION OF THE USERS ’ REFERENCE SIZE FOR EACH DISTANCE METRIC OVER ALL ADAPTIVE SESSIONS : ILLUSTRATION OF THE MINIMUM
AND THE MAXIMUM SAMPLES NUMBER .
Number of
adaptive
sessions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Hamming
2-4
6-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10

Min-Max number of samples in the reference
GREYC 2009 database
WEB GREYC database
Statistical
Euclidean
Manhattan
Hamming
Statistical
Euclidean
2-5
2-4
2-4
2-5
2-5
2-4
5-10
4-8
3-7
5-9
6-9
4-8
7-10
7-10
6-10
8-10
7-10
7-10
10-10
10-10
9-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
10-10
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10-10
10-10

ROC Curves

ROC Curves
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Figure 5. Roc curves of the last adaptation sessions and the associated performances (EER, AUC) of different adaptation mechanisms applied to the GREYC
2009 database

all these choices, we have obtained a competitive performance
with a minimal size of the reference template (one sample for
the enrollment and ten for the maximum size of the reference
gallery). The accomplished results have improved the state
of the art results by more than 0.8% going up to 4%. The
achieved comparison of the different metrics combined with
the KNN classifier have been also interesting. In fact, it reveals
which metric provide the best results. Eventually, the hamming
and statistical distances are the most efficient compared to
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others. We also implemented the double serial mechanism with
different reference sizes and compared it to the double parallel,
the growing window and the sliding window mechanisms. The
double serial mechanism demonstrated the best performances.
We are interested in investigating an improved method
that achieves better performance from the first sessions. Thus,
preliminary experiments of a user specific adaptive mechanism
are being conducted. In addition, further works will concern
long term validation on real web services.
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